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LANGUAGES IN CONTACT 2010 

Andrei A. Avram  
UNIVERSITY OF BUCHAREST, ROMANIA 

The epenthetic and paragogic vowels of Pijin:  
Internal development or substrate influence? 

Introduction 

 Pijin1 is an English-lexified pidgin, spoken in the Solomon Islands. It is an 
offshoot, sometimes considered a dialect (e.g., Siegel 2008), of Melanesian 
Pidgin. Pijin is spoken as a second language by most of its users (Keesing 
1991a: 338, n. 4), but it has become a first language for some speakers, i.e., it is 
undergoing creolization (Jourdan and Keesing 1997). According to Christine 
Jourdan and Roger Keesing (1997: 408), in addition to Pijin, “more than 60 
languages (and within them, numerous dialects) are spoken in the Solomons”. 
More recently, Jourdan (2007: 13) specifies that 64 languages have been identi-
fied in the Solomon Islands, of which 56 belong to the Austronesian family and 
7 are classified as Papuan.  
 In the most recent description of Pijin phonetics and phonology, Christine 
Jourdan and Rachel Selbach (2008: 177) state that “the preferred syllable struc-
ture for Pijin lexical words is CV(CV)”. Consonant clusters are attested, par-
ticularly in urban and/or creolizing Pijin, but there is an asymmetry between 
onsets and codas. While modern Pijin allows some two- and even three-
consonant clusters in the onset, it disallows clusters altogether in coda position. 
The syllable structure of modern Pijin thus differs in complexity from that of its 
substrate languages. Generally, in the Oceanic languages, “syllable structures 
tend to approximate a simple CV type” (Lynch, Ross and Crowley 2002: 34). 
According to Jourdan and Keesing (1997: 413–414) “the regular phonological 
patterns are CVCV and VCVCV”. Some languages, e.g., in the southeastern 
Solomon Islands, allow only open syllables (Lynch 1998: 83). Consequently, 
most of the vernacular languages of the Solomon Islands do not exhibit conso-
nant clusters (Jourdan and Keesing 1997: 413, Jourdan and Selbach 2008: 174).  
 Under the circumstances, the fact that Pijin also resorts, although less con-
sistently, to epenthesis and paragoge as repair strategies for avoiding consonant 
clusters and closed syllables indisputably reflects the influence exerted by its 
substrate languages2. The combined effect of epenthesis and paragoge yields 
CV syllables, typical of most of these languages. The question arises, however, 

                                                      
1  Also known as Solomon Islands Pijin or Solomon Islands Pidgin English. 
2  Another strategy is consonant deletion (see Avram 2007a). 
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whether the quality of the epenthetic and paragogic vowel is the outcome of an 
internal development in Pijin or rather of substrate influence.  

Previous accounts of epenthesis and paragoge in Pijin 

 Previous works account for epenthesis and paragoge in Pijin in terms of 
vowel harmony. Thus, Jourdan (2003) writes that “speakers will tend to insert 
epenthetic vowels in Pijin words in order to avoid clusters” and that “the choice 
of the vowel is directed by a rule of vowel harmony.” Jourdan (2007: 110) 
states that “the Solomonians will tend to insert a vowel between the consonants 
of words borrowed from English” and concludes that “the rule of vowel har-
mony governs the choice of the vowel which will be used”. Jourdan and Sel-
bach (2008: 174) note that “speakers will tend to insert epenthetic vowels in 
Pijin words to avoid clusters” and claim that “the choice of the vowel is directed 
by rules of vowel harmony” (Jourdan and Selbach 2008: 174). According to 
Jourdan (2007: 110), the rule of vowel harmony applies “in the same way” to 
paragoge. Jourdan and Selbach (2008: 175) write that “most rural speakers, and 
older speakers for whom vernaculars are the overwhelming medium of commu-
nication will tend to add a final vowel to Pijin words derived from English 
words ending in a consonant”, and also state that the paragogic vowel is se-
lected “according to the same principle of vowel harmony”.  
 All these accounts share the assumption that the rules of vowel harmony 
apply both in epenthesis and paragoge. However, explicit formulations of the 
rules of vowel harmony are proposed only for the selection of the vowel of the 
transitive suffix (Jourdan 2007: 183–184, Jourdan 2008: 475, Jourdan and Sel-
bach 2008: 182). Thus, Jourdan (2008: 475) writes that the vowel “varies ac-
cording to a rule of vocalic harmony between the stem of the verb and the tran-
sitive suffix”. Jourdan and Selbach (2008: 182) also state that “the vowel in [the 
transitive suffix] -Vm is selected with respect to rules of vowel harmony”. On 
their analysis, “roots containing mid and low vowels take -em as a suffix, but 
roots with high vowels will take the identical high vowel in the suffix, -im or -um”: 
 

(1) verb stem vowel   transitive suffix 
 /a/    -em 
 /e/    -em 
 /o/    -em 
 /i/    -im 
 /u/    -um 
 

 According to Jourdan (2008: 475), “this rule [of vowel harmony] is more or 
less regular”. Similarly, Jourdan and Selbach (2008: 182) write that “the spe-
cific rules of vowel harmony can … vary from one speaker to the next” and that 
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“the variation in the realization of the vowel in the transitivizing suffix is large”. 
This variation notwithstanding, Jourdan and Selbach (2008: 182) conclude that 
“vowel harmony … determines the insertion of the vowel into the suffix”. 
 Jourdan and Selbach (2008) extrapolate their vowel harmony analysis 
(henceforth VHA) of the vowel in the transitive suffix to that of the nature of 
epenthetic and paragogic vowels in Pijin. Thus, Jourdan and Selbach 
(2008: 183) write that “the quality of the vowels added to the stem is deter-
mined by the stem” and explicitly claim that “this applies for epenthesis, 
paragogue and suffixation of the transitive suffix”. It follows that the same rules 
posited for the choice of the vowel in the transitive suffix also operate in epen-
thesis and paragoge. The only way in which these rules could possibly apply 
would be to assume that the quality of the intrusive vowel is determined by the 
preceding or following vowel in epenthesis or exclusively by the preceding 
vowel in paragoge: 
 

(2) preceding /  preceding vowel intrusive vowel 
 /a/     [a] 
 /e/     [e] 
 /o/     [e] 
 /i/     [i] 
 /u/     [u]  
 

 To sum up, VHA assumes that the quality of the intrusive vowel, whether 
epenthetic or paragogic, is determined by the same rules of vowel harmony 
formulated to account for the nature of the vowel in the transitive suffix. 

The vowel of the transitive suffix in Pijin revisited  

 Siegel (2008: 85) shows that “in the years that a stable Melanesian Pidgin 
first emerged more than 98 per cent of [its users] spoke CEO [= Central Eastern 
Oceanic] languages”. At present, Pijin is “still a second language for most 
speakers, and […] their first languages are the same EO languages that histori-
cally shaped the development of southwestern Pacific pidgin” (Keesing 
1991a: 338, n. 4). Consequently, as stated by Jourdan and Keesing (1997: 402), 
“most speakers of … Pijin can calque heavily and directly on their first lan-
guages”. In principle, then, substrate influence could explain the variation in the 
vowel of the transitive suffix. It is therefore instructive to briefly address the 
issue of the transitive suffix in the substrate languages.  
 Keesing (1988: 96) lists the transitive suffix on the verb among seven “core 
syntactic structures” typical of Central Eastern Oceanic languages. According to 
Keesing (1991a: 318), “in almost all EO languages of the central Pacific, the 
semantic role relationship of agent to patient … is marked with a transitive suf-
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fix”, and the transitive suffix of Melanesian Pidgin therefore “fits perfectly into 
an Oceanic pattern”. The transitive suffix is etymologically derived from Eng-
lish him3, which, as put by Keesing (1991a: 318), “was apparently quickly 
equated with the transitive marker in substrate languages”. However, in these 
languages the transitive suffix has the form -(C)i (Keesing 1991a, Lynch 1998, 
Lynch et al. 2002), i.e., while the nature of the consonant of the transitive suffix 
is lexically conditioned, the vowel is always /i/. Therefore, the rule of vowel 
harmony in Pijin posited by VHA to account for the vowel in the transitive suf-
fix cannot be traced back to its substrate languages. In other words, if a rule of 
vowel harmony does indeed operate in Pijin, it would be the outcome of an 
independent, internal development. 
 In fact, a closer look at the vowel of the transitive suffix in Pijin shows that 
VHA cannot always predict the quality of the vowel in the transitive suffix. The 
modern Pijin forms below are from Laura Guyer-Miller (1989), Jourdan (2002), 
Gerry Beimers (2006), Jourdan (2007), Lee (2008 /1999/) and Link Komik (n. 
d.). Consider first the occurrence of the vowel [u] in the transitive suffix:  
 

(3) a. hukum (< E hook) ‘hook’   VHA predicts [u] 
 b. bomum (< E bomb) ‘bomb’  VHA predicts [e] 
 

As can be seen, VHA does not predict the [u] which occurs after a labial conso-
nant, as in (3b). Consider the following examples of free variation of [u] with 
either [i] or [e]: 
 

(4) a. putum / putim (< E put) ‘put’  VHA predicts [u] 
 b. pamum / pamem (< E pump) ‘pump’ VHA predicts [e] 
 

 In all such cases, VHA correctly predicts the occurrence of just one of the 
forms in each pair of verbs. In a rather large number of cases in which the 
vowel of the transitive is [i], VHA fails to predict its occurrence:  
 

(5) a. hitim (< E hit) ‘hit’   VHA predicts [i] 
 b. trenim (< E train) ‘train’   VHA predicts [e] 
 c. baptaesim (< E baptise) ‘baptise’  VHA predicts [e] 
 d. skrasim (< E scratch) ‘scratch’  VHA predicts [e] 
 e. strongim (< E strong) ‘strengthen’ VHA predicts [e] 
 f. saonim (< E sound) ‘imitate a sound’ VHA predicts [e] 
 g. kukim (< E cook) ‘cook’   VHA predicts [u] 

 Jourdan and Selbach (2008: 182) write that “-im appears more likely in 
neologisms”, but [i] also occurs in forms which are not recently coined, as in 

                                                      
3  Keesing (1988: 119) and Siegel (2008: 87) also suggest English them as an etymon. 
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(5d) or (5g). VHA fares better, at first sight, when the vowel of the transitive 
suffix is [e]: 
 

(6) a. letem (< E let) ‘let’   VHA predicts [e] 
 b. laekem (< E like) ‘like’   VHA predicts [e] 
 c. joenem (< E join) ‘link’   VHA predicts [e] 
 d. askem (< E ask) ‘ask’   VHA predicts [e] 
 e. kolem (< E call) ‘call’   VHA predicts [e] 
 f. daonem (< E down) ‘lower’  VHA predicts [e] 
 g. kiurem (< E cure) ‘cure’   VHA predicts [u] 
 

 Note, however, that [e] occurs in most of the environments in which [i] also 
occurs, for instance, when the stem vowel of the verb is /e/, /ae/, /a/, /o/, /ao/ or 
/u/. Moreover, the vowels [i] and [e] may occur in free variation in the transitive 
suffix: 
 

(7) a. mekim / mekem (< E make) ‘make’ VHA predicts [e] 
 b. gaedim / gaedem (< E guide) ‘guide’ VHA predicts [e] 
 c. kasim / kasem (< E catch) ‘arrive’ VHA predicts [e] 
 d. hotim / hotem (< E heat) ‘heat up’ VHA predicts [e] 
 e. saotim / saotem (< E shout) ‘shout’ VHA predicts [e] 
 

 Note again that [i] occurs in forms which are not neologisms. Finally, there 
are even minimal pairs distinguished by the vowel [i] or [e] of the transitive 
suffix: 
 

(8) a. agensim (< E against) ‘oppose’  VHA predicts [e]  
 b. agensem4(< E against) ‘against’  VHA predicts [e] 
 

 To conclude, VHA cannot account for the quality of the vowel in the transi-
tive suffix. Thus, the occurrence of [u] due to labial attraction is not predicted 
by VHA, which does not even consider the possibility of transcategorial assimi-
lation5. The free variation of [u] with either [i] or [e] also runs counter to the 
predictions of VHA. Three other facts are incompatible with VHA. The vowels 
[i] and [e] can occur in the same phonological environment. The free variation 
of [i] and [e] is also unexpected. Finally, the most damaging blow to VHA is the 
occurrence of [i] and [e] as the vowel of the transitive suffix in minimal pairs. 

                                                      
4  This is a so-called “prepositional verb”. Prepositional verbs are syntactically and semanti-

cally prepositions, but have the morphology of transitive verbs (Keesing 1991a: 319, Jourdan 
2008: 478). 

5  In which vowels adopt the place of articulation of an adjacent consonant (Clements 1993: 
109) 
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Since VHA fails to explain the quality of the vowel in the transitive suffix, an 
alternative analysis is called for. On this view6, vowel copying or labial attrac-
tion account for the occurrence of the vowel [u], while [i] and [e] are default 
options. However, the failure of VHA to predict the vowel in the transitive suf-
fix does not rule out the possibility that it constitutes an adequate account of the 
quality of the epenthetic and paragogic vowels of Pijin. 

The epenthetic and paragogic vowels of Pijin revisited 

 The claim defended in this section is that vowel copying, labial attraction or 
the use of the default vowels [i] or [e] also explain the choice of the epenthetic 
or paragogic vowel in Pijin7. 
 A first set of data to be considered is from modern Pijin. Forms evincing 
epenthesis or paragoge are not frequent since, as previously mentioned, modern 
Pijin permits onset clusters and simple codas. Moreover, dictionaries, e.g., Guy-
er-Miller (1989), Jourdan (2002), Beimers (2006), tend to reflect urban and/or 
creolizing Pijin. As noted by Jourdan and Keesing (1997: 413), this is character-
ized by “the disappearance of interconsonantal and epenthetic vowels”. Simi-
larly, Jourdan and Selbach (2008: 176) observe that in this variety of Pijin “the 
epenthetic vowels are disappearing”, that “consonant clusters are more com-
mon”, and that “paragogic … vowels are also disappearing”. Nonetheless, 
epenthesis and paragoge are illustrated by a number of forms (in Guyer-Miller 
1989, Jourdan 2007 and Link Komik n. d.). 
 First, consider the following examples: 
 

(9) a. ambaka (< E humbug) ‘farce’ 
 b. disi (< E dish) ‘plate’ 
 c. gele (< E girl ) ‘girl’ 
 d. kilia (< E clear) ‘clear’ 
 e. maekurunes (< E my goodness) ‘my goodness’ 
 f. parapela (< E propeller) ‘propeller’ 
 g. pelet (< E plate) ‘plate’ 
 h. silip (< E sleep) ‘sick’ 
 i. torouem (< E throw, him) ‘throw’ 
 

 As can be seen, the intrusive vowel is a copy of the vowel in the preceding 
or following syllable. The occasional occurrence of the paragogic vowel [u] is 
due to labial attraction: 
 

(10) komu (< E comb) ‘comb’ 

                                                      
6  For details see Avram (2009a and 2009b). 
7  See also Avram (2009c). 
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The default vowels [i] and [e] are also attested: 
 

(11) a. akis (< E axe) ‘axe’ 
  b. banis (< E bunch) ‘bunch’ 
  c. faki (< E fuck) ‘fuck (interjection)’ 
  d. lake (< E luck) ‘luck’ 
  e. sikarap (< E scrub) ‘brush’ 
 

 Finally, of particular interest is the free variation of [i] and [e], also noted in 
the case of the transitive suffix8: 
 

(12) nekis / nekes (< E next) ‘next’ 
 

 The second set of data is from records of early Pijin. Epenthesis and para-
goge must have occurred much more frequently in earlier stages of Pijin. 
Unfortunately, the earliest written records of Pijin (Keesing 1991b, Tryon and 
Charpentier 2004: 236–240 and 367–382, Jourdan 2007) provide little insight 
into its phonology, given the faulty transcriptions or the tendency of English-
speaking transcribers towards a normalizing orthography, which frequently 
restored English-like forms9. The limited corpus includes, however, a number of 
forms testifying to the nature of the epenthetic or paragogic vowels in early 
Pijin.  
 Consider the examples below (from Avram 2005 and 2007, Jourdan 2007). 
The paragogic vowel is a copy of the one in the preceding syllable: 
 
(13) a. bata (< E but) ‘but’ 
  b. biki (< E big) ‘big’ 
  c. longo (< E along) ‘with’ 
 
A labial consonant such as /f/ or /m/ can trigger the choice of [u] as the para-
gogic vowel: 
 

(14) a. hemu (< E him) ‘it’ 
  b. kamu (< E come) ‘come’ 
  c. lafu (< E laugh) ‘laugh’ 
 

The use of the default vowels [i] and [e] is attested in both epenthesis and para-
goge: 
 

(15) a. baeki (< E back) ‘back’ 
  b. bikosi (< E because) ‘because’ 
  c. daoni (< E down) ‘get down’ 
                                                      
8  In the examples under (7). 
9  See Hancock (1977) and Avram (2000). 
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  d. faeti (< E fight) ‘fight (n.)’ 
  e. Japani (< E Japan) ‘Japan’ 
  f. sekool (< E school) ‘school’ 
  g. simasim (< E smash) ‘smash’ 
  h. suti (< E shoot) ‘shoot’ 
  i. taone (< E town) ‘town’ 
  j. wande (< E want) ‘want’  
 

 The third set of data examined in this section comes from samples of so-
called “bush” pidgin (Keesing 1988, 1991a, Jourdan and Keesing 1997), and 
from transcripts of recordings of elderly speakers who learned Pijin in the 1930s 
or the 1940s (Jourdan 2003 and 2007). Methodologically, this decision can be 
defended on the following grounds. First, as put by Rick J. Goulden (1990: 54), 
“‘bush’ varieties of Pidgin English conserve archaic material and thus provide 
insights into the history and development of MPE”10. A similar point is made 
Jourdan and Keesing (1997: 404) who write that “the Pijin still being spoken in 
the 1960s by plantation workers … had not changed strikingly from this Pijin of 
the 1930s, as reconstituted from texts and elderly speakers”. It may thus be as-
sumed that forms occurring in “bush” Pijin or in the speech of elderly speakers 
reflect, faithfully enough, the phonology of earlier Pijin, in accordance with 
what Rickford (1986: 162) calls “feed-back from current usage”. Secondly, as 
stated by Jourdan and Keesing (1997: 408), “bush speakers use a Pijin phonol-
ogy that fits the phonemic systems and phonological patterns of their first lan-
guages”. Jourdan and Selbach (2008: 172) also note that “the pronunciation of 
Pijin … resembles very much the pronunciation of these vernacular languages”. 
This is hardly surprising since, as put by Jourdan and Selbach (2008: 172), 
“vernacular languages … were … present before, during and after the formation 
of Pijin, and their influence on the new language continues to be felt”. Conse-
quently, speakers of “bush” Pijin are expected to resort much more frequently to 
epenthesis and paragoge.  
 The forms discussed below were produced by speakers whose first lan-
guages are Babatana, Kwaio, Lau, Maringe and Tolo11. Consider first these 
examples (from Jourdan 2003) selected from the “bush” Pijin of a Babatana 
speaker. Vowel copying occurs both in epenthesis and in paragoge: 
 

(16) a. longo (< E along) ‘at, in, on’ 
  b. sukul (< E school) ‘school’ 
 

 A labial consonant enforces the selection of [u] as the paragogic vowel: 
 

(17) stapu (< E stop) ‘stay’ 
                                                      
10  MPE = Melanesian Pidgin English. 
11  All are Austronesian languages.  
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If neither vowel copying nor labial attraction applies, the default vowel [i] is 
used: 
 

(18) stati (< E start) ‘start’ 
 

 Consider next the forms (from Keesing 1988 and 1991a, Jourdan and Kees-
ing 1997) recorded in the “Bush” Pijin of speakers with Kwaio as their first 
language. Vowel copying is rather well attested: 
 

(19) a. bata (< E but) ‘but’ 
  b. furu (< E full) ‘be filled’ 
  c. gobeke (< E go back) ‘return’ 
  d.’ifining i (< E evening) ‘evening’ 
  e. katarisi (< E cartridge) ‘cartrdige’ 
  f. kolok (< E clock) ‘clock’ 
  g. longo (< E along) ‘at, in, on’ 
  h. raefolo (< E rifle) ‘rifle’ 
 

 Similarly, the effect of labial attraction is richly illustrated. Epenthetic or 
paragogic [u] occurs after the labial consonants [p], [b], [f] or [m]: 
 
(20) a. antafu (< E on top) ‘above, up’ 
  b. bulek-em (< E break, him) ‘break’ 
  c. kamu (< E come) ‘come’ 
  d. laetafu (< E right up) ‘completely’ 
  e. olsemu (< E all, same) ‘like’ 
  f. ropu / robu (< E rope) ‘vine’ 
  g. sutimu (< E shoot, him) ‘shoot’ 
 

 Occasionally, either vowel copying or labial attraction can account for the 
quality of the vowel. In the example below, paragogic [u] is either a copy of the 
vowel in the preceding syllable or it is selected by the preceding labial conso-
nant /v/: 
 

(21) muvu (< E move) ‘move’ 
 

 Kwaio speakers also use [i] or [e] as a default vowel, as illustrated by the 
following examples: 
 

(22) a. bilai (< E play) ‘play’ 
  b. birake (< E black) ‘black’ 
  c. fileni (< E plane) ‘plane’ 
  d. insaeti (< E inside) ‘in, inside’ 
  e. kaeni (< E kind) ‘kind’ 
  f. loti (< E road) ‘road’ 
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  g. nate (< E nut) ‘nut’ 
  h. piles (< E place) ‘place’ 
  i. siton (< E stone) ‘stone’ 
 

 Occasionally, there is also free variation between [i] and [e]: 
 

(23) waetemane / waetamani (< E white man) ‘white man’ 
 

 The samples of “bush” Pijin in Keesing (1991a), Jourdan and Keesing 
(1997) and Jourdan (2003) include relevant forms used by speakers whose first 
language is Lau. Vowel copying can determine the quality of the epenthetic or 
paragogic vowel: 
 

(24) a. finisi (< E finish) ‘finish’ 
  b. oraete (< E alright) ‘then’ 
  c. torou-em (< E throw, him) ‘throw’ 
 
 In several forms the paragogic vowel is [u], due to labial attraction: 
 

(25) a. siambu12 (< E jump) ‘jump’ 
  b. kamu (< E come) ‘come’ 
  c. stapu (< E stop) ‘stay’ 
 

 The default option seems to be [i]: 
 

(26) hadi (< E hard) ‘hard’ 
 

 Keesing (1991a) contains several forms produced by a Maringe speaker of 
“bush” Pijin. The following one illustrates vowel copying: 
 

(27) dorop-em (< E drop, him) ‘drop (tr.)’ 
 

 The occurrence of epenthetic [u] in the following form can clearly be attrib-
uted to labial attraction: 
 

(28) pulande (< E plenty) ‘plenty’ 
 

 The forms below suggest that [i] or [e] are default options: 
 

(29) a. Diapane (< E Japan) ‘Japanese’ 
  b. endi (< E and) ‘end’ 
 

 Consider finally these examples (from Jourdan 2003) occurring in the 
speech of a “bush” Pijin speaker with Tolo as a first language. The examples 
below illustrate vowel copying: 
 

(30) a. anda (< E and) ‘and’ 

                                                      
12  Where <mb> represents either the pre-nasalized stop [mb] or the consonant cluster [mb]. 
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  b. bata (< E but) ‘but’ 
  c. noto (< E not) ‘not’ 
  d. olo (< E all) ‘all’ 
  e. pristi (< E priest) ‘priest’ 
 

 Labial attraction accounts for the occurrence of [u]: 
 

(31) a. distaemu (< E this, time) ‘nowadays’ 
  b. talemu (< E tell, him) ‘tell’ 
 

Otherwise, the default intrusive vowel appears to be [i]: 
 

(32) Pranis (< E France) ‘France’ 
 

 The epenthetic and paragogic vowels occurring in “bush” Pijin are set out in 
Table 1 (the shaded areas highlight shared characteristics): 

Table 1. Epenthetic and paragogic vawels in the “bush” Pijin of speakers with various L1 

Speaker’s L1 Vowel copy Labial attraction Default vowel 
  [u] [i] [e] 
Babatana + + + - 
Kwaio + + + + 
Lau + + + - 
Maringe + + + + 
Tolo + + + - 

 
 As can be seen, vowel copying, labial attraction and the use of the default 
vowel [i] are attested in the “bush” Pijin of speakers with various first lan-
guages. An additional default vowel [e] is used – in word-final position – by 
some speakers of “bush” Pijin, with, for example, Kwaio or Maringe as their 
first language. 
 In conclusion, the data from modern Pijin, records of early Pijin and “bush” 
Pijin show that vowel harmony plays no role in the selection of the epenthetic 
or paragogic vowel. Therefore, these data are incompatible with VHA, whereas 
vowel copying, labial attraction and the use of the default vowel [i] and [e] ade-
quately account for the quality of the epenthetic and paragogic vowel. 

Epenthesis and paragoge in Pijin loanwords 

 The adjustment of Pijin loanwords in the vernacular languages of the Solo-
mon Islands constitutes circumstantial evidence in support of the analysis in the 
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preceding section. The forms discussed below are borrowings from Pijin at-
tested in Kokota, Kwaio, Lavukaleve and To’aba’ita13. 
 According to Palmer (2009: 20), in Kokota “codas do not occur (other than 
in a small number of Pijin loans)”. Only a very small number of Pijin loanwords 
are mentioned in Palmer (2009). They show that the paragogic vowel can be 
a copy of the vowel in the preceding syllable: 
 

(33) a. bolo (< P bol) ‘ball’ 
  b. wiki (< P wik) ‘week’ 
 

 The paragogic vowel can also be [u] if it is immediately preceded by a la-
bial consonant: 
 
(34) a. kastomu (< P kastom) ‘custom, tradition’ 
  b. pamu (< P pam) ‘pump’ 
 

 Also illustrated is a case of the default epenthetic vowel [i]: 
 

(35) dokita (< P dokta) ‘doctor’ 
 

 The examples of Pijin loanwords in Kwaio (from Keesing 1988) illustrate 
the occurrence of vowel copying: 
 

(36) a. bolete (< P bolet) ‘bullet’  
  b. koloko (< P klok) ‘clock’ 
  c. masisi (< P masis) ‘matches’ 
 

 Labial attraction is not attested in any of the examples. However, it pre-
sumably occurs, given that it is found in the “bush” Pijin of speakers with 
Kwaio as their first language14. The use of the default vowel [i] is also attested: 
 

(37) a. ’erofileni (< P earoplen) ‘airplane’ 
  b. wasimani (< P wasman) ‘sentry’ 
 

 It may be surmised that default [e] also occurs since it is found in the 
“bush” Pijin of speakers whose first language is Kwaio15: Terrill (2003) lists 
a number of Pijin loanwords in Lavukaleve. Of these several exhibit vowel 
copying: 
 

(38) a. girin (< P grin) ‘green’ 
  b. tarak (< P trak) ‘truck’ 
  c. sosopen (< P sospen) ‘saucepan’ 

                                                      
13  Kokota and To’aba’ita belong to the Austronesian family whereas Lavukaleve is a Papuan 

isolate. 
14  See the forms under (20). 
15  See example (23). 
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 The intrusive vowel is [u] if the immediately preceding consonant is a labial 
one, such as [p] or [f]: 
 

(39) a. fuloa (< P flaoa) ‘flower’ 
  b. sopu (< P sop) ‘soap’ 
 

Either vowel copying or labial attraction can account for the occurrence of [u]: 
 

(40) bulu (< P blu) ‘blue’ 
 
 Finally, the vowel [i] is the default option in both epenthesis and paragoge: 
 

(41) a. buti (< P but) ‘boot, shoe’ 
  b. sipun (< P spun) ‘spoon’ 
 

 The phonological adaptation of Pijin loanwords in To’aba’ita is described in 
detail by František Lichtenberk (2008). According to Lichtenberk (2008: 1293) 
“the syllable structure of Toqabaqita is C(V)”, and “to avoid closed syllables 
and consonant clusters, paragogic and epenthetic vowels are inserted”. There 
are several patterns. Thus, Lichtenberk (2008: 1293) mentions the “insertion of 
a copy of the vowel in the immediately preceding or the immediately following 
syllable”:  
 

(42) a. bikisa (< P piksa) ‘picture (n.)’ 
  b. noto (< P not) ‘banknote’ 
  c. sukulu (< P skul) ‘school’ 
 

 According to Lichtenberk (ibidem), “after the bilabial consonants it is usu-
ally /ʊ/ that is inserted”. This applies both to the epenthetic and to the paragogic 
vowel: 
 

(43) a. fulaka (< P flag) ‘flag’ 
  b. furoko (< P frog) ‘frog’ 
  c. gaetemu (< P gaedim) ‘guide (v.)’ 
  d. gamu (< P gam) ‘chewing gum’ 
  e. lokafu (< P lokap) ‘jail, prison’ 
  f. robu (< P rop) ‘rope’ 
  g. sofu (< P sop) ‘soap’ 
 

 On the other hand, “after the dental consonants … it is usually /ɪ/ that is 
inserted” (Lichtenberk, ibidem). This is another type of transcategorial assimila-
tion, which could be called “coronal attraction”. Consider the following examples: 
 

(44) a. karasi (< P gras) ‘grass’ 
  b. kaseti (< P kaset) ‘cassette’ 
  c. subuni (< P spun) ‘spoon’ 
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 As mentioned by Lichtenberk (2008: 1294), “in some cases the two criteria 
– the nature of the vowel in the neighboring syllable and the nature of the pre-
ceding consonant – coincide”. For instance, the quality of the paragogic vowel 
in the example below can be attributed either to vowel copying or to labial at-
traction: 
 

(45) rumu (< P rum) ‘room’  
 

Similarly, either vowel copying or coronal attraction can account for the nature 
of the paragogic vowel: 
 

(46) a. fenisi (< P fenis) ‘fence’ 
  b. kisi (< P kes) ‘case, box’ 
 

 Several other possibilities are attested. For instance, “in word-final position 
/a/ is sometimes inserted or, less commonly, /ε/” (Lichtenberk 2008: 1294): 
 

(47) a. baeka (< P baeg) ‘bag’  
  b. karasina (< P karasin) ‘kerosene’ 
  c. naifa (< P naef) ‘knife’ 
  d. uikita (< P wiket) ‘wicked’ 
 

 However, in some Pijin loanwords the occurrence of [a] can be attributed 
either to vowel-copying or to insertion in word-final position: 
 

(48) a. darama (< P dram) ‘container, barrel’  
  b. Diabana (< P Jiapan) ‘Japan’ 
 

 The occurrence of paragogic [ε] is illustrated by the examples below: 
(49) a. binate (< P pinat) ‘peanut’  
  b. lane (< P lan) ‘land’ 
  c. tarake (< P trak) ‘truck’ 
 

 Occasionally, both vowel copying and insertion of can account for the oc-
currence of word-final [ε]: 
 

(50) dele (< P jel) ‘jail’ 
 

 Some forms illustrate free variation of [ɪ] – enforced by coronal attraction – 
and word-final [ε]: 
 

(51) fisiketi vs. fisikete (< P bisket) ‘biscuit’ 
 

 Finally, [ɪ] seems to function as a default epenthetic vowel since it can ap-
pear after a labial or a dorsal consonant: 
 

(52) a. bilei / filei (< P plei) ‘play’ 
  b. kiloko (< P klok) ‘clock’ 
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 The intrusive vowels occurring in Pijin loanwords in Kokota, Kwaio, Lavu-
kaleve and To’aba’ita are set out in Table 2 (brackets indicate the probable oc-
currence of a vowel which is not attested in the examples available): 

Table 2. The occurrence of intrusive vowels in Pijin loanwords 

Language Vowel 
copy 

Labial 
attraction 

Coronal 
attraction 

Word finally Default 
vowel 

  [u]/[ʊ] [ ɪ] [a] [ε] [i]/[ ɪ] [e] 
Kokota + +    +  
Kwaio + (+)    + (+) 
Lavukaleve + +    +  
To’aba’ita + + + + + +  

 
 In To’aba’ita either [ɪ] or [ε] may appear in word-final position, after cor-
onal consonants16. This resembles the occurrence of either [i] or [e] in word-
final position in Pijin17. 
 To sum up, vowel copying, labial attraction and the use of the default vowel 
[i] / [ ɪ], and possibly [e], occur in the vernacular languages of the Solomon Is-
lands, regardless of their genetic affiliations (Austronesian vs. Papuan).  

Conclusions 

 The quality of the epenthetic or paragogic vowels of Pijin is not determined 
by rules of vowel harmony. It can be accounted for in terms of vowel copying, 
labial attraction and the use of the default vowels [i] and, less frequently, [e].  
 The rules determining the selection of the epenthetic or paragogic vowel in 
Pijin can be traced back to substrate influence. However, they are just a subset 
of the various rules operating in the substrate languages, carried over into Pijin.  
Vowel copying, labial attraction and the use of the default vowel [i] appear to 
be part of a common core of rules cutting across the genetic affiliations of the 
substrate languages of Pijin. This may explain their frequency in Pijin. On the 
contrary, the use of the default vowel [e] seems less common in the substrate 
languages, and it is also rare in Pijin. The unexpected use of two default vowels 
and the variation in their use presumably reflects differences within the sub-
stratal input.  

                                                      
16  As in example (51). 
17  See the forms under (15). 
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The origin and currency of Old English ‘music’ nouns: 
A corpus study 

Introduction 

 The paper discusses Old English nouns denoting ‘music’ in a quantitative 
perspective, considering the provenance of the relevant terminology. The 12 
terms under discussion come from Frederick Morgan Padelford (1899) and de-
note ‘music’ (in the generic meaning) or ‘the art of music’ as their main read-
ing. This set contains the nouns beorhtm, drēam, drēamcræft, glīg, hlēoδor, 
songcræft, songdrēam, sōn, sōncræft, sweglrād, swinsungcræft. Padelford’s 
study also contains about 50 other music nouns but their meanings are somehow 
peripheral to ‘music’ as such and therefore they have been disregarded here. 
 If such an abundance of Old English musical terminology comes as a sur-
prise, it should be noted that the Anglo-Saxons treated music with reverence. It 
is worth quoting Padelford who states that “The Old English were a music-
loving people. Music was as natural to them as the intense and passionate char-
acter which made it inevitable” (1899: 1). Thus, we must believe that the An-
glo-Saxons cherished music greatly, and that music was an essential part of 
their lives. 
 Another scholar, Percy Young concedes: “The bardic tradition had accus-
tomed the British to the practice of music, and among the nobility – as the leg-
end of Caedmon suggests – it engendered an enthusiasm which was matched by 
certain skills” (1967: 7). 
 The quantitative approach applied in this study pertains to the attempts of 
examining the terminology under discussion in texts from The Dictionary of 
Old English Corpus in Electronic Form (referred to below as the DOE Corpus). 
This was possible due to the use of the Antconc® concordancing program1. The 
idea of relying on a large collection of texts originated with the view that lexical 
(especially semantic) research is supposed to involve corpus analysis. As Pam 
Peters states, “Through corpus data we gain a synoptic view of trends in usage 
in different communicative contexts, and across a range of styles” (2006: 768). 
 As regards details, the noun dream has also been looked at from an etymo-
logical angle so as to challenge the widely known hypothesis that the currency 
of a lexeme determines linguistic and cultural changes. William Tecumseh 
                                                      
1  Version 3.2.1w (Windows) 2007. 
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Fitch’s (2007: 665–666) maintains here that: “Quantitative relationships between 
how frequently a word is used and how rapidly it changes over time raise in-
triguing questions about the way individual behaviors determine large-scale 
linguistic and cultural change”. 

Music nouns in Morgan Padelford’s Old English musical terms 

 Jeffrey Pulver (1923: v) states that the revival of the ancient music, “has 
brought with it a vocabulary that needs some explanation”. Contemporary lexi-
cography of music began in the 18th century with the first fully-fledged diction-
ary of musical terms (Brossard 1703) and the first music encyclopedia, 
Walther's Lexicon of 1732 (Coover & Franklin 2008). 
 In the Editor’s Preface to the original edition of his A Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians of 1879 George Grove, cited by Warren Dwight Allen (1962: 
69), states that: “The limit of history has been fixed at A.D. 1450, as the most 
remote date to which the rise of modern music can be carried back”.2 In stating 
that, Grove sets a boundary between “medieval systems” and “wonderful mod-
ern art”. 
 In 1899, Frederick Morgan Padelford (1875–1942) published his mono-
graph Old English musical terms as volume 4 of Bonner Beiträge zu Anglistik. 
The publication pioneered studying the “æsthetic character of the pre-Norman 
civilization” by presenting a complete glossary of Old English musical termi-
nology (Padelford 1899: v). The list of terms is preceded by an elaborate theo-
retical essay revealing the cultural and social phenomena which were taking 
place in medieval Britain and the Continent. 
 The list below (1) contains nouns denoting ‘music’ as their core meaning 
from Padelford (1899), arranged in alphabetical order (parenthesized numerals 
denote page numbers). These nouns will be referred to as lemmas, i.e., head-
words, which stand in opposition to tokens, i.e., inflected (or otherwise altered) 
forms, which are listed further in (5). 

 
(1) beorhtm – music [noise, clang, cry, revelry] (from A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, J. R. 

C. Hall, London, 1894) (66) 
drēam – 1. music, modulation, melody, harmony. 2. a chorus. 3. pleasant sound of the 
trumpet. 4. a musical instrument [ecstasy, rejoicing] (71) 
drēamcræft – the art of music (L. musica) (72) 
glīg (glēo(w), glīw) – glee music, music that causes joy (L. musica) [glee, mirth] (77) 
hlēoδor – melody, music, tone [voice, sound, noise] (80) 
sangcræft – 1. the art of singing. 2. any form of music [the art of writing poetry] (91) 
sangdrēam – music, a portion of song (L. cantilena) (91) 
sōn – 1. a chant, a tone. 2. music (L. sonus, canticum) (99) 

                                                      
2  Cf.: http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/A_Dictionary_of_Music_and_Musicians/Preface1 
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sōncræft – music (100) 
swēgcræft – the art of music (102) 
sweglrād – music, modulation (?) (102) 
swinsungcræft – music (103) 
 

 The sample quotations in (2) represent the music nouns under discussion in 
the texts of the DOE Corpus with regard to the Modern English translation as 
suggested by T. Northcote Toller (1954). The parentheses enclose the titles of 
the texts and line numbers. 
 
(2) Ðær wæs gidd and glēo (Beowulf 4216) 

There was song and glee [music]  
 

Ðā hleöδor cwom byman stefne ofer burhware (Daniel/Cd, 181) 
When the sound came of the voice of the trumpet over the city-dwellers 

 

Werhādes men ongunnon symle þone drēam, and wīfhādes men him sungon ongeān 
andswariende (The Homilies of Ælfric II, 42, Martyrs) 
Men always begun the melody, and women answering sung in turn 

 

Is me nu wyrsa þæt ic wuldres leoht uppe mid englum æfre cuðe, song on swegle, þær sunu 
meotodes habbað eadige bearn ealle ymbfangen seolfa mid sange. (Christ and Satan, l. 140 – 144) 
Worse is it now for me that ever I knew the light of glory with the angels, or melody in 
heaven, where blessed souls are lapped in music by the Son of God. 
 

 Considering the texts contained in the DOE Corpus, the most frequent mu-
sic noun is dream, with 72 occurrences; the second most repeated terms are 
glīg, encompassing glēo(w) and glīw, and sōn with 12 and 15 occurrences re-
spectively. On the other hand, the least frequent nouns are beorhtm and sang-
drēam producing no occurrences and swēgcræft, sweglräd, swinsungcræft with 
one occurrence each. The currency of the terms in question is presented in the 
form of an alphabetical list in (3) and in a chart in Diagram 1. 
 
(3) beorhtm – 0,  

drēam – 68,  
drēamcræft – 2,  
glīg 1 (glēo 4, glēow 3, glīw 4) – 12 (in total),  
hlēoδor – 9,  
sangcræft – 3,  
sangdrēam – 0,  
sōn – 15,  
sōncræft – 4,  
swēgcræft – 1,  
sweglrād – 1, 
swinsungcræft – 1 
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Diagram 1. Currency of lemmas in the DOE Corpus 

Music nouns in the Old English Dictionary (on-line) 

 To verify the accuracy of the definitions in Padelford, I have juxtaposed the 
meanings of the terms in Padelford (1899) with those in the Old English Dic-
tionary (on-line) referred to as the OED. It was found that the noun beorhtm had 
two semantic counterparts which appear to have been formed through a process 
of metathesis. The remaining items exhibit insignificant alterations in meaning. 
Item (4) contains a complete collection of the definitions from the OED. 
 
(4) beorhtm → bearhtm → breahtm: 

bearhtm – m (-es/-as) brightness, flash, glittering, scintillation; 
breahtm – m (-es/-as) 1. a noise, tumult, clamour, revelry, sound, cry. 2. bearhtm; 
drēam – m (-es/-as) 1. joy, pleasure, gladness, delight, mirth, rejoicing, rapture, ecstasy, 
frenzy. 2. what causes mirth – an instrument of music, music, rapturous music, harmony, 
melody, song, singing, jubilation, joyous, sound. 2a. musical sound;. 
drēamcræft – m (-es/-as) art of music, music; 
glīw – n (-es/-u) (glēo(w), glīg) glee, pleasure, mirth, play, sport, music, mockery; 
hlēoδor – n (hlēoδres/-) noise, sound, voice, song, hearing; 
sangcræft – m (-es/-as) 1. the art of singing, music (vocal or instrumental), 1a. an art of 
singing. 2. the art of composing poetry. 3. the art of playing an instrument; 
sangdrēam – m (-es/-as) cantilena, song, music; 
sōn – m (-es/-as) sound, a musical sound, music vocal or instrumental; 
sōncræft – m (-es/-as) music; 
swēgcræft – m (-es/-as) musician’s art, music; 
sweglrād – f (-e/-a) modulation, music; 
swinsungcræft – m (-es/-as) music. 
 

 Unlike Padelford (1899), the OED provides gender and morphological 
variations of the terms, which seems obvious in such an elaborate inflectional 
system as Old English grammar was. The inflection of the terms is realized 
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mainly by the suffixes –es and –as (parenthesized in 4) which may indicate both 
case and number. These forms, treated as tokens of the headwords from Padelford 
(1899), are listed alphabetically with the number of their occurrences in (5): 
 
(5)  breahtm 2  sangdreames 0 

bearhtm 3  sangdreamas 0 
bearhtmas 1  sōnes 3 
drēames 16  sōnas 3 
drēamas 50  sōncræftes 0 
drēamcræftes 0 sōncræftas 0 
drēamcræftas 0 swēgcræftes 0 
glīwes 2  swēgcræftas 0 
glīwu 0  sweglrade 0 
hlēoδres 2  sweglrada 0 
sangcræftes 0  swinsungcræftes 0 
sangcræftas 1  swinsungcræftas 0 

 
 The sample quotations in (6) represent two nouns bearing spelling varia-
tions in the texts of the DOE Corpus. The Modern English translation comes 
from Toller (1954). Parentheses enclose the titles of the texts and line numbers. 
 
(6) Ðā wearþ breahtm hæfen (Guthlac A, B) 

Then a noise was raised 
Ðŷ læs þe him con leoδa worn, oþþe mid hondum con hearpan grētan, hafaþ him his gliwes 
giefe (Maxims I) 
Unless he knows many songs, or with hands can greet the harp, has his gift of glee  
 

 The list in (7) clearly indicates that the most prolific term (actually a mor-
pheme) is dream, yielding 66 tokens. Interestingly, 14 forms were not located in 
the texts of the DOE Corpus. To provide a complete overview of the frequency 
of the terms in question in the Old English texts, I have compiled a collation 
encompassing both the lemmas and their tokens. This is done in the form of an 
alphabetical list in (7) and in a chart in Diagram 2.  
 
(7) beorhtm 6 

drēam 134 
drēamcræft 2 
glīg 14 
hlēoδor 11 
sangcræft 5 
sōn 21 
sōncræft 4 
swēgcræft 1 
sweglrad 1 
swinsungcræft 1 
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Diagram 2. Currency of lemmas and their tokens in the DOE Corpus 

Etymology of music nouns in Padelford’s monograph (1899) 

 According to George Campbell’s account in his Philosophy of Rhetoric of 
1776, cited in Baugh & Cable (2002: 265), an etymology which appears scant 
or unconvincing should be disregarded: 
 
(8) When etymology plainly points to a signification different from that which the word 

commonly bears, propriety and simplicity both require its dismission. I use the word plainly, 
because, when the etymology is from an ancient or foreign language, or from obsolete roots 
in our own language, or when it is obscure or doubtful, no regard should be had to it.  
 

This statement is applicable to all the terms under discussion, as they mainly 
transferred the meaning of their roots in relation to Modern English and they 
typify ancient languages. 
 The provenance of music nouns was obtained from An Anglo-Saxon Dic-
tionary by Toller (1954) (parenthesized numerals refer to page numbers): 
 
(9) beorhtm – also: brehtm, bearhtm, beorhtm, byrhtm, (-es) (121): Old Saxon, brahtum, braht;  

Old/Middle High German braht; Danish brag; Swedish/Icelandic brak; 
drēam – Old Saxon drōm but correlated in sense to Old Frisian drām, Dutch droom, Old 
High German troum, German traum, Old Norse draumr (210) 
drēamcræft – cræft as ‘art, trade’ OE (210) 
glīg (glēo(w), glīw) – Old Norse glŷ (481) 
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hlēoδor – Old High German hlioda ‘sonitus’, Icelandic hljōδ ‘sound’, Danish lyd, Swedish 
ljud (542)  
sangcræft – Old Saxon sang, Old Frisian song, Old High German sang, Icelandic söngr 
(816) 
sangdrēam – Ø 
sōn – Ø 
sōncræft – Ø 
swēgcræft – v. swēgan ‘to sound’, Gothic swögjan ‘to groan’ (946) 
sweglrād – also: swegelrād (-e), cf. Old High German swegel-sang ‘music of the flute’ (947) 
swinsungcræft – Ø 
 

 Many of the terms listed in (9) used in Medieval Britain, exhibit strong 
linguistic bonds with the Continent. This is evidently due to the migration of the 
Germanic tribes that took place mainly in the pre-Carolingian era. Continental, 
especially Germanic and Norse, languages had a profound impact on the Anglo-
Saxon lexicon, which, for the terms under discussion, is most conspicuous in 
beorhtm, dream, hleoδor and sangcræft. This phenomenon explains the isomor-
phic tendencies of Modern English, particularly in the realms of lexicon and 
syntax. Dirk Geeraerts and Hubert Cuyckens claim that, “Isomorphism in lin-
guistics can be seen as a variant of the higher, more general principle of ‘one 
meaning, one form’, which is as old as European linguistics” (2007: 399).  

DREAM: a case study  

 Although morphologically uniform, the noun dream seems to be both versa-
tile semantically and complex etymologically. Its reading of ‘music’ vanished 
from the English lexicon in the mid-thirteenth century due to the appearance of 
the Old French loanword musique (which entered French from Greek mousike 
techne via Latin musica). 
 In her monograph, Serjeantson (1935: 16) argues that music in Old English 
had a “large” lexical representation built up of Latin borrowings before the 
Conquest: “… large, that is, when compared with the few words for these in the 
native vocabulary. (… the chief words for ‘music’ were glēo (Mod. Eng. glee), 
drēam, hleoÞor, and (ġe)sang (Mod. Eng. song) …)”.  
 While examining the semantic change of a lexeme it is crucial to explore 
the underlying causes of the change, cf. Geeraerts (1997: 102) statement that: 
“A proper explanation of semantic change has to consist of three logically dis-
tinct parts: an overview of the range of possible changes, a definition of the 
factors that cause an individual speaker to realize one of those possibilities, and 
an analysis of the way in which such a change spreads through a linguistic 
community”. 
 Due to natural lexical tendencies some of the Old English music nouns pre-
vailed into Middle English, assuming changes in spelling and meaning. It be-
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comes evident in the Middle English Dictionary (on-line) that acquiring prolific 
spelling variation was unavoidable. According to Dom Anselm Hughes (1954: 
311), “It is different from what has gone before in one notable respect; whereas 
materials up to this point [the year 1175] have been rather scanty, they suddenly 
become plentiful”. 
 From a semasiological viewpoint, which tends to be form-oriented and ex-
plores the applicability of a lexical item, dream exhibits 14 meanings altogether 
in Old and Middle English as illustrated in the diagrams in Figures 1 and 2 re-
spectively.  

 

 
Figure 1. Old English readings of dream from a semasiological perspective 

 
Figure 2. Middle English readings of dream from a semasiological perspective 

 

 According to Douglas Harper (2001), dream in its contemporary meaning 
of a ‘sequence of sensations passing through a sleeping person’s mind’ was first 
attested c. 1250, probably being a cognate of Old Norse draumr, Dutch droom 
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or Swedish drom. Earlier, i.e., in Old English, dream denoted ‘joy, mirth’ and 
‘music’, while the meaning of ‘sleeping vision’ was conveyed by mæting or 
swefn.  
 There are two possible reasons for this discontinuation of meaning in 
dream: either the meaning simply changed dramatically from ‘joy, music’ to 
‘dream’ or the rendering of ‘sleeping vision’ was not recorded in Old English as 
a secondary meaning to ‘music’ (Harper 2001). The second statement appears 
more credible as there simultaneously existed Old Saxon drōm denoting ‘bustle’ 
and ‘dream’ (Middle English Dictionary on-line 2001). 
 Item (10) contains the noun dream and its polysemous readings as obtained 
from various (i.e., religious and secular) texts of the DOE Corpus. The tokens 
cited also exhibit inflectional variation. The Modern English translation is by 
Charles W. Kennedy (2000). 
 
(10) He spearcade, ðonne he spreocan ongan fyre and atre; ne bið swelc fæger dream ðonne he in 

witum wordum indraf (Christ and Satan, l. 78–80). 
Black with fire and poison, he began to speak; no pleasant joy was this as he poured forth 
hid words in pain 

 

Dream bið in innan cwicra wihta, clengeð, lengeð, þara þe ær lifgende longe hwile wilna 
bruceð ond no wið spriceð, ond þonne æfter deaþe deman onginneð, meldan mislice (Riddle 
28, l. 7–12). 

 

A quickening delight lies in this treasure, lingers and lasts for men who, from experience, 
indulge their inclinations and don't rail against them; and then, after death it begins to gab, to 
gossip recklessly. 

 

Ne magon þam breahtme byman ne hornas, ne hearpan hlyn, ne hæleþa stefn ænges on 
eorþan, ne organan, sweghleoþres geswin, ne swanes feðre, ne ænig þara dreama þe 
dryhten gescop gumum to gliwe in þas geomran woruld (Phoenix, l. 134–139). 

 

Neither horns nor trumpets may be likened unto that sound, neither the music of the harp, nor 
the voice of any man on earth, nor an organ, nor melody of song, nor feathered swan, nor any 
of those pleasant sounds that God created to be a joy to men in this mournful world. 
Dreamas he gedelde, duguðe and geþeode, Adam ærest, and þæt æðele cyn, engla 
ordfruman, þæt þe eft forwarð (Christ and Satan, l. 19–21).  

 

Joys He dealeth out and riches. He first created Adam, and a noble race, the angel princes, 
which later perished utterly. 

 

Crist heo afirde, dreamum bedelde (Christ and Satan, l. 68–69).  
Christ had cast them out, and banished them from joy. 

 

aldre, agan dreama dream mid drihtne gode (Cædmon’s Satan 316) 
earlier they could enjoy mirth with Gods. 
 

 The tokens of the noun dream cited in (10) translate into the Modern Eng-
lish senses ‘joy(s)’, ‘delight, mirth, sounds,’ which conforms to the semasi-
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ological analysis in Figures 1 and 2. All these readings form more or less re-
mote peripheral meanings of the term. 
 According to Joshua Whatmough (1957: 76): “It has long been realized that 
around a nuclear meaning a number of peripheral meanings may cluster, e.g., 
‘spring’, of which all the varieties of meaning appear to be peripheral to the 
single meaning of ‘jump, leap, bound.’”  

Conclusions 

(1) The most frequent music noun in Old English is dream with 134 tokens in 
the texts of the DOE Corpus. 

(2) The least frequent music nouns in Old English are swēgcræft, sweglrād, 
swinsungcræft attested just once each. 

(3) The term dream is the most polysemous music noun in Padelford (1899) 
with 14 readings throughout Old and Middle English lexicons. 
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Factors contributing to the retention of traditional 
phonetic features in Acadian French  

1. Background 

 Acadian French is spoken in the Atlantic region of Canada. In terms of its 
linguistic structure and settlement history, this dialect differs significantly from 
its well known neighbour Québec French, which is spoken in the province of 
Québec and in many other parts of Canada. Acadian French also has a different 
political status. Even though French is one of Canada's two official languages, 
each province has its own language policies. Speakers of Acadian French reside 
in provinces where French has a co-official status with English, in the case of 
New Brunswick, or no official status, in the case of most of the other provinces, 
which are officially English (French is the only official language of Québec). In 
general, Acadian French is viewed as having a minority status.  
 The geographic distribution of the Acadian population covers a large area. 
Pockets of Acadian communities are spread around the Atlantic region. The 
largest pockets are in the three Maritime Provinces: in the northern and eastern 
parts of New Brunswick, in the western region of Prince Edward Island, and in 
the southwestern and northeastern parts of Nova Scotia. Acadians also reside on 
the southwestern tip of Newfoundland and on the Gaspé Peninsula and Magda-
len Islands (which are part of the province of Québec). There is an Acadian 
diaspora in the central regions of Québec, on the French Territorial Collectivity 
of Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon, in the northeastern region of the United States and 
in Louisiana. 
 This irregular geographic distribution is the result of a number of historical 
events. The first Acadian settlers arrived in North America in the early 1600s 
and settled in Nova Scotia. Even though they tried to remain neutral throughout 
a series of disputes between England and France, Acadians were eventually 
forced to leave their lands during a period known as the Grand Dérangement 
(“Great Upheaval” or “Great Expulsion”) that lasted between 1755 and 1763 
(Faragher 2005). Some fled to neighbouring regions; others were removed by 
force and transported to different parts of North America and Europe.  
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 In the 250 years since the period of the deportations, Acadian speakers have 
been in different language contact situations. On the one hand, most Acadians 
had little or no contact with speakers of other dialects of French. It is only re-
cently that this situation has started to change. On the other hand, Acadians 
have had varying degrees of contact with local Amerindian languages and with 
English. One of the linguistic results of this history has been the conservation of 
a large number of “traditional” linguistic features, that is, features that are not 
found in general contemporary French but that may have been in use at earlier 
stages of general French. Furthermore, there is considerable variation across 
regions with respect to the use of these features. This geolinguistic variation is 
the focus our research.  

2. The problem 

 A socio-historical model to explain the geographic distribution of traditional 
features across the three Maritime Provinces was proposed by Karin Flikeid 
(1997). The historical factors that she considered are settlement history, popula-
tion movements and isolation over time. She also took into account the socio-
political status of French. In certain provinces such as New Brunswick, where 
French has an official status, there is institutional support of the French lan-
guage; for example, education, justice and health services are offered in French. 
This is not the case in Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island or Newfoundland, 
where services in French have been very limited.   
 Flikeid's model distinguishes three levels of conservatism (or types of 
communities) among Acadian French regions. These are: 

 
Level III (most conservative): little contact with outside varieties of French at the time of the 
Grand Dérangement (1755–1763); isolation during the 19th and 20th centuries; lack of 
institutional support; 
Level II (mid conservative): some contact with outside varieties during the 18th century; 
isolation during the 19th and 20th centuries; lack of institutional support; 
Level I (least conservative): contact with outside varieties during the 18th century; less 
isolation during the 19th and 20th centuries; presence of institutional support (e.g., where 
French has official language status). 
 

 New Brunswick communities are classified as the least conservative (Level I), 
those in the southwestern part of Nova Scotia are seen to be the most conserva-
tive (Level III), while Prince Edward Island and the northeastern part of Nova 
Scotia occupy an intermediate position (Level II). 
 The model predicts that regions that have a greater level of conservatism 
will tend to have greater retention of traditional features, those with a lower 
level of conservatism tend to have smaller retention.  
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 Flikeid formulated her model on the basis of linguistic data taken from 
a number of sources. A major source was her own research on one community 
in northeastern New Brunswick (Flikeid 1984) and on five Acadian regions in 
Nova Scotia (Flikeid 1988). She also consulted Massignon's (1962) classic sur-
vey of Acadian French that was conducted during the 1940s. Other sources 
included research in southeastern New Brunswick (Péronnet 1989) and in 
southwestern Nova Scotia (Gesner 1979, Ryan 1981). However, at the time of 
her study linguistic descriptions of a number of Acadian speaking areas had not 
yet appeared in the literature.  
 The purpose of this paper is to provide an empirical test of Flikeid's socio-
historical model using data from a more recent linguistic survey that contains 
a broader database than was previously available. While Flikeid's model in-
cludes both phonetic and morphological features, our focus is on phonetic fea-
tures only. Our research question is: How well does the socio-historical model 
account for the retention of traditional phonetic features across the geographic 
regions where Acadian French is spoken? 

3. Corpus 

 The phonetic data are taken from the Atlas linguistique du vocabulaire 
acadien (Péronnet et al. 1998), hereafter ALVMA. This linguistic atlas contains 
over 3 000 lexical entries that are replies to questions about maritime fishing 
terminology. The phonetic transcriptions of these entries were made from audio 
recordings and were carried out by a single trained phonetician. The transcrip-
tions appear in IPA form in ALVMA. 
 The atlas survey was conducted in 18 localities in the three Maritime Prov-
inces. Twelve localities are in New Brunswick, four are in Nova Scotia, and two 
are in Prince Edward Island. Each locality is represented by three speakers: all 
are fishermen who are older (generally over 60 years of age), rural and male. It 
is obvious that some Acadian speaking regions were not included in the atlas 
survey because they are not involved in fishing. Nevertheless, ALVMA remains 
the most geographically comprehensive database of Acadian French that is cur-
rently available.  
 Ten traditional phonetic variables were chosen for this study. The term 
“phonetic variables” refers to features that have two or more phonetic forms (or 
variants) that differ in social or geographic distribution but that do not affect 
linguistic meaning. This theoretical construct has been borrowed from urban socio-
linguistics into dialectology (Chambers and Trudgill 1998 /1980/, Labov 1972). 
 In our study, each variable has at least one traditional variant that alternates 
with a standard or referential pronunciation. These traditional pronunciations 
are often considered to have their origin in the regions in France where Acadian 
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settlers originated. A discussion of the history of the variants is outside the 
scope of the present paper but we note that this issue has been debated else-
where (see Flikeid 1994, Massignon 1962, among others).  
 Table 1 lists the ten variables and 26 variants studied in this paper, with 
examples. In the “examples” column, the rightmost form contains the standard 
or referential variant of the variable. 
 Each variable was established by identifying a set of lexical items that con-
tain the target phonetic feature. Frequencies of occurrence of the variants of 
each variable were computed for each locality. A total of almost 4 000 tokens 
was analyzed. A variants-by-localities matrix containing the relative frequencies 
of all variants was submitted to a multivariate statistical technique known as 
correspondence analysis (Benzécri et al. 1981, Greenacre 2007).  This analysis 
examines patterns of similarity and dissimilarity in the frequencies of the pho-
netic variants across the 18 localities, and it reduces the patterns to a small 
number of dimensions that summarize a maximum amount of statistical vari-
ance in the data.  

Table 1. Traditional phonetic features studied [10 variables; 26 variants; N = 3,965 tokens] 

Features Examples 

1. palatalization: /k, g/ > [ʧ, ʤ]  [kɔʧɪj, kɔkij] coquille 'shell'  
[ɑ̃ʤij, ɑ̃gij] anguille 'eel' 

2. “ouisme”: /ɔ/ > [u]  [bun, bɔn] bonne 'good'  
[humar, ɔmaʀ] homard 'lobster' 

3. /ε/ lowering before /r/ [mar, mεr] mer 'sea' 
[par∫, pεr∫] perche 'perch' 

4. nasal vowel alternations in /AN/ and in 
/ON/ 

[bɛ̃w, baŋ, bɑ̃] banc 'bank' 
[harεŋ, arɑ̃] hareng 'herring' 
[hɛrɑ̃w, harɛ̃w, hɑraŋ, eʀõ] héron 'heron' 

5. /ON/ lowering to [ɑ̃] [pwasɑ̃, pwasõ] poisson 'fish' 

6. oral vowel diphthongization 
[rɔ∫øj, rɔ∫εj, rɔ∫ø] rocheux 'rocky'  
[muw, mu] mou 'soft'  
[batow, bato] bateau 'boat' 

7. aspirate /h/ [humar, ɔmar] homard 'lobster' 

8. mid-vowel /EU, O/ raising [pɛʃør, pɛʃœʀ] pêcheur 'fisherman'  
[norwɑ, nɔrwɑ] noroît 'northwester (wind)' 

9. /WA/ variation in word-final open 
syllables 

[fwɑ, fwa] foie 'liver'  
[ɡravwɛ, ɡravwɑ, ɡravwa] gravois 'rubble' 

10. /WA/ variation in word-final closed 
syllables 

[bwet, bwɛt, bwat] boîte 'box'  
[rɑzwe, ʀɑzwɛr, rɑzwar] rasoir 'razor' 
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4. Results 

4.1. Two dimensions of phonetic variation 

 Correspondence analysis identified two major patterns, or dimensions, in 
the variation among the ten phonetic variables. Together, the two dimensions 
account for 54,3% of the total variance. Table 2 lists the phonetic variables that 
define each dimension. The first dimension groups together five variables. 
Three of these variables – oral vowel diphthongization, /AN/ alternations and 
/ON/ alternations – are generally considered to be the most conservative of the 
ten features studied. The traditional variants of these variables are present in 
only a few (three or four) of the 18 localities. The other two variables – /ɛ/ low-
ering and /WA/ variation – are found in all 18 localities. This dimension cap-
tures a large part of the variance in the data (40% of 54,3%), and we label it as 
a measure of the general retention of traditional phonetic features. 

Table 2. Phonetic features that define the two main dimensions of variation  

Dimension 1 (40,0% variance) 
measure of general retention of traditional 

features 

Dimension 2 (14,3% variance) 
measure of retention of stereotypical 

features 

– oral vowel diphthongization  
– /ON/ alternations 
– /AN/ alternations 
– /ɛ/ lowering before /r/  
– /WA/ in word-final open syllables 

– palatalization  
– ouisme  
– mid-vowel /EU, O/ raising 
– aspirate /h/ 
– /WA/ in word-final closed syllables 

 

 In contrast to the first dimension, the second dimension groups five features 
that occur in all 18 communities. Three of these features are often considered to be 
stereotypical Acadian features: palatalization, ouisme and mid-vowel /EU, O/ 
raising. Because these features have a different geographical patterning than the 
features that determine dimension 1, they are associated with a separate dimen-
sion. Dimension two captures a small but significant proportion of the variance 
in the data (14,3% of 54,3%). We label it as a measure of the retention of 
stereotypical features.  

4.2. Level of conservatism as a predictor of phonetic variation 

 To determine the role of the level of conservatism factor in the retention of 
traditional features we conducted two one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs). 
Level of conservatism – the three types of localities – is the predictor variable, 
and the dependent variables are the scores that each locality receives on the two 
dimensions identified by the correspondence analysis. These scores are aggre-
gates of the use in the localities of the features associated with each dimension. 
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Locality scores are plotted along the vertical axes of the error bar charts in Dia-
grams 1 and 2. Higher scores (in the upper part of the graphs) indicate greater 
retention of traditional features and lower scores (lower part of the graphs) have 
less retention. For each type of locality (i.e., level of conservatism) the graphs 
indicate average scores and error bars (95% confidence intervals that measure 
the amount of variation around each average).  
 

 
Diagram 1. Error bar chart of traditional feature retention scores on dimension one (which 
measures general retention of traditional features). Vertical bars show average scores and er-
ror bars (95% confidence intervals) for each level of conservatism. 

 The locality scores on the first dimension, as shown in Diagram 1, have 
a curved rising pattern. The most conservative (Level III) localities received the 
highest scores, followed by both Level I and Level II (less conservative). There 
is a noticeable spread of scores within Levels II and III when compared with 
Level I. The ANOVA test shows that level of conservatism is a significant fac-
tor in the retention of phonetic variables: F(2,15) = 16,88 , p < .0001.  
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Diagram 2. Error bar chart of traditional feature retention scores on dimension two (which 
measures retention of stereotypical traditional features). 

 However, in Diagram 2, the locality scores on the second dimension have 
a curved rise-fall pattern. The greatest amount of retention is among Level II 
(mid conservative) localities; these are followed by Level III (most conserva-
tive) and then by Level I (least conservative) localities. The effect of the level of 
conservatism factor is significant: F(2,15) = 4,05, p < .039.  

5. Discussion 

 The statistical results demonstrate that the socio-historical model is a sig-
nificant predictor of the retention of traditional phonetic features. The results for 
the first dimension show that communities that have had at least some historical 
contact with outside varieties of French over a long period of time, combined 
with institutional support of French, have less retention of traditional features. 
Conversely, lack of historical contact with outside varieties of French and lack 
of institutional support are related to greater conservation of these features. Be-
cause the first dimension accounts for the largest amount of variance in the data 
studied (40% of 54,3%), this is the dominant pattern in the Acadian French 
data. Thus, the first dimension confirms the prediction of the socio-historical 
model, namely that degree of retention of traditional features is directly related 
to socio-historical factors. 
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 The results for the second dimension, which summarizes a smaller amount 
of variance (14,3% of 54,3%), add some nuance to the main result. In fact, this 
secondary result is somewhat unexpected. It is not the most conservative locali-
ties that show greatest retention of stereotypical features, but those that have 
a mid level of conservatism; the Level I (least conservative) communities con-
tinue to have the lowest amounts of retention. The rise-fall pattern on dimension 
two differs from the direct (or growing) relation between level of conservatism 
and degree of retention that one would expect from the socio-historical model. 
It resembles a quantitative hypercorrection, that is, a situation where members 
of a group show a greater frequency in the use of a variant than one might have 
otherwise expected. Peter Trudgill (1986: 66) uses the term “hyperdialectism” 
to describe hypercorrection that is present in dialect contact situations when 
speakers in an area “appear to be actively engaged in fighting back” incursions 
from outside variants. Dimension two appears to be a case of this kind of hy-
perdialectism.  
 The overall result of the statistical analyses is that the socio-historical model 
does not account for all of the variance associated with geographic variation in 
the retention of traditional features. The error bars (95% confidence intervals) in 
Diagrams 1 and 2 plot considerable variation within each of the groups of lo-
calities, especially on the second dimension. In addition, the two dimensions 
defined by Correspondence analysis account for just over half (54,3%) of the 
total variance in the data. Clearly, we need to consider other factors in order to 
arrive at a more exhaustive account of the retention of these traditional features. 
 In our ongoing research, we plan to examine two other social factors that 
might improve our account of the retention of traditional features in Acadian 
French. One factor is intensity of contact with English (Thomason 2001). In 
their study of the loss of vernacular variants and the concomitant rise of stan-
dard alternatives in Ontario French, Mougeon and Beniak (1991:218) find that 
it is restricted speakers – those who use English considerably more often than 
French – who tend to exhibit this sociolectal reduction. In sociophonetic work 
on Acadian French, Cichocki (2006, 2008) shows that intensity of contact with 
English is related to phonetic variation in the /r/ phoneme; greater degree of 
contact with English correlates with retention of the traditional apical [r] pro-
nunciation.  
 Social network analysis may also offer an explanation of the retention of 
vernacular forms. Closed networks have been shown to lead to greater mainte-
nance of local features, while open networks can lead to adaptation of external 
features (Beaulieu and Cichocki 2002, 2005; Milroy and Milroy 1992). The 
presence of certain phonetic features is a source of identity, and it can create 
a sense of group cohesion. Flikeid (1997: 282) reports that individuals in certain 
Nova Scotia Acadian communities fear being judged negatively by their peers 
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when they use more standard features. She observes comments such as the fol-
lowing: Quoi-ce qu'al asseye à prouver? A' se croit pus haute que nous-autres. 
(‘What is she trying to prove? She thinks that she's better than us.’). These com-
ments indicate the social pressures within a speech community for speakers 
retain traditional features and to avoid change toward a more standard way of 
speaking.  

6. Conclusions 

 This study identifies two dimensions of geolinguistic variation in traditional 
phonetic features in Acadian French. The main dimension, a general or overall 
measure of the retention of traditional features, is strongly related to level of 
conservatism in Acadian communities, as defined in Flikeid's socio-historical 
model. It demonstrates that a greater degree of historical contact with outside 
varieties of French (in addition to greater institutional support) is related to loss 
of traditional features; less contact with outside varieties is associated with 
greater retention of traditional features. However, the second dimension, a meas-
ure of the retention of stereotypical phonetic features, reveals a curve-like pat-
tern in locality scores that differs from the predictions made by the socio-
historical model. This pattern resembles a situation of hyperdialectism.  
 A large amount of the geolinguistic variation observed remains unaccounted 
for, indicating that the socio-historical model offers only a partial explanation of 
this variation. Other factors that might contribute to the retention of traditional 
phonetic features in Acadian French, such as intensity of contact with English 
and social networks, need to be examined.  
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Indian youth and the English language 

 The main aim of the paper is to present the results of a brief analysis of 
a language contact situation which is very different from the one that speakers 
experience in the European, and specifically the Polish context. In the present 
analysis I intend to focus on the context of India. During my visits to that coun-
try I was intrigued by its linguistic situation, and the language contact between 
English and the local languages in particular. The latter will be exemplified in 
my study by Hindi, Malayalam, and Marathi. My analysis will focus on the 
issue of language attitudes, which itself is a subsection of the sociolinguistic 
study of language use (cf. e.g., Lambert et al. 1960, Wolfram & Fasold 1974, 
Hudson 1996 /1981/, Coupland & Jaworski 2009). 
 By way of introduction it is necessary to place the English language used in 
India in a more specific linguistic and socio-political context. Braj Kachru 
(1988, 1992), who proposed the classification of the varieties of English into 
three circles of use, i.e., the inner circle (i.e., countries where English is the 
native language), the outer circle (i.e., areas where English is a second lan-
guage), and the expanding circle (i.e., countries where English is an important 
language of international communication), would classify English in India as an 
example of the middle category. The outer circle generally encompasses those 
parts of the Asian and African continents which used to be under British rule 
until approximately the middle of the 20th century (India regained independ-
ence in 1947). The varieties of English used there have become indigenised (in 
terms of vocabulary) and nativised (in terms of grammar), and have often been 
referred to in recent literature as the so-called New Englishes (cf. Platt et al. 
1984, Kachru 1992, Mesthrie 2000, Jenkins 2009). They are used side by side 
with numerous local languages and dialects, thereby reflecting the multifarious 
cultural character of those states, and most often constitute a neutral (i.e., non-
localised) means of communication in the context of the competition for pres-
tige and recognition between local tongues. Moreover, English very often 
serves as a lingua franca for interlocutors who come from different tribal and 
linguistic backgrounds. 
 The official language of India as legislated by the Indian constitution is 
Hindi. The English language in India has the status of a subsidiary or assistant 
official language along with 22 other official languages, each state having 
a right to decide which language(s) will be recognised as official state lan-
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guage(s) (cf. Dua 1991). Some of the most important official languages are 
Punjabi, Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Bengali, or Gujarati. 
Hindi, the largest language of India, used along the North Indian belt, despite 
having been given the official status of the language of the Union, did not be-
come as widespread as envisaged by the Constitution within the fifteen years 
after regaining independence by India due to the ambiguity of the constitutional 
provisions which allowed for the ongoing use of English in all those official 
contexts in which it had been used prior to the end of British rule. During that 
period no restrictions on the use of English within the Union were introduced 
(Dua 1991), while at the same time, in the non-Hindi speaking territories anti-
Hindi sentiments were being strengthened out of a fear of the dominance of 
Hindi (cf. Das Gupta 1970), with the view being spread that Hindi was as much 
a foreign language in the South (when juxtaposed with languages belonging to 
the Dravidian family) as English was. In 1963 the Official Language Bill was 
passed, which stated that “the English language may as from the appointed day, 
continue to be used in addition to Hindi” (Dwivendi 1981: 84). The status of 
Hindi was, however, strengthened by the 1967 Official Languages (Amend-
ment) Act, which advocated the progressive use of Hindi. This was also linked 
with the development of regional languages (cf. Dua 1991). The acceptance of 
Hindi, especially in the South, has not taken place as originally envisaged, 
mainly on the grounds that there is no reciprocal response to the idea of teach-
ing any non-Hindi language in the Hindi-speaking states (Dua 1991, cf. Hohen-
thal 2003). The status of Hindi would have to be matched by equal status for 
one of the Southern Indian languages. Although since those days the position of 
Hindi in India has strengthened, the English language nowadays, which is neu-
tral when compared to local tongues, is attributed a higher status than Hindi and 
is associated with better life opportunities and easier contact with the rest of the 
world (Hohenthal 2003). 
 The above has presented the wider linguistic context of the issue to be ana-
lysed below. As a scholar preoccupied with English linguistics, and especially 
with aspects of language use, when travelling in India I was particularly in-
trigued by the actual scope of the use of English there, and especially interested 
in the attitude towards the English language which people hold there. Some 
years back I already analysed the issue of attitudes to English as manifested by 
language users from the outer and expanding circles (Dąbrowska 2006) with the 
help of a semantic differential and a questionnaire advocated by Wolfram and 
Fasold (1974), the data for which were accumulated via the electronic medium. 
This time I was given an opportunity to investigate the issue of attitudes to-
wards English in a narrowed context and in a more direct manner, through in-
teraction with two larger groups of young people – local college and university 
students – in Mumbai, Maharasthra (the Lords Universal College, Malad, 
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Mumbai) and Kottayam, Kerala (the Mahatma Gandhi Kottayam University). 
The two locations represent the two above-mentioned linguistic areas – the 
Indo-European north and the middle of the country (i.e., regions A and B where 
the official language of interstate communication according to the Official Lan-
guage Rules of 1976 is Hindi, or English along with translation into Hindi) and 
the Dravidian south (i.e., region C in which interstate communication is in Eng-
lish; cf. Dua 1991). Otherwise, Maharashtra’s regional language is Marathi, 
however, in Mumbai itself due to its connection with the Hindi film industry 
and the presence of numerous multinational companies, many inhabitants also 
use Hindi on a daily basis, whereas Kerala, the southernmost state of India, 
makes use of Malayalam and is comparatively less exposed to foreign contacts. 
In those two very distinct language areas I was given a chance to compare 
whether the thinking of the two groups of respondents as regards the perception 
of English was similar or not, and what aspects of English language use they 
would identify with. 
 The two groups of respondents consisted of 53 students in the Mumbai 
group and 25 students in the Kottayam group – they were students of management 
and international relations, respectively, in their late teens and early twenties. 
Due to the character of the two meetings (a semi-formal lecture and a question-
answer session) my investigation had to be kept simple and brief. I therefore 
asked the students to reply in writing to three open-ended questions (without 
giving them any preconceived ideas): (1) In what context do people in Ma-
harashtra/Kerala use English? (2) When do you use English in your everyday 
life? (3) What is the status of English as compared to the status of your native 
language(s)?  
 My analysis of the collected answers will be divided in two broad sections: 
the first one dealing with the context of the English language use as indicated 
by the respondents in questions 1 and 2, and the other focussing on the attitude 
of the respondents towards the English language against their own mother 
tongue, with each of the two sections further subdivided into the two investi-
gated groups of students from the two different parts of India. 
 The reason for combining the answers to questions 1 and 2 is twofold: in 
the first place the size of this paper is fairly limited, secondly, this move will 
allow us to compare whether particular students gave similar answers to the 
general question (i.e., where is English spoken?) and to the specific one con-
cerning themselves, i.e., this will show whether the pictures emerging from both 
groups of answers are comparable or not. Numerous answers were given to the 
two questions in both the Mumbai and the Kottayam groups. I will primarily 
focus on the most frequently stated ones. Those to a large extent were high-
lighted both in the case of question 1 and 2, although sometimes the proportions 
between them varied (viz. Table 1). 
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Table 1. Question1 and 2 – the Mumbai group 

 Question 1 Question 2 

Education 30 33 
Interaction with strangers 11 6 
Community/communication 8 1 
Interaction with friends 7 27 
Job interviews 4 4 
Offices 2 – 
Family/parents 2 5 
Respected/high profile/elderly people 3 3 
Having an argument 2 – 
Catholic friends/persons of different religion 2 2 
Used by teachers to develop students’ personality 1 – 
When meeting new friends 1 – 
Salesmen/shopkeepers – 1 
Indication of a good family background – 1 

 

By far the most frequently indicated context in which English was used accord-
ing to the Mumbai students’ perception was that of education – as many as 30 
respondents out of 53 pointed out that this is the context in which English was 
applied in India. This was very closely corroborated by the number of answers 
concerning their individual use of the language – in this case 33 students men-
tioned that they used this language when interacting with their teachers and 
colleagues, or during classes. The selection of this context is quite understand-
able, as this is the reality with which the students are faced in the first place, it 
also indicates that education in India is indeed primarily delivered in and lin-
guistically associated with English.  
 The second most important context which seems to call for the use of the 
language in general terms is that of interaction with strangers – here the number 
of answers was significantly lower, however – only 11 students referred to this 
field of communication. This is certainly a valid observation, however, when 
the respondents commented on their own individual behaviour, only 6 students 
indicated this option. This might suggest that they personally do not have fre-
quent opportunities of interacting with foreigners, although they acknowledge it 
as a possibility. Numerically this context was quite closely followed by a rather 
enigmatic one called “community” or “communication” – as many as 8 students 
gave such an answer. Since only one similar answer was, however, given to 
question 2 (“where do you use English in everyday life?”), this might simply 
mean that the language was used in everyday life with a variety of people whom 
one encounters on a daily basis, without being specific, and when it comes to 
the individual context, the respondents indicated concrete people or situations, 
hence the discrepancy. An answer to this might be partly found in the next well 
represented group of answers – when answering question 1, 7 students pointed 
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out that English was spoken in interaction with friends. However, when examin-
ing the respondents’ evaluation of their own behaviour, one can immediately 
see that here as many as 27 students reported their use of English with their 
friends. This discrepancy might partly be explained by reference to the two 
above-mentioned questions concerning the “community/ communication” level. 
Moreover, the frequency of mentioning this context is higher for question 2 as 
the students were examining their own interactional patterns here and clearly 
interaction with friends must have been associated very highly with the use of 
English. This provides us with a very interesting observation, namely, that Eng-
lish is not just a language used in formal, institutionalised situations – the ne-
cessity to use English at school or in college eventually also shapes the young 
people’s informal interaction with their peers. This may not be true for other 
age groups, but is certainly a reality for young people in Mumbai. 
 After the above-mentioned high-scoring contexts there is a group of situa-
tions in reference to which only a few answers were given. One type of interac-
tion that scored the same for question 1 and 2 (4 answers each) was that of job 
interviews/applying for a job. The group is not very numerous, however, this 
might stem from the fact that this is not yet a situation which the young people 
interviewed have experienced often, its presence, on the other hand, shows, that 
they are aware of the fact that English is required when one hopes to get a good 
position. This context again falls into the same category as the institutionalised 
context of education. To this we could add the two answers to question 1 indi-
cating the use of English in offices (there is no equivalent answer for question 2, 
for obvious reasons, as the students do not yet work) as well as three answers 
indicating business meetings (one for question 2).  
 Among the contexts specified it is also worth noting that English is used in 
interactions with parents or other family members. Although only two respon-
dents pointed this out for question 1, there were 5 students that indicated this 
option for question 2. This enriches the picture of the linguistic situation in 
a large city like Mumbai, where English functions as a language of communica-
tion not only in the official framework, not only in interaction with friends as an 
extension of the school context, but also in family life (I am aware from per-
sonal communication that English is in fact the first language of communication 
in some families in the north of India). 
 A further few groups appear particularly interesting, and it is worth pointing 
them out even though they were indicated by only two or three persons each. 
Three students in the case of question 1 and three in the case of question 2 re-
marked that English was used in interaction with respected/high pro-
file/educated/professional/elderly people. Indicating that English is a suitable 
means of communication in these contexts shows indirectly that the language 
enjoys a high status in that community, which will be further corroborated by 
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answers offered to question 3. The prestige associated with English also seems 
to be confirmed by pointing out (twice for question 1) that it is used when hav-
ing an argument. This, by reference to some examples offered by Gal (1979) or 
Scotton-Meyers (1993), would prove that switching into English carries a spe-
cial, marked, meaning, and that shifting into English indicates power on the part 
of the one who uses it. This certainly shows that, besides only being used in-
strumentally, English has an additional, metaphorical role to play in the Indian 
context. Finally, it is also interesting to observe that two respondents (for both 
question 1 and 2) commented that English was used when interacting either 
with Catholic friends or persons of a different religion. This comment once 
more illustrates the complexity of the linguistic situation in India, and shows 
specialised uses of the language even in the context of religion. Presumably 
Catholic Indians may be more accustomed to using English through their Bible 
studies or generally due to their stronger mental and metaphorical association 
with the Western world, and hence the automatic association with English.  
 The above overview covers the most popular and frequent comments. As 
can be seen in Table 2, the remaining answers were isolated cases, yet it is 
worth pointing out a few of them, as they seem to introduce a slightly new per-
spective: when answering question 1 one person remarked that English was 
used by teachers to develop students’ personalities (and thus pointing to a very 
positive aspect of the language use), and one other that English was used when 
meeting new friends (which would confirm Myers-Scotton’s (1993) concept of 
exploratory code-switching into another language). In reference to question 2, 
one respondent included salesmen and shop-keepers among the group of those 
who he/she spoke English to (thus stressing the more official aspect of its use as 
compared to his/her first language), whereas one other person commented on 
the fact that when he/she answered in English, the teacher would understand 
that he/she was from a good family/background. The latter is a very clear indi-
cation that English enjoys high prestige in this language community, and its 
knowledge is in high demand. It can be accepted from the analysis of the con-
texts discussed in this section that on the whole the use of the English language 
connotes highly with prestigious situations, and therefore it can be deduced that 
the position of English in Mumbai, and presumably in the northern and middle 
Indian states in general is quite strong. 
 The above conclusion remains to be tested against the comments the stu-
dents made in response to the direct question concerning the status of English in 
their community. However, before question 3 is analysed, let us compare the 
answers offered to questions 1 and 2 to those given by the group of students 
from Kottayam, Kerala, and assess whether the perception of English is similar 
in both locations. 
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Table 2. Questions 1 and 2 – the Kottayam group 

 Question 1 Question 2 

Education  12 20 
Strangers/foreigners/people from other states  10 14 
Government/law 5 2 
Job/office/business 5 – 
Job interview 2 2 
Interaction with friends 2 – 
Community/communication 2 1 
Reading literature, novels – 2 

 

 It can immediately be seen that the variety of options provided by the Keralites 
is much more limited, presumably also because the group was smaller (25 per-
sons). The highest score among the answers to question 1 and also 2 was ob-
tained by the context of education, which is obviously comparable with the 
answers provided by the Maharashtrians. Here, with regards to question 1, 12 
students indicated that this was the situation where English is customarily used, 
again most likely due to the fact that this situation is most immediately linked 
with their personal life. The score was even higher when they evaluated their 
own behaviour – as many as 20 persons mentioned that they used English in the 
classroom, with their teachers, during lectures and examinations. This once 
more confirms that English is predominantly the language of higher education 
in many parts of India.  
 The second most frequent situation stated, similarly for both questions 1 and 
2, was communication with strangers, foreigners, and, what is particularly inter-
esting, people from other states – for question 1, 10 persons suggested this con-
text, and as many as 14 commented that this was what they personally did. The 
fact that English is used in communication with strangers is a rather obvious 
answer, and this was also pointed out quite frequently by the students from 
Mumbai. What is particularly stressed here, though – and which was not the 
case in the Maharashtrian group whatsoever – is the fact that English is not only 
used outside the border of India, but also within its boundaries, outside the bor-
ders of Kerala as a state – thus English is seen as the main tool for inter-state 
communication, which underlines its very important status within the country.  
 It is interesting though, that this fact was not mentioned by the Mumbai 
respondents – possibly as inhabitants of such a big and important city they do 
not travel so much outside of it as the inhabitants of more provincial Kerala, 
who may often be forced to seek a job in the more affluent north, or simply 
travel to other states as tourists. Besides, as mentioned above, the official lan-
guage of inter-state communication in the north of India is primarily Hindi, and 
not English, the latter taking only a secondary position. 
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 The remaining few areas of language use suggested by the respondents have 
a much lower score than the two aforementioned ones. Among those the most 
popular one is the formal context, e.g., government or law. This was quoted five 
times in the answers to question 1 (“in what context do people use English?”) 
and twice only for question 2 (presumably because the young people do not as 
yet have a need to interact in such situations). This suggests that English has 
a clearly important official status as the language of administration and law, and 
as such is certainly present in the respondents’ lives. In this case it is also un-
derstandable that the next context pointed out for question 1 is that of jobs, of-
fices, business in general – this was also suggested 5 times here. This indicates 
that in the professional environment Keralites are often expected to use English, 
it is probably the language which is required and sought after (I have been told 
that offices where English is spoken enjoy a higher prestige and are more cov-
eted as places of work). Interestingly, no student suggested that he or she used 
English in such circumstances, the answer to this, however, is probably the 
same as in the context of law and government, i.e., their lack of experience. 
However, both questions 1 and 2 prompted the answer “job interviews”, which 
confirms observations related to the use of English in the professional context, 
stresses the character of English as an official language, and shows that students 
are aware of the profession-language association. Finally, in order to complete 
the picture it has to be added that two persons indicated a different, this time 
cultural, aspect of the use of English, i.e., the fact that they were able to read 
English literature. 
 The above discussion almost exhausts the suggestions provided by the 
Malayalam speakers. Two more contexts indicated were discussions with 
friends, quoted twice with reference to question 1, and presumably related to 
this, the use of English in community/for general communication. The score 
here is very low compared to the corresponding comments in Mumbai, and the 
difference is even greater when we note that only one student suggested that 
he/she used English to communicate in general life (none mentioned that they 
used English with friends). This development is certainly significant when we 
recall the very high scores in the Mumbai group for interaction with friends 
(7 and 27 for questions 1 and 2, respectively). It thus can be concluded that the 
status of English in Kerala, albeit still very high, is different than in the north – 
Keralites, even young people who are exposed to American culture through the 
media, have not yet embraced the English language as a suitable means for their 
daily interaction (although, as I have been informed, some hybrid forms of 
Malayalam and English can occasionally be heard in youth interaction). English 
there is still a language mainly associated with formal contexts like education, 
government, professional life, and it has not yet permeated the life of Keralites 
as much as is the case in the north, which is much more exposed to contacts 
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with foreigners, especially in a big city like Mumbai. It remains to be seen how 
the Keralite respondents evaluate the status of English as opposed to their native 
Malayalam, which will be discussed in the next section of the analysis. 
 Question 3 asked the respondents in both groups how they evaluated the 
status of English, especially when juxtaposed with their native/first languages 
(Marathi, Hindi, Malayalam, Gujarati).  

Table 3. Question 3 – the Mumbai group 

English – a language understood by many  13 
English – a precious language and in high demand  10 
English expresses/upgrades my status/knowledge  11 
One can communicate with strangers  6 
A very good language, necessary for all  6 
English is useful, convenient, good  2 
English has a higher status/more power than any other language /Hindi  7 
English is a priority when applying for a job  1 
English is a special part of Indian personality 1 
Socialising in English has become a habit  1 
No attitude, I simply speak it  1 
Equal to any other language, all languages important; not good, not bad  1 
English shows no respect when spoken to elders   1 
Hindi is being lost, English is important but we are forgetting our own language 1 
English is a poor language, it uses words from other languages  2 

 

 There were a variety of answers, most of them introducing different shades 
of meaning. It was possible, however, to draw some common denominators for 
at least a number of them, and thus we can see that many respondents were in 
agreement with regard to some aspects. As far as the Mumbai group is con-
cerned, by far the largest group of persons claimed that English was a language 
used worldwide, common to many/all, and/or international – altogether 23 per-
sons shared this opinion. However, within this group about a half (13) simply 
stressed the fact that the language is understood by many, and hence its impor-
tance, whereas the remaining ones praised it more openly, claiming that it was 
a precious language and in high demand, which stresses the particular impor-
tance of the language. The second most frequent group of answers were very 
direct comments on the prestigious status of English in India – 11 persons be-
lieved that English was a language which expressed or upgraded their own sta-
tus and knowledge. Such views indicate that some users of English in India 
demonstrate a high level of language awareness and are conscious of what ef-
fect the use of a particular language may have on their personal life.  
 Two further groups of answers with an equal number of responses, namely 
6, stressed the fact that English was important because a) the respondents could 
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communicate with strangers, and thus it had a very concrete, instrumental use, 
and b) that it was a very good language, necessary for all, and a must for every-
one. The latter category, then, does not specify the reason, but simply expresses 
a positive attitude towards English which the respondents share. A similar opin-
ion is expressed by two further persons who mention the fact that English is 
“useful, convenient, good.” Thus they are not so appreciative of the language as 
the previous group was, but they certainly acknowledge the positive aspects of 
its command. Three further respondents, on the other hand, go further than the 
aforementioned group in saying that English is better than any other language. 
This is certainly an extremely laudatory attitude towards the language, and even 
though expressed by such a limited group, it surely indicates the sentiments of 
a fraction of Indian society. A similar attitude can be sensed in another group of 
answers (3) indicating that English has more power than any other language or 
at least more than Hindi. This is a significant statement which shows that the 
use of English makes it easy to achieve one’s goals. This may be paired up with 
two further statements: “English will make us climb mountains” and “English 
gives us the power to stand in front of other countries”, both of which stress the 
supreme position of the language. This may also be seen in three comments 
focusing more on one’s inner development rather than national aspects, i.e., the 
fact that the knowledge of English develops self-confidence and/or personality, 
which may indirectly indicate that the knowledge of local languages alone does 
not offer such a possibility. The above positive comments may be supported by 
some individual opinions which stress slightly different facets of the use of 
English, but undoubtedly demonstrate how high the status of English in today’s 
Indian society is, at least in the eyes of Mumbai youth: “English is more impor-
tant than Hindi, Marathi”, “English is a priority when applying for a job”, “Eng-
lish is important for education and progress”, “all in India should learn English 
well”, “It is a special part of the Indian personality”, “socializing in English has 
become a common habit”, “it is used to communicate with parents, friends”, “I 
love my language (Gujarati, I also speak Hindi and partly Marathi), but would 
love to learn English more to communicate”m and so on. The above comments, 
therefore, clearly corroborate the findings mentioned in the questions concern-
ing the contexts of the English use. However, they put far more stress on the 
fact that English is a prestigious language and that the knowledge of it makes 
one’s life better and enables one to attain a higher social status. 
 However, when answering question 3, some respondents had a chance to 
reflect on the issue more deeply, and as a result there appeared some comments 
which either did not glorify the English language or even criticised it openly. 
Some of the comments which deny the privileged status of English can be illus-
trated by the following answers “No attitude, I simply speak it”, “It is not good, 
not bad”, “it is equal to all the other languages, all languages are equal, it is no 
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special status symbol”, “other languages are also important to communicate 
with family, friends” (6 comments). There is one opinion which expresses con-
cern about the situation of the local languages: “Hindi will be destroyed; it is 
important, but we are forgetting our own language”, and finally there are a cou-
ple which openly criticise some aspects of English and its use: “English is 
a poor language – words come from many other languages”, “it uses words 
from Sanskrit”, or even “English shows no respect while speaking to elders.” 
These views, although far less numerous than the previous group which glori-
fied English, have to be noted – they show that not all the society, not even all 
the young people in a huge city like Mumbai are in awe of this language and do 
not understand why it should be treated as better than any of the local tongues, 
which have a rich tradition and culture behind them.  
 In Kerala, the perception of English was also very positive, as it is illus-
trated in answers of Table 4. 

Table 4. Question 4 – the Kottayam group 

English is important as it facilitates communication with strangers  10 
An important language in India/Kerala because it is an official language/language of 
government and administration  

9 

English is vital in the field of education  5 
English is important because it is a worldwide language  3 
English is used in all aspects of life  3 
English is an elite language, helpful when one wants to attain a better position in life  2 
Keralites give a higher status to English than to Malayalam   2 
Both English and Malayalam have a high status in Kerala, but Malayalam is necessary 
for residing in Kerala  

2 

English is a glamorous language but many people do not know how to read and write it 2 
 

 What is stressed most frequently in the answers provided to question 3 is 
the fact that English is important because it is a language by means of which 
people can communicate with strangers, and in particular – that it is an impor-
tant lingua franca in India, a language by means of which one can secure inter-
state communication. As many as 10 persons out of 25 in total pointed this as-
pect out when claiming the importance of English (as can be remembered from 
the analysis above, the role of English as a language of common communication 
within India was never indicated in the Mumbai group, who stressed only the 
ability to communicate with people outside India). The next, almost equally 
numerous, group of answers concerns the fact that English has an important role 
to play in India, and in Kerala in particular, because it is an official language in 
India and it is used in government and administration. As many as 9 respon-
dents indicated this aspect of the status of English. More persons in the Kotta-
yam group than in the Mumbai group (although this group was half as small), 
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i.e., 5, commented on the vital role of English in the field of education, which 
means that English is primarily linked with the educational system in Kerala, 
and less so in Maharashtra. At the same time fewer students here than in the 
north remarked that English was important due to the fact that it was used as 
a worldwide language (mentioned by 3 people). A possible reason for this low 
figure is that the contacts between the south of India and the world are not as 
pronounced as is the case of the north. Three persons mentioned that English 
was used in all aspects of life, and one commented that it was used extensively 
in metropolitan cities. This may explain the difference in focus observed in the 
answers collected in the Mumbai group (the metropolitan area has ca. 22 mil-
lion inhabitants) and the Kottayam group (ca. 61 000 inhabitants). It will also be 
remembered that a fair number of the Mumbai respondents pointed out that 
speaking English gave them a higher status. Although not as pronounced as in 
Mumbai, this comment was also made by some Keralites. Altogether 4 persons 
indicated that English was an elite language, that it was important if one wanted 
to attain a high position in society, and that Keralites gave a higher status to 
English than to Malayalam.  
 However, to counterbalance the last group of statements, it needs to be 
added that some responses were not as full of praise and glorification as the 
above, although, unlike in the Mumbai group, there was no open criticism of 
English, either. The comments offered established more equality between Eng-
lish and Malayalam, i.e., they claimed that both English and Malayalam had 
a very high status in Kerala, but at the same time Malayalam was important for 
residing in Kerala, or that the official language in Kerala was Malayalam and 
most Keralites spoke it, whereas only a small section of the society was adept in 
English. Two respondents added that English was a glamorous language 
throughout Kerala, even if a number of Indians did not know how to read and 
write it. This on the whole gives us a somewhat different linguistic picture of 
the south of India where English is certainly praised, but not very well known or 
owned by people there, contrary to Mumbai, where English is certainly much 
more present in people’s lives. 
 Indeed, the comment concerning the knowledge of English is frequently 
very true. The command of English often leaves a lot to be desired, and not only 
when one tries to interact in English in the street, e.g., when communicating 
with rickshaw drivers, but also with young people, whose verbal repertoire does 
not at times go beyond the ability to introduce themselves and ask where one 
comes from. Also my respondents, i.e., people who certainly belong to a certain 
elite in their communities by virtue of being college or university students, often 
demonstrated a rather poor command of the language, particularly in writing (a 
poor level of grammar and spelling). The purpose of the paper is not to deal 
with their linguistic skills, however, it may be useful to complement the present 
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discussion with a few typical examples from the collected responses: “it don’t 
matter any situations to talk in any language”, “when we meet my friend then 
talking in English”, “in experience mans and forenals” (= ’foreigners’), “friends, 
new meted persons”, “for me English too required; as my compare I am not 
good speaker, but I tried for it”, “proffesirs”, profecers” (= ‘professors’), etc. 
While it is true that not every student made such mistakes, their number, how-
ever, was fairly significant.  

Concluding remarks 

 In conclusion to the discussion presented above, the following points might 
be made: 
 

– The above analysis of the responses of the Indian youth demonstrates a wide 
range of situations in which the English language is used in India. 

– English is predominantly used by the respondents in the field of education 
as well as in contact with strangers. An important area of English use is also 
that of formal contexts like work, administration, and law.  

– A notable difference between the Mumbai and the Kottayam groups is that 
the former also often uses English in informal situations, especially when 
communicating with friends and family members, whereas the latter associ-
ates the language much more with official contexts, such as applying for 
a job, business, government and law, and particularly with inter-state com-
munication in India. 

– The Mumbai respondents demonstrate a wider range of uses, especially 
those where English takes on a more metaphorical meaning, e.g., in com-
munication with people of higher profile, elders, people of a different relig-
ion or even when having an argument. The Kottayam respondents limit the 
use of English to the situations where its use is officially imposed. 

– The attitude towards English demonstrated by the respondents is on the 
whole highly positive. However, whereas the Maharashtrians perceive it as 
an important and precious language because it is used worldwide, and also 
due to the fact that English gives the respondents a better social position, 
enables them to achieve more, and contributes to boosting their self-
confidence (albeit their command of English is often below expectations 
when one considers that English has the status of a second language), the 
Keralites stress its importance in connection with its instrumental use as 
a means of common communication with strangers, and as the language of 
government, law, and education.  

– The majority of the respondents believe that English has a higher status than 
their native tongues and Hindi. It has to be noted, however, that some users 
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of English, particularly in the north, are able to also note some negative as-
pects of the use of this language, i.e., the fact that it is no better than other 
languages, poor, and that it destroys the speakers’ native tongues. Similarly, 
some Keralites stress the importance of Malayalam rather than English for 
residing in Kerala. 

 

 To sum up, the perception of the role and status of English as opposed to 
the local languages in India is not homogeneous and may vary depending on 
location – particularly visible differences will be observed along the north-south 
and the urban/metropolitan vs. provincial/rural divides. 
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Vanishing Cheshire dialect words 

1. Introduction 

 The original copy of Lieutenant Colonel Egerton Leigh’s A Glossary of 
Words used in the Dialect of Cheshire was published in the year 1877. At the 
beginning of that edition of the glossary there is a dedication to his, “friends in 
mid-Cheshire” (xiv) and he adds that he believes “... with some pleasure, that 
these Dialectical Fragments of our old County may now have a chance of not 
vanishing entirely, …”(xiv). He accounts for their potential to disappear be-
cause of “changes which rapidly sweep away the past and can in many cases 
obliterate words for which there is no substitute”(xiv). The changes he envi-
sioned were levelling effects on the Cheshire dialect brought about by education 
policy, social mobility and “the blending of the shires”(x).  
 Over 70 years later a team of dialectologists from the University of Leeds 
under the direction of Professor Harold Orton conducted the Survey of English 
Dialects, (hereafter SED), which was published as 13 volumes of “basic mate-
rial” in an unintelligible phonetic shorthand for the general reader, hence in 
1974 a more accessible book, A Word Geography of England was published and 
more recently Clive Upton and John D. A. Widdowson published An Atlas of 
English Dialects (1996) attempting to increase public accessibility to SED. Dur-
ing SED Orton reiterated similar concerns as Leigh expressed, claiming it was 
“the eleventh hour” and that dialect was rapidly disappearing (Ellis 1992: 7). 
The SED was “a last-minute exercise to scoop out the last remaining vestige of 
dialect before it died out under the pressures of modern movement and commu-
nication” (Ellis 1992).  
 The study undertaken and presented here, of selected Cheshire dialect 
words follows William Labov’s notions of only effectively keeping track of 
changes if there are earlier dialectology records for the area (Trudgill 1990: 31). 
Hence this study compares its own dialect word return with the earlier dialect 
records made by Leigh and Orton’s SED.  
 The aim of this research is to present an incision, recording and documenta-
tion of a dialect for the purpose of analysing Cheshire dialect words. For that 
reason, in 2005 a study of selected Cheshire dialect words was tested in North-
wich, mid-Cheshire a district in the county of Cheshire located in the North-
west midlands of the United Kingdom. Based on Orton’s and Leigh’s notions of 
the eleventh hour and the obliteration of dialect words, this paper intends to 
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present a selection of Cheshire dialect words which have not vanished from use, 
have vanished and are perhaps vanishing. The paper considers possible causes 
and reasons for changes related to notions such as language and dialect contact.  

2. Cheshire dialect 

 Cheshire dialect is a North-west midlands English dialect which lies be-
tween the dialects of the surrounding counties of Lancashire, Staffordshire, 
Shropshire and Derbyshire. The dialect is distinct and differs from standard 
English and it has existed for centuries. Cheshire dialect contains words which 
are distinct from standard English, such as “shippen” for cattle-house. Accord-
ing to Leigh (1973), most unique Cheshire words derive from Anglo-Saxon; 
“shippen” is from scypen. Other words derive from transposition, for example, 
“waps” for „wasp” and “neam” for “name”.  

 There are recordings of the dialect taken from various parts of Cheshire 
contained in the British Library Sound Archive. Early references include Eng-
lish proverbs and dialect words collected by John Ray in the 17th century, and 
a glossary of Cheshire words, compiled by Roger Wilbraham in 1817 and ex-
panded in 1826. These sources were expanded by Egerton Leigh in his, A Glos-
sary of Words used in the Dialect of Cheshire, published posthumously in 1877, 
which was an attempt to preserve a way of speech that was already under threat 
from „emigration, railways, and the blending of shires” (x). Leigh notes that 
some words collected by Ray had already vanished. Later reference works in-
clude Thomas Darlington's Folk-speech of South Cheshire (1887) and Peter 
Wright's The Cheshire Chatter (1979). 
 The study undertaken herein refers to fieldwork undertaken in 2005 in and 
around villages near Northwich, Cheshire, England which is close in vicinity to 
the site of isogloss Ch1 Kingsley in SED. Nowadays the county of Cheshire, 
like many other English counties, is not necessarily a unique geographical entity 
where a dialect would flourish away in isolation from the rest of the world. 
Cheshire remains an overtly agricultural county and borders close to the larger 
conurbations of old industry; Liverpool and Manchester.  
 Traditional Dialect in its widest sense is not as largely spoken in Cheshire 
and around England as it was in the time of Leigh and even when SED was 
conducted in 1950s. Taking this into consideration and notions such as, “dialect 
is dead” this study presents selected Cheshire dialect words as non-vanishing, as 
vanished and vanishing and gives reasons why.  
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3. Methodology 

 This study is based on previous dialectology methods of renowned dialect 
studies such as SED, which was undertaken between the years 1948 and 1961. 
Harold Orton’s team of fieldworkers and dialectologists such as Martyn. F. 
Wakelin’s (1977), Harold Orton’s and Nathalia Wright’s (1974) and Winthrop 
Nelson Francis’s (1983) methodological writings on dialectology were crucial 
to the formulation of the methods used in this study of Cheshire dialect words.  
 Firstly, a corpus of Cheshire dialect words was selected based on dialec-
tologists directions to base the construction of dialect testing on characteristics 
abundant in the language-community in question (Francis 1983). The first lists 
of categorization to be compiled contained a much larger amount of Cheshire 
dialect words. Eventually a total number of 42 dialect words emerged. The dia-
lect words were compiled from 3 sources; from the collection of Cheshire dia-
lect words listed in Leigh’s glossary of 1877, from the findings of SED for the 
county of Cheshire and from 21st century edition of the Collins English Dic-
tionary (hereafter CED) which was updated at the turn of this century to include 
dialect words.  
 Next, the 42 dialect words were placed into 3 spheres reflecting the social 
features of the language community under analysis and the features referring to 
the habitat of this community as well as its cultural circumstances. The spheres 
under analysis were as follows: childhood, the home and the countryside. As 
Francis (1983) notes a requirement of a good questionnaire is that the cultural 
circumstances of the dialect region to be studied should be represented. Hence 
the labelling of one of the spheres under analysis is “the countryside” because, 
Cheshire remains an overtly agricultural county and its inhabitants have a close 
affinity to it. Moreover, the spheres of childhood and the home were selected 
for analysis on the basis of participants easily relating to the “personal” subject 
matter. The spheres of Cheshire dialect words under analysis are presented be-
low. 
 The 3 spheres of dialect words were tested using a questionnaire. An inter-
view in an informal style was used with mid-Cheshire residents. The sphere of 
childhood consisted of 8 Cheshire dialect words which is listed as follows in the 
order tested: bags or bagsy, mard, barley, bogeyman, spends, lolly or lollipops, 
pumps, scally. The sphere of home consisted of 19 Cheshire dialect words to be 
tested which is listed as follows in the order tested: baggin’, tater-hash, lob-
scouse, brew, butty, brewis, side, flummery, ark, braggett, brat, tuning dish, 
scuttle, sneck, entry, back o’behind, bellows, stithe, wed. and the sphere of 
countryside consisted of 15 Cheshire dialect words to be tested which is listed 
as follows in the order tested: pad, shanks’ pony, slutch or sludge, sludge or 
slush, shippen, bight, clough, croft, edge, mere, pit, marling pit, tit, underling, 
urchin.  
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 Once the dialect word lists were placed into spheres for analysis a question-
naire was written. The questionnaire was written with the intention of conduct-
ing an informal interview-type conversation concerning the 42 selected Chesh-
ire dialect words. The intention was, to give the fieldworker the confidence to 
be able to elicit the target Cheshire dialect word by applying “directed conver-
sation”, a method which is described by Italian dialectologist Gino Bottiglioni, 
(1952) as, free-collection (cf. Francis 1983: 87). If the informant being inter-
viewed knew the word and used it then it was considered that the dialect word 
was still in use, or at least part of the informants vernacular. Moreover, free-
collecting methods allow the fieldworker to steer the conversation towards elicita-
tion which fitted in with the purpose of keeping the study friendly and informal 
and yet achieve elicitation. Sometimes other resources were used and integrated 
into the questionnaire. For example, the use of the objects themselves, pictures, 
gestures, paraphrases, completion questions and so on. Additionally, a question 
was asked in order to elicit any incidental material which may prove useful in 
further analysis. The interviews took place in informants homes and were re-
corded on audio-cassette amounting to over 13 hours of spoken Cheshire dia-
lect. 
 The participants in the study were limited to conventional dialectology 
principles by trying to ensure they were in the category of non-mobile, old, 
rural, males hereafter referred to as NORMS. The ideal informant should be 
male and in his senior years because older males are more likely than any other 
potential informant to speak in the desired vernacular. This is a feature shared in 
the majority of dialect studies and so no matter how diverse the culture, how 
variant the socioeconomic climate or the topography the majority of informants 
in all cases have consisted of NORMS (cf. Chambers and Trudgill 1998: 29).  
 The emphasis is on consistency in candidacy as non-mobile suggests that 
the speech is guaranteed to be characteristic of the region in which they live, 
older in order to reflect the speech of a bygone era, rural because urban com-
munities tend to involve much mobility and flux, and male due to the fact that 
women’s speech is considered to be more self-conscious than men’s. However, 
as Chambers and Trudgill (1998) have pointed out, and as was found in this 
study, the narrowing down in choice of informants probably causes the greatest 
disaffection in dialect study. Thus, the relevance of only interviewing NORMS 
has been brought into question mainly because the result is always a kind of 
linguistic archaeology plus NORMS are a rare breed to find anyway. It could be 
argued that the majority of the population is now mobile, younger, urban and 
female, in other words the complete opposite. Unfortunately it proved difficult 
to find male participants for this study but the other criteria for NORMS was 
consistent. Another criterion deemed important was to include informants living 
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in the same community of mid-Cheshire for almost all their lives. In the end 7 
females and 6 males were interviewed. 
 The role of interviewing in the study was threefold; to elicit dialect words 
by questioning participants, to record findings by noting down short answers 
and to record the conversations on audio-cassette. The interviewer noted the 
elicitations down in tabular format in three columns. From left to right the col-
umns comprised of the elicited answers – for example the target word(s) (in 
bold), other dialect words or standard English words – next the IPA transcript of 
the words are listed, and in the last column the interview number of the infor-
mant was recorded. The last column proved effective for analytical purposes 
because it records the amount of times a word was returned, in effect working 
as a tally chart and also which exact person gave that answer. The 42 tables 
representing the answers to the interview questions displayed the returned dia-
lect words and non-dialect words clearly.  
 Post-collection the dialect word tables were analysed and in this paper are 
presented below in tables comprising of Cheshire dialect words described as 
non-vanishing, vanished and vanishing. The dialect words that the study found 
to be still in use are described as “non-vanishing”, a selection of dialect words 
thought not to be in use are described as “vanished” and dialect words which 
were not as strongly returned as others are described as “vanishing”, meaning 
they are still in use but might not be so widely used and could possibly ulti-
mately vanish. The tables present the dialect words from highest to lowest re-
turn and an interpretation is conducted about these dialect words in the original 
spheres under analysis namely; childhood, the home and the countryside. 

4. Linguistic data and interpretation of selected non-vanishing, 
vanished and vanishing Cheshire dialect words 

 The results from the study tell us which dialect words have not vanished, 
which have vanished and suggest which could potentially be vanishing. In the 
original study 42 target dialect words were tested however unintentional dialect 
words were returned such as the dialect word pobs, which is a type of warm 
milk-drink into which bread is broken and the dialect word nowt or naught 
which is used in reference to misbehaviour especially concerning youngsters.  
 Some of the dialect words described in this paper are described as not van-
ishing from entire usage but do appear to be challenged for replacement, note-
worthy examples include the Cheshire dialect words mard and tater-hash being 
challenged to be replaced by brat and hot-pot respectively. From the Cheshire 
dialect words tested 18 words were elicited by the participants being tested and 
are described as “non-vanishing” Cheshire dialect words. There are 11 target 
dialect words considered to be no longer in use or at least not used by the par-
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ticipants, named here as “vanished” Cheshire dialect words. There are 16 target 
dialect words showing indications of not being widely used by the participants 
in the study and these Cheshire dialect words are described as, “vanishing”.  

4.1. Non-vanishing Cheshire dialect words 

 The Cheshire dialect words discussed below were found to be still in use. 
A total of 19 Cheshire dialect words were found to be still in use amongst the 
informants taking part in the study and are therefore described as non-
vanishing. The list is presented in ascending order of strongest to weakest re-
turned non-vanishing Cheshire dialect words. For example the dialect words 
butty, lollipop and Shanks’ Pony all performed strongly and are more likely to 
not vanish from use in this part of mid-Cheshire as compared with bellow(s), 
back o’behind and tater-hash. 

Table 1. Non-vanishing Cheshire dialect words 

Cheshire dialect words in use 
by informants1 

Standard English words and/or their explanations 

Butty 
Lollipop/lollies  
Shanks’ Pony  
Slush 
Bogeyman 
 
Pumps 
Entry 
Clough 
Brew  
Shippen 
Mard 
Pobs 
Pits 
Newty/newt 
Lobscouse 
Baggin’/Baggin-time  
Back O’Behind 
Tater-hash 
 

A sandwich 
A sweet on a stick 
To walk 
A slippery surface caused by wet snow 
A person, real or imaginary used as a threat, an object of 
dread. 
A pair of gym shoes 
An alley or passageway leading to a house  
A group of trees in a hollow 
A cup of tea 
Cow-shed 
A sulking child or spoil-sport 
Bread soaked in broth 
Ponds 
Misbehaving or badly-behaved (esp. child) 
A regional dish of hotpot/ a type of stew 
A packed lunch or small snack (esp. Assoc with workers) 
A far away and isolated place 
A regional dish of hot-pot/ a type of stew (similar to 
Lobscouse see above) 

 

                                                      
1  The Cheshire Dialect words conform to this type of behavior based on diachronic analysis 

from Leigh (1877), from The Survey of English Dialects in Orton, H. & Wright, N (1974), 
Wakelin, M.F. (1977) and Collin English Dictionary:21st Century Edition (2001) and the 
study conducted by the author of this paper in 2005. 
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 In order of highest return is the word butty which is used in Cheshire to 
mean sandwich. Lollipops or lollies are used to refer to sweets on sticks. 
Shanks’ pony a term used to express the notion that you walked to a certain 
destination. Snow which has started to melt and is dirty is known in Cheshire as 
slush. The word bogeyman is still in use to warn children not to stray or to re-
turn home early before sunset otherwise the bogeyman might catch them. 
Cheshire children will take their pumps to the school gym which is a word for 
gym shoes.  
 In Cheshire an entry means a passage between the back of terraced houses. 
In Cheshire a clough is the name given to a group of trees in a hollow. The 
word brew is used to refer to a cup of tea and a shippen for a cow-shed. A sulk-
ing or spoilt child may be called a mard. A dialect word for a type of milky 
broth with bread in is referred to as pobs, which was not the intended word to be 
elicited and the participants may have got confused with another type of broth 
which involves milk. Nevertheless pobs is in use.  
 Fishermen in Cheshire fish in pits which is another name for fishing in 
ponds. A misbehaving child from Cheshire is referred to as a nowt. It is com-
mon to find the term lobscouse used in reference to a popular regional dish gen-
erally named hotpot.  
 The Cheshire term baggin’ or baggin’ time is in use to mean lunch or 
a snack and is commonly associated with workers but not entirely. The term to 
beat a fire using a bellows or bellows it up is still in use meaning to light or 
make a fire. If something is located in an isolated place, say a house, it is de-
scribed in Cheshire dialect as the back o’behind. The same regional dish men-
tioned before which is known more strongly amongst the informants as lob-
scouse is also known as tater-hash.  

4.2. Non-vanishing Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the childhood sphere  

 In the category of non-vanishing dialect words of childhood the word lolli-
pop or lolly was returned by all informants. Throughout England there are many 
terms for sweets such as comforters, goodies, sucks or suckers, quenchers and 
even candies, as documented in the research of Iona Opie and Peter Opie 
(1959). Lollipop originates from 18th century in Northern English dialects but 
nowadays lollipop and lollies appear to be a more general term for boiled 
sweets on sticks and is a widely used name in this part of Cheshire. Leigh’s 
glossary never documented lollipop but the SED did.  
 The name which is used to threaten or warn children to be careful about 
staying and playing outside too late of a an evening is a bogeyman which ap-
pears to be used in Cheshire widely. The object of dread in the north of England 
and north Midlands is a boggart, or bogin on the Isle of Man whereas further to 
the south in east Wales and Somerset a bugaboo or bowl occurs. None of these 
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varieties of dialect words for bogeyman are used in Cheshire and SED and CED 
have documented the same findings. The dialect word scally was intended to be 
elicited which is used in Northwest English dialects to mean a rascal or rogue 
and can be used in reference to youngsters who may misbehave in some way 
i.e., causing social annoyance on the streets at night, but this dialect word was 
not returned confidently. Instead the words nowt and yob were returned in equal 
measure. Yob is widely used throughout England and is back slang for boy. 
Nowt as documented by CED is a dialect word for ‘nothing’ but Leigh recorded 
nowt being used in Cheshire to mean, bad, worthless, wicked and good for noth-
ing. Nowt, yob and scally are all in use in Cheshire but this study returned nowt 
and yob strongly.  

4.3. Non-vanishing Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the home sphere 

 The following Cheshire dialect words of the home: butty, brew, entry, lob-
scouse, and baggin’/baggin’-time, bellow(s) and taterhash were strongly re-
turned as not vanishing from use. They appear to be firmly fixed within the 
informants Cheshire vernaculars and are closely associated with part of the cul-
ture and way of life of the residents of Cheshire.  
 The Cheshire dialect word butty, a sandwich in Standard English, received 
a full return amongst the informants. It is documented in CED as a chiefly 
northern English dialect originating from 19th century and it is also present in 
Leigh’s glossary who notes it is called a butty in reference to buttered bread but 
nowadays in Cheshire the meaning seems to have been extended to mean, 
sandwich in Standard English. It is well known that in different parts of Eng-
land there are different words for preparing a pot of tea. In some places they 
make it, mash it, wet it or mask it but in Cheshire they brew it. Leigh made no 
documentation of this word but SED notes the word to brew occurs in Cheshire 
and CED refers to brew as a word used informally and not as a dialect word. 
The name of a passage between the backs of terraced houses in Cheshire is 
called the entry. CED and Leigh make reference to entry as a dialect but SED 
does not. Leigh notes it is sometimes also called a yard or alley. A popular dish 
in Britain is a baked stew widely known as hotpot and is especially popular in 
the northern English counties where each region has a slightly different version.  
 Amongst this study the highest returned name for the Cheshire regional 
hotpot is lobscouse but hotpot and tater hash are returned in equal terms. Lob-
scouse originated as a sailor’s stew of meat, vegetable and hardtack from 18th 
century although there are earlier nautical accounts from 16th century referring 
to loblolly a type of thick gruel. Lob is also a dialect word meaning to boil and 
scouse is a stew from Norwegian lapskaus which is also a national dish in Nor-
way and became popular in Northern European seaports like Liverpool. Tater-
hash, the name for Cheshire’s regional hotpot, tater from the word potato and 
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hash meaning to mix up, may have been replaced by lobscouse in some cases. It 
is sometimes also known as scouse and this is from where the name scouse 
came into common usage to describe the accent of Liverpool and the name 
scouser for a resident of Liverpool. References to lobscouse are documented in 
Leigh, SED and in CED but taterhash is not. In Cheshire a light snack taken 
especially amongst working men is known as bagging which was strongly re-
turned by the informants and was also documented in SED and by Leigh in his 
glossary but CED does not list this word. SED also records bagging in use in 
the surrounding counties of Lancashire, Derbyshire and Staffordshire.  

4.4. Non-vanishing Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the countryside sphere 

 The term shank’s pony received a strong return amongst the participants and 
appears to be widely recognized as an informal term for a pair of legs com-
monly used in reference to walking. CED notes it originates from 18th century 
and refers to the lower leg. SED does not record it and Leigh informs that it 
means to travel using your feet. Slush has various dialect word forms such as 
slutch or sludge. CED notes the word as Standard English for any watery 
muddy substance but especially muddy snow.  
 The word clough is recorded in CED as a dialect word from Old English 
cloh and it is a gorge or narrow ravine. SED does not mention clough but Leigh 
records it as a wooded ravine. CED does not list shippen and SED notes that 
shippen has largely been replaced by Standard English cow-house or cow-shed 
(Wakelin 1977: 4). Both words are in widespread use but this study found ship-
pen and cow-shed to be more prominently used. Dialect word shippen is noted 
as being one of the oldest dialect words in use and originating from Old English 
scypen. There is a distinctive pattern to its distribution. In the north it is spread 
throughout Lancashire and Cheshire and even stretches into Yorkshire, West 
Riding. It is even recorded as in use in the south. It is believed that at one time 
the shippon distribution was quite universal. Leigh notes its usage and provides 
three alternative spellings shippin, shippen or shipn and states it is either a cow-
house or a sheep-pen.  
 The dialect word pits is still widely used in Cheshire as a place to go fish-
ing, essentially a small lake or pond. CED does not record pits with this mean-
ing, instead it is an opening in the ground and it is also, a mine. The word origi-
nates from Old English pytt. SED does not record this word. Leigh lists pit as 
a word in Cheshire which is associated with a marl pit and he notes that he has 
never heard of the word pond being used in Cheshire. The dialect term back 
o’behind is used to refer to a far and isolated place. It appears to be still in use 
in Cheshire although it was not as strongly returned as other words in this sec-
tion. CED has no listing of this version and instead replaces uses back of beyond 
to denote the same meaning. SED does not record this term. Leigh records this 
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as back o’behint meaning out of the way and also has an interesting dialectical 
preposition construction which seems related to this target dialect phrase and 
takes the form abacko. Leigh (1973: 1) gives an example sentence, ‘Abacko 
behind, like a donkey’s tail” which would seem to mean ‘behind, behind’ im-
plying really far away and remote, the back of behind. 

5. Vanished Cheshire dialect words 

 The following 11 Cheshire dialect words discussed below show no sign of 
being used by the informants and are described as having vanished from use. 
They are listed in the first column as Non-Returned Cheshire Dialect Words and 
in the second column the Highest Returned Replacement Words are listed.2 The 
replacement words are listed in ascending to descending order of highest re-
turned frequency. Consequently it is possible to suggest that a type of fastening 
for a gate or door named a Latch has replaced Sneck and it is likely to be more 
widely used in Cheshire as a replacement for this particular obsolete Cheshire 
dialect word. 

Table 2. Vanished Cheshire dialect words 

Non-returned Cheshire dialect words  Highest returned replacement words 

Sneck Latch 
Flummery Porridge 
Bight Bend 
Pad Path 
Brewis or Brevis Pobs 
Scuttle Basket 
Tit Old Nag 
Ark Ottoman 
Underling Runt 
Beet the fire (using a bellows) Bellows 
Braggett Spiced Ale 

 
As noted above the dialect word sneck was replaced with Standard English 
latch. The dialect word flummery was not returned instead porridge a Standard 
English word was returned as being in use. The dialect word bight failed to be 
returned and bend was chosen instead. The dialect word pad was not returned 
well as participants returned the word path, a Standard English word. The dia-
lect word brewis or brevis, which refers to a type of broth with bread in it was 
not returned. The dialect word scuttle was instead replaced with the word basket.  

                                                      
2  Cf. footnote 1. 
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 In Cheshire dialect an old worn out horse can be referred to as tit but this 
was not returned and instead participants opted for an old nag. The dialect word 
ark which was used in Cheshire to name a chest was instead referred to as an 
ottoman. The Cheshire dialect word underling refers to a small animal which is 
bullied but the participants returned runt. The word bellows was returned but 
the term to beat the fire was not used. The dialect word braggett appears to be 
no longer in use and the return for this question proved poor.  

5.1. Vanished Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the childhood sphere 

 None of the words tested in Childhood section have Vanished. Childhood 
vocabulary and dialect words appear to be protected from change and are not 
replaced. Childhood words are perhaps more fixed in their culture of childhood 
than the other dialect words.  

5.2. Vanished Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the home sphere 

 The following Cheshire dialect words received no returns from the infor-
mants and could therefore have vanished from use in this part of Cheshire. 
There are some replacements by the informants for the loss of these particular 
Cheshire dialect words and they are either Standard English or other dialect 
words.  
 The dialect word sneck is believed to be no longer in use and has been re-
placed with Standard English latch. CED notes that sneck is a dialect word 
found in Scotland and Northern England. It is the latch or catch of a door or 
gate. SED provides a different use for sneck based on research conducted by Dr 
Peter Wright in mining communities. In this research sneck in Yorkshire West 
Riding is another word for “stint”, the amount of work allotted to a miner. 
(P.Wright ‘Coal-mining language’) Leigh provides the definition of the target 
word sneck as a latch of a door. It appears that the isogloss for sneck has moved 
further to the north since Leigh’s survey.  
 Orton and Wright (1974: 229) in M156 suggest the boundary line cuts 
halfway through Lancashire and touches the top of Cheshire proceeding down 
in a south-easterly direction towards Anglia. Sneck is located to the north 
whereas latch dominates the rest of the country with the exception of Wales and 
parts of Devon, Dorset and Somerset where hasp is found. However Orton and 
Wright (1974) did record the use of hasp in Cheshire.  
 The dialect word flummery appears to have been replaced with Standard 
English porridge. Flummery in CED is noted as chiefly a British word and is 
a cold pudding of oatmeal originating from a 17th century Welsh word llymru. 
SED does not refer to flummery. Leigh believes it to be a thick oatmeal sub-
stance. He notes it is admitted from another study of dialect words going on to 
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state that he believes it to be only of use in Cheshire and some northern coun-
ties. One informant in this study (informant xi) provided the answer: furmity 
which was the nearest to the target dialect word. In CED furmity is listed as 
a variant of frumenty which is a kind of porridge made from hulled wheat boiled 
with milk, sweetened and spiced. Furmity is from 14th century Old French fru-
mentee, from frument grain of Latin root frumentum. Brewis or brevis, a type of 
broth with bread was replaced with a different Cheshire dialect word, pobs and 
variants of it as for example, sops, pods and tea sop were returned by over half 
the informants. The lack of return for the dialect word brewis suggests either the 
word was not commonly used in this part of Cheshire or the isogloss has 
moved.  
 The dialect word scuttle appears to have been replaced by Standard English 
basket. CED notes that scuttle is predominantly a British dialect word for 
a shallow basket often used for carrying vegetables. SED does not mention it 
and Leigh offers a completely different concept describing it as a piece of wood 
pointed at both ends and used in a ball game.  
 The dialect word ark has been replaced predominantly by other Standard 
English words such as ottoman, chest and blanket-chest. CED lists ark as a dia-
lect word for a chest, box or coffer. It is Old English in origin and from Latin 
arca meaning a box or chest. SED does not mention ark. Leigh notes the alter-
nate spelling arke and points out that in Standard English it is a chest. CED lists 
beat the fire and means to flap. SED does not refer to it. But Leigh notes that it 
means to light or make the fire.  
 The informants did not return beat the fire but bellows was returned more 
successfully. A bellows is listed in CED as Standard English. The dialect word 
bragget is not listed in CED or SED. Leigh refers to it as spiced ale and notes 
that in Welsh bragod is the same thing. In Welsh brag is malt and gots a honey-
comb. Bragget had only one positive return in this study. 

5.3. Vanished Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the countryside sphere 

 This survey found that bight has been replaced with bend. Bight is not listed 
as a dialect word in CED and is described as, “a wide indentation of a shoreline 
or the body of water bounded by such a curve” (2001: 153). According to SED 
bight exists in Lancashire and Cheshire. Bight is of OE origin byht meaning 
‘bend’ and bugan ‘to bow, to bend’ (1977: 148) Leigh also lists bight and is 
described as a projection in a river (1974: 20).  
 The Cheshire dialect word pad has been replaced with Standard English 
footpath. CED states that pad is an archaic short form for a footpad who is 
a robber or highwayman on foot rather than horseback. It is also a dialect word 
for a path or track perhaps originating from 16th century Middle Dutch paden. 
SED notes that today it is found in use as path in Nottingham and east Derby-
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shire, Lincolnshire, Leicester, north-east Northamptonshire and occasionally in 
Norfolk, Cheshire and Shropshire. Wakelin notes that pad formerly had a far 
wider distribution. Pad was first recorded in OED in 1567 and tended to be 
a word used by vagabonds. Somewhere it has been borrowed into English dia-
lects with no suggestion of slang or low usage, just a word for a path 
(1977: 142).  
 Leigh states that it is a path and that it is found in use in other counties. 
Leigh gives more detail stating that a type of road – a pad road – ran along 
every field that edged a highroad and was to be found just within the hedge and 
parallel to the highroad. CED lists tit as an archaic or dialect word for a worth-
less or worn-out horse or a nag. SED does not list tit. Leigh lists tit as a Chesh-
ire word for a common name for a horse.  
 This study returned old nag. The Cheshire dialect word underling, used in 
reference to an animal which is bullied by other animals was not returned, and 
the replacement words were: runt, yearling, outcast. CED notes the Standard 
English word meaning: a subordinate. SED does not list it. Leigh states that it is 
a cow, pig or other animal bullied by others. 

6. Vanishing Cheshire dialect words 

 The Cheshire dialect words discussed below show signs that they might not 
be used so widely and could be vanishing from use. A total of 15 Cheshire dia-
lect words appear to be vanishing from use by the informants taking part in the 
study. The dialect words discussed here were not strongly returned which 
means they were returned in second place or lower. The first column displays 
a list of Vanishing Cheshire Dialect Words with the strongest vanishing words 
at the top of the list.  
 The dialect words at the bottom of the list in that column may not be van-
ishing as quickly as those at the top. In the right-hand column the Highest Re-
turned Replacement Words for the Vanishing dialect words are listed.3  
 The dialect word tun-dish/tunning dish is a strong example of a word which 
is vanishing because it has a strong replacement word funnel. It is worthy to 
note that the dialect words marling pit and stithe did not produce any strongly 
returned replacement words and this could possibly mean that they are obsolete 
in this part of Cheshire, however they cannot be classed as vanished due to the 
fact they have no replacement. 
 

                                                      
3  Cf. footnote 1. 
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Table 3. Vanishing Cheshire dialect words 

Vanishing Cheshire dialect words  Highest returned replacement words 

Marling pit 
Stithe 
Tun-dish/tunning dish 
Brat 
Side 
To wed 
Urchin 
Mard 
Slutch 
Scally 
Spends 
Croft 
Bagsy 
Barley 
Tater-hash 

Possibly obsolete 
Possibly obsolete 
Funnel 
Apron/Pinny 
Clear 
To get married 
A small child like an orphan 
Brat 
Mud 
Nowt/Newt/Newty/Yob 
Pocket-money 
Paddock 
Mine 
Enough 
Hot-pot 

 
 The following Cheshire dialect words were also returned quite strongly but 
were not strong first place words and may be vanishing from use; tunning-dish 
or tun-dish which is a large cask often used in beer manufacturing was not re-
turned strongly as the participants answered funnel which is standard English 
and is similar to a funnel. A brat or brat-cloth did not return strongly and in-
stead the participants strongly chose standard English apron. The dialect term to 
side often followed by a particle for example to side up or side away means to 
tidy up or clear away dishes from a table.  
 The participants did not strongly return side and returned the standard Eng-
lish word clear. The verb to wed which is equivalent to standard English to 
marry or get married was not returned as strongly as married. The dialect word 
urchin a Cheshire term for a hedgehog is vanishing strongly. A mard which is 
a dialect word for a sulking or spoilt child was returned as equally as spoilt brat. 
The term slutch which is used to refer to mud was not strongly returned. The 
term scally is used predominantly in the north-west of England to refer to 
a rascal or rogue, although the word was returned by the participants a stronger 
Cheshire dialect word was given instead, nowt or newt which had been previ-
ously tested.  
 The dialect word spends which is effectively a term for pocket-money was 
returned almost as equally as standard English pocket-money. The word croft 
which refers to a piece of enclosed land worked on by the occupier of the ad-
joining house. Next the word bagsy predominantly used by children meaning to 
gain possession of something and barley(!) also used by children as a truce term 
show signs of vanishing. The abovementioned Cheshire dialect word lobscouse 
in reference to a regional dish was returned strongly and could mean that tater-
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hash which was not strongly returned could perhaps be vanishing from use ei-
ther being replaced by the dialect word lobscouse or the more widely spread 
term hot-pot which was the strongest returned.  

6.1. Vanishing Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the childhood sphere  

 In this survey, the dialect word bagsy was returned but not as strongly as 
compared with Standard English mine. CED states that bags or bagsy is used 
predominantly in children’s language in both Britain and Australia and defines 
it as, “an indication of the desire to do, be or have something” (2001: 113). It is 
also used informally by adults in such an example as: “he bagged the best 
chair”. Wakelin (1977) notes the variants of the term bags as bagsy or baggy 
mine, and it is also observed in SED that there exist more variants of the phrase 
throughout Britain but those current in North-West England (Yorkshire West 
Riding, Lancashire and Cheshire) are as follows ballow, (ballow that or I bal-
lows that), barley (barley me that) and bollars (i bollars or bollar me). Ferry is 
also used in Yorkshire West Riding, fogs or fog it and jigs it in Manchester. Nab 
it, nag it, pike it or prior pike are all West-Midland terms. Leigh (1973) makes 
no mention of bags or its closer variants but does list ballow and defines it as; to 
select or claim, proposing that it may derive from A.S bellan; to bellow and 
depicts a picture of boys at play bellowing in high falsetto voices. Leigh also 
notes that barley may also be used and again when calling out to be the first at 
play.  
 The dialect word barley as a cry for truce was not returned as strongly as 
Standard English, enough. CED defines barley as a cry for truce or respite from 
the rules of a game, it is listed as originating from 18th century and its etymol-
ogy probably changed from parley. Wakelin (1977: 80) refers to the observa-
tions in The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren by I. and P. Opie (1959) that 
perhaps the most important word in a schoolchild’s vocabulary is his truce term. 
There are many various terms throughout the country and more often than not 
more than one term is known.  
 Despite the variety of terms Wakelin informs that overall a degree of uni-
formity exists and terms are even known from other areas but one term is usu-
ally predominant. It must however be noted of the coincidence in dialect word 
usage between barley in meaning to gain possession, as in barley me that one 
and barley as a truce term. It would be difficult to explain this phenomenon 
although it can be noted that Leigh’s works – the earliest source used here – 
makes no note of barley as a truce term but instead when used to mean the first 
at play. 
 The dialect word scally was returned but not that strongly because a variety 
of responses were returned. Stronger returns were nowt or yob. CED notes that 
scally is used in Northwest English Dialects and means a rascal or rogue and is 
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a shortened form of the informal 20th century word scallywag which in 19th 
century was originally used to refer to an undersized animal. The origin of the 
word is uncertain. Neither does SED or Leigh make reference to this word. The 
word, yob received as equal a return as nowt. It seems a very suitable response 
but is not a dialect word it is instead slang specific to Britain meaning, an ag-
gressive and surly youth often used when referring to a teenager who behaves 
like this. It is a curious slang word as it is back slang for boy.  
 The dialect word spends was returned strongly but pocket-money proved 
more positive. CED has spends listed as Lancashire dialect meaning a child’s 
pocket money. SED and Leigh do not list this dialect word. This dialect word 
might still be in use in northern parts of Cheshire close to the county of Lanca-
shire. 
 The dialect word mard does not appear to be vanishing strongly but could 
be replaced with brat. The word brat like mard refers to an ill-mannered child. 
Both mard and brat were returned in equal measure. And mard was expressed 
by informants in different ways such as mard arse, mard pot. CED lists the 
adjective mardy but makes no note of the noun mard. According to CED (2001) 
it originates from Old English merran and can be compared to Old Saxon mer-
rian meaning to hinder.  
 As a mark or blemish its origin is Old Norse merja meaning to bruise. 
Wakelin (1977) notes the numerous names that children have for unpopular 
types of children for example, nosy parkers, cowards or sneaks. One clear 
North-Midland distribution is mardy meaning a sulker or spoil-sport. The 
mardy area is believed to stretch from South Lancashire and Yorkshire to 
Leicestershire in the middle of England and across from the West coast of 
Cheshire and Lancashire to the East and North Lincolnshire. Leigh (1973: 130) 
does not make any reference to mardy but lists marred as babyish when naming 
a spoilt child, he gives the example; That marred young cauf’s allis cryin after 
his mam. 

6.2. Vanishing Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the home 

 The dialect word tater-hash could be vanishing from use and might be re-
placed with hot – pot. In this study they are returned in equal measure. CED 
notes that tater is a dialect word for potato. SED makes no reference to this. 
Leigh on the other hand mentions a few spelling varieties toty, tatty, tatur or 
tato. There is little reference to the target dialect word in any of the three 
sources; only in Leigh is there reference in the description of lobscouse (a simi-
lar dish). In parts of Cheshire tater-hash refers to what is commonly referred to 
in Standard English as hotpot, a baked stew or casserole made with meat or fish 
and covered with a layer of potatoes.  
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 The dialect word tuning-dish or tun-dish is vanishing from use and is being 
replaced with funnel. A tundish as noted by CED is a large beer cask or a cask 
used during the manufacture of beer (a mash tun). SED notes that in other parts 
of England the word tunniger occurs in a small area in the south west and 
a tunning dish occurs in only 3 places in south Cheshire and north Shropshire 
and in Warwickshire. Leigh does not record tunning dish. The verbal expression 
to wed shows signs of vanishing from use and is being replaced by to get mar-
ried. CED gives the definition of wed as meaning ‘to take (a person of the op-
posite sex) as a husband or wife; marry’. It originates from Old English wed-
dian. SED lists the verb as in use and Wakelin (1977: 65) suggests that wed is 
another dialect word that has survived but other terms in Standard English have 
replaced them, wed being dominantly displaced by marry. Leigh does not men-
tion the word. The dialect word brat or brat-cloth is vanishing from use and is 
being replaced with apron, pinny, and/or pinafore. CED notes the Northern 
English Dialect use meaning an apron or overall.  
 Originating from Old English, brat was a cloak and is related to Old Irish 
bratt, a cloth used to cover the body. SED recorded the wide use of brat 
throughout England including occurrences in Cheshire. Leigh provides a differ-
ent explanation of this dialect word. He states that it is a child’s bib and that the 
wearer of the bib is often called a brat but only really when arriving at a mis-
chievous age. He also notes that it is a rough working apron used by a woman. 
The verb side is used in expressions such as side the table, side away and side 
up. CED explains the term is from a Northern English Dialect meaning to tidy 
up, to clear dishes away or to clear a table. SED does not make any reference to 
it. Leigh refers to side being used in conjunction with the particle up to give 
side up. Leigh’s explanation also refers to tidying but in reference to the 
kitchen. In Cheshire it appears to be vanishing and is being replaced with Stan-
dard English, clear.  

6.3. Vanishing Cheshire dialect words pertaining to the countryside 

 The Cheshire dialect word urchin is being replaced by Standard English, 
hedgehog. CED lists the dialect word urchin as a name for a hedgehog. SED 
does not list it. Leigh has a different spelling, “urchant” but defines it as 
a hedgehog. This question caused confusion and the informants mistook the 
dialect word for, an orphan. The dialect word croft, an enclosed piece of land 
worked on by the occupier of the adjoining house is vanishing from use and is 
being replaced with paddock, allotment or smallholding. The dialect word croft 
is more commonly found in use in Scotland. Stithe/stithy is widely unknown in 
Cheshire is strongly vanishing from use. CED notes that this is an archaic or 
dialect word for a forge or an anvil and originates from Old Norse stedhi. SED 
does not refer to it. Leigh defines it as an anvil.  
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 Orton and Wright (1974: 61) have recorded anvil as being the dominant 
dialect word in use in Cheshire and have recorded stithy as being in use much 
further to the north. The dialect word slutch, is vanishing from use and is being 
replaced with Standard English mud. CED does not mention slutch however 
sludge is mentioned as soft mud or snow. It originates from 17th century and is 
related to slush. SED lists both slutch and sludge stating that some words are 
often seized upon to aid expression, something that dialect speech claims to do 
over Standard English. Leigh also mentions that both refer to mud. The dialect 
word marling pit is widely unknown amongst the informants and is vanishing 
from use with no replacement. It is practically obsolete. CED, SED and Leigh 
make very few concrete references to this word. The dialect word edge is van-
ishing from use and to be replaced by Standard English hill.  CED notes that 
edge is a dialect word meaning a cliff, ridge or hillside and also mentions that it 
is found in place names. Edge originates from Old English ecg and is related to 
Old Norse egg. Edge is not mentioned SED. Leigh describes edge as an abrupt 
hill and gives Cheshire place-name, Alderley Edge, as an example.  

7. Concluding remarks 

 In conclusion, this study has found that Cheshire dialect words are continu-
ing to experience a process of standardisation. The majority of Cheshire dialect 
speakers interviewed returned Standard English words therefore the contact 
with Standard English that Cheshire dialect words have experienced and con-
tinue to experience is strongly influential on this particular spoken variety in the 
north-west midlands of England. The prophetic visions of “changes which 
sweep away the past” as Egerton Leigh forewarned and the “obliteration of 
dialect words” as noted in his preface to his Glossary of 1887 and of Orton’s 
depiction of “the11th hour for dialect” are partly true. Except, the so-called 11th 
hour seems to be lasting a lot longer. This study has shown which Cheshire 
dialect words from those selected to be tested are non-vanishing and still in use, 
which dialect words have vanished and which are vanishing. 
 The study found 18 Cheshire dialect words to be non-vanishing and still in 
use. Non-vanishing dialect words appear to be more resilient to agents of 
change such as dialect contact and processes of standardisation. Non-vanishing 
dialect words are more firmly rooted and fixed in this part of Cheshire but could 
also possibly be in use in other parts of Cheshire and other dialect regions as 
well. This could especially be the case where the Standard English equivalent is 
not used or may even be replaced by a different dialect word for that dialect 
area. The study found 11 Cheshire dialect words have vanished from use. It is 
possible that these types of words were more susceptible to lexical attrition as 
changes continue to take place in lifestyle in both rural and urban settings. It 
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may also be possible that some of these type of dialect words have retreated into 
other geographical areas. The study found that 15 Cheshire dialect words are 
vanishing from use because the participants are using Standard English words 
as replacements which supports the notion of ever-increasing uniformity in lexis 
and is an indication that Modern Standard English dialect words are replacing 
Traditional Cheshire dialect words.  
 In the future it will be constructive to make a comparative analysis between 
this study of older speakers with younger Cheshire dialect speakers to see how 
initiated they are in using Cheshire dialect words and to help provide indica-
tions into how the Cheshire lexis is changing and transforming, i.e., which dia-
lect words are being replaced and what are they being replaced with, and more 
importantly, why? Also, it could be constructive to conduct a longitudinal dia-
lect study in Cheshire, even small dialect studies would be useful when com-
pleted over shorter distances of time i.e., every 5 years, in order to track the 
changes taking place. Nevertheless, at this incision in time it appears that the 
informants of this particular Cheshire dialect community studied herein are 
replacing the vanishing dialect words in their vernacular with Standard English 
words but at the same time they are also maintaining the use of other non-
vanishing Cheshire dialect words where suitable. The study has found that more 
dialect words are still in use than have vanished. At the same time nearly as 
many dialect words show signs of vanishing from use as those still in use. In 
conclusion we can say that the non-vanishing dialect words tested herein, and to 
some extent vanishing dialect words have an ability to remain in use in this 
language community and dialect area. The resilience of these type of dialect 
words is firm but they are threatened by ever-increasing replacement and oust-
ing of words of higher prestige value from contact with Standard English. Dia-
lect words have not all yet been lost but a great amount are vanishing. 
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Of ðæm or bi him – on the scribal repertoire 
of Latin-English pronominal equivalents 
in the Lindisfarne Gospels 

1. Introductory remarks 

 This paper examines English equivalents for Latin pronouns offered by the 
gloss translator of the Lindisfarne Gospels. In particular, we are interested in the 
types of correspondence attested in the glosses, i.e., whether one Latin pronoun 
is glossed with the same Old English equivalent consistently throughout the 
text, or whether the choice of form is context- or language-structure dependent. 
If no such dependence can be identified in the case of numerous OE elements 
for a Latin form, the analysis focuses on the reasoning behind the scribal inter-
pretation. 

2. Gloss translation in the Lindisfarne Gospels 

 Gloss translation from Medieval Latin to Old English poses a number of 
challenges for both the translation theorist and historical linguist. Translation 
theorists are interested in both the process and the result of so-called vertical 
translation (cf. Folena in Bassnett 2002 /1980/: 57), i.e., transfer from a lan-
guage of higher prestige into a vernacular, considered a lower culture. Such is 
the case in the writings of Medieval England, where Latin, both vulgar and 
church, was deemed perfect and unique, and as such, in most cases, it was fa-
miliar to the monks of medieval orders. English, on the other hand, served as a 
tool to help them understand more difficult passages of text or to help in further 
research (cf., e.g., Beer 1996: 729, Reiss 2004 [2000]: 179), rather than as a 
means of creating a new text or rewriting the content. After all, as Robert 
Stanton stated “it used to be said that Old English was a blunt instrument, lack-
ing the range and subtlety of Latin” (2002: 41). The linguistic context so char-
acterized must have influenced the way glossators worked with the text and the 
final output they produced. Historical linguists, on the other hand, research the 
target language (TL) output, i.e., the linguistic shape of the target language and 
the possible influence of the source language, Latin, on the vernacular. In fact, 
“Old English translators were naturally conscious of the differences between 
their language and Latin, but this did not stop them from imitating Latinate 
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structures” (Stanton 2002: 44). Thus, the language of glosses is examined from 
a different angle than that of genuine Old English texts. 

2.1. Gloss translation 

 Gloss typology covers both explicative comments by the scribe and inter-
linear translation. Explications include longer forms, taking the shape of a pref-
ace or an after word, in which the translator explains the purpose of the SL writ-
ing and/or the TL gloss, the way the original and/ or translation is organized, 
etc. Comments added by the scribe as his authorial text also include marginal 
notes, if he finds certain passages requiring an additional explanation or a para-
phrase, or glossaries that incorporate terminology used in a particular text or the 
whole manuscript. 
 In the case of interlinear translation, glosses include word-for-word equiva-
lents, but also definitions of more difficult terms or etymological explanations, 
provided especially when the SL text includes proper names that the target 
readers might not be familiar with. Although interlinear glosses are usually 
more advanced than a mere glossary-equivalence in that the glossator attempts 
at building cohesive segments, i.e., clauses or sentences, yet many a time the TL 
syntax still tends to mirror the original, cf. 

 
(1) tu dicis quia rex sum ego 
 ðu cuoeðes þætte cynig am ic vel ic am (Jn 18:37) 
 you say that king am I vel I am 
 

where the glossator follows the SL word order in the dependent clause of the 
CVS structure, or: 

 
(2) sermonem eius seruo 
 word  his ic haldo (Jn 8:55) 
 word  his I keep 
 

where within the fronted object the noun phrase preserves the SL order with the 
possessive following the noun, i.e., word his rather than his word. 
 Extreme cases include a Latinate word order in the Old English text, cf. 

 
(3) ipse enim pater  amat uos 
 ðe forðon feder seolf lufað iuih (Jn 16:27) 
 himself for father  loves you 
 

which should rather be read as ‘For the father himself loves you’. In such con-
texts, the scribe evidently glossed separate words rather than bigger translation 
units. 
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2.2. The Lindisfarne Gospels 

 The source language text of the present study is the Lindisfarne Gospels, 
which offer one of the versions St. Jerome’s Vulgate in Latin. The text is extant 
in 15 well-preserved leaves of the BL MS Cotton Nero D.IV, dated to 698, cop-
ied by the Bishop of Lindisfarne, Eadfrith. For the purpose of the present study 
two Gospels were selected, i.e., the Second Gospel, by St Mark (ed. by Skeat 
1970 /1871/), and the Fourth Gospel, by St John (ed. by Skeat 1970 /1878/). 
 The target language text constitutes the gloss translation in interlinear form, 
the marginalia and colophon, provided in the mid 10th c., by the Provost of 
Chester-le-Street, Ældred. The glosses are written in the south Northumbrian 
dialect, mainly for monks of the community of St. Cuthbert. The profile of the 
target reader, who possessed at least a rudimentary knowledge of Latin as the 
source language, cannot be underestimated in any evaluation of either the deci-
sion process or the final linguistic outcome. 

 

 

Figure 1. Marginal notes in the Lindisfarne Gospels, St Matthew: Second Initial Page f. 29, 
BL Cotton MS Nero D.IV (© The British Library Board) 

 The purpose of the Lindisfarne glossing seems clear cut when one takes into 
consideration the way it was carried out. The Lindisfarne Gospels seems to be 
a typical vertical translation, inasmuch as Ældred, the glossator, seems to play 
the function of a facilitator, rather than a translator per se. He remains silent in 
those fragments where the medieval monks must have found the Latin content 
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clear, such as the times of prayer, the canon tables, etc., while elsewhere he 
tends to provide either (1) single words, (2) abundant equivalents, sometimes 
with a number of synonyms or near-synonyms, or (3) explications for research 
purposes, obviously oriented at the source content and its full interpretation. 
What is more, the glossator’s need to explain the purpose of the translation is 
also noticeable in the colophon, where he states in extenso the history of the 
manuscript, as well as in wordy marginal glosses, such as the one in Figure 1 
(see above). But most interesting are the interlinear glosses, which take the form 
of OE equivalents scribbled atop the original Latin text, cf. Figure 2. 
 

 

Figure 2. Interlinear glosses in the Lindisfarne Gospels, Gospel of St Luke f. 143v, BL 
Cotton MS Nero D.IV (© The British Library Board) 

 For the purpose of this study, only those interlinear glosses have been se-
lected as they are the straightforward source of possible Lat-Eng equivalents, 
providing an illustrative material which can help verify whether Old English 
could convey all the intricacies of Latin. 

3. Latin pronouns in English glosses 

 The plethora of Latin pronouns and determiners must have impeded the 
process of glossing medieval texts into a vernacular. This is particularly visible 
in the case of Old English, where, many a time, the glossator had to compensate 
for the more limited English inflection. 
 The system of inflectional endings in Latin was richer than the English one, 
not only in verbs but also in nominals. Six cases of Latin nouns corresponded to 
only four in English, which lacked the ablative and vocative. The absence of the 
former case in the vernacular was especially inconvenient, since Latin ablative 
performed a wide range of functions, including the instrumental and locative 
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cases, as well as various types of adverbials, the so called ablativus absolutus, 
expressing time, reason, result, or condition. 

3.1. Latin vs. Old English system of pronouns 

 As regards Latin pronouns, their system roughly corresponded with the Old 
English one. In both languages, pronouns were grammatically marked for gen-
der, number, case and person. The differences included one more case in Latin, 
the ablative missing from English, and the lack of gender distinction in certain 
cases, such as genitive or dative (e.g., Gen. sg. ill īus, Dat. sg. ill ī, Dat. pl ill īs or 
Dat. pl. eīs). Yet, the major distinction between the two systems was in the third 

person pronouns, cf. Table 1. 

Table 1. Latin and Old English pronouns in the third person singular and plural 

Singular OE Lat. 

Nom. hē/hēo/hit – ille/illa/illud is/ea/id ipse/ipsa/ipsum 
Gen. his/hīere/his sui illīus eius ipsīus 
Dat. him/hīere/him sibī ill ī eī ipsī 
Acc. hine/hīe/hit sē illum/illam/ 

illud 
eum/ eam/ id ipsum/ipsam/ 

ipsum 
Abl.  sē ill ō/ill ā/ill ō eō/eā/eō ipsō/ipsā/ipsō 

Plural OE Lat. 

Nom. hīe –  illī/illae/illa eī/eae/ea ipsī/ipsae/ipsa 
Gen. hiera sui illōrum/ 

ill ārum/ 
ill ōrum 

eōrum/eārum/ 
eōrum 

ipsōrum/ipsārum/ 
ipsōrum 

Dat. him sibī ill īs eīs ipsīs 
Acc. hīe sē illōs/illās/illa eōs/eās/ea ipsōs/ipsās/ipsa 
Abl.  sē ill īs eīs ipsīs 

 

 While Old English contained only one set of third person pronouns with 
only singular forms exhibiting distinction in gender, Latin employed several 
different forms, including: 
 

(a) the reflexive pronoun se; 
(b) demonstrative, or indicative, pronoun is/ea/id, roughly correspondent to 

English ‘this’; 
(c) a demonstrative pronoun ille/illa/illud  to refer to a third person being talked 

about, sth known, famous, roughly correspondent to English ‘that’; 
(d) ipse/ipsa/ipsum meaning ‘he himself’. 
 

 In the English gloss, the wide range of Latin pronouns for the third person 
will be translated with the use of one corresponding form in a given case. How-
ever, three issues prove problematic in glossing, namely: 
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(a) Latin forms of Gen. and Dat. singular which are unmarked for gender must 
be particularized in Old English [∅ – gender]; 

(b) the lack of ablative in English must be compensated for by other means 
[Abl. – ∅]; 

(c) rendering the semantic difference between various sets of Latin pronouns in 
English. 

3.2. Latin personal pronouns glossed in the Lindisfarne Gospels 

 The system of pronouns employed in the Lindisfarne Gospels shows dialec-
tal variations, and thus is not identical with that from the majority of Old Eng-
lish texts. Since the glosses represent the Northumbrian variety, they contain 
forms used in Northern areas, such as Acc. sg. mec ‘me’ (also as mech, meh) or 
ðec ‘you’ (also as ðeh, ðech) instead of regular West-Saxon me and te, as well 
as usic ‘us’ (with alternative usig, usih, ws) (Acc. pl.) in the place of us, cf. also 
Cook (1969). Additionally, several other forms display a spelling different from 
that provided in historical grammars, e.g., second person plural pronoun in da-
tive and accusative, apart from the typical Anglian iuh, is spelt iouh, iowh, iwih, 
iwh, and iuih. 
 The present study focuses on Latin personal pronouns glossed into OE; 
supplemented with those Latin demonstratives that were translated into OE 
personal pronouns. Thus, it disregards such cases as: 

 
(4) (a) ille me clarificabit quia de meo accipiet et adnuntiabit uobis →   

ðe mec geberhtade vel geberhtes forðon of minum onfoæð & gesægeð iuh.  
(Jn 16:14)   
He shall glorify me. For he will receive from what is mine, and he will announce it to 
you. 
(b) Paracletus autem spiritus sanctus … ille uos docebit omnia… →   
ðe rummoda uutedlice gaast halig … ðe iuih gelærað alle & tretiað vel iuh alle… 
(Jn 14:26).   
But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit … will teach you all things… 

 

where neither the SL nor the TL word is a personal pronoun. 

3.2.1. One to one correspondence 

 The analysis of personal pronouns in the Lindisfarne Gospels reveals vari-
ous types of relation between the forms used in the source text and those from 
the target text. The most common is, as expected, a one-to-one correspondence, 
with the Latin pronoun glossed by its closest equivalent in Old English within 
a segment, cf. 
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(4) … ego baptizaui uos aqua …→   
… ic fulwade iwih  mið wætr … (Mk 1:8)  
I have baptized you with water… 

 

 Yet the Latin pronoun is quite rarely glossed with one and the same equiva-
lent throughout the text. Such examples can be found almost exclusively among 
the nominative and dative forms of first and second person singular, cf. 

 
(5) 1st p. sg.  Lat. ego → OE ic 
 2nd p. sg.  Lat. tu → OE þu 
   Lat. tibi → OE þe 
 

 As regards other pronouns, the only cases glossed consistently with one 
equivalent include, cf. 

 
(6) Lat. ipse → OE he 
 Lat. ipsī → OE hia 
 Lat. sibi → OE him 
 

 It must be noted that the pronoun ipsī is attested in the two Gospels only 
once, and thus this cannot set up a decisive rule. Also, sibi, which could poten-
tially be glossed with pronouns in all three genders in the material under scru-
tiny, finds one form only. 

3.2.2. Nil to one correspondence 

 The Old English glosses also contain quite numerous pronouns which do 
not have a corresponding form in the source language. The addition of the TL 
pronoun results from the necessity to fill in the subject position (usually re-
quired in OE, cf. Fischer 2006: 112) or specify the agent, the function of which 
in Latin was fulfilled by the inflectional endings of verbs. Characteristically, the 
pronouns added compensate for all three persons in singular and plural: 

 
(7) et non cognouistis eum ego autem noui eum et si dixero quia non scio eum ero similis 

uobis mendax sed scio eum et sermonem eius seruo →   
& ne ongeto gie hine ic uutedlice conn vel wat & gif ic cuoeðo þætte ic hine nat ic beom 
gelic iuh leas ah ic uat hine & word his ic haldo (Jn 8:55).).  
And yet you have not known him. But I know him. And if I were to say that I do not 
know him, then I would be like you, a liar. But I know him, and I keep his word. 

 

 In the Latin text in (8), the subject of the main clause ego serves as the im-
plied subject in the following clauses, which is further supported by the verbal 
inflection in the verbs underlined. In the English gloss, however, each clause is 
provided with its own subject pronoun, all referring to the same agent. Similar 
contexts are found for subjects marked for other persons, cf. 
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First person plural 
 
(8) Et dicebat cui adsimilabimus regnum dei aut cui parabolae cumparabimus illud →  

& cuoeð to hwæm we gelicleta welle ric godes vel to huæm ða bispello miððy we 
gegearuagað ðæt (Mk 4:30).   
And he said: “To what should we compare the kingdom of God? Or to what parable 
should we compare it? 

Second person singular and plural 
 
(9) … et genu flexo dixit si uis potes me mundare →   

… & mið cnewbeging cuoeð gif ðu wilt ðu mæht meh geclænsiga (Mk 1:40).  
And kneeling down, he said to him, “If you are willing, you are able to cleanse me”. 

 Oculos habentes non uidetis et aures habentes non auditis nec recordamini →  
 Habbað gie vel hæbbende ne geseað gie & earo gie habbað ne geherað gie ne eft ðohto 

gie vel ðences gie (Mk 8:18).  
Having eyes, do you not see? And having ears, do you not hear? Do you not remember? 

 

 Still, adding a TL subject pronoun to each dependent clause that does not 
have one in the source language is not a consistent procedure, cf. 

 
(10) et curauit multos qui uexabantur uariis languoribus et demonia multa eiciebat et non 

sinebat loqui ea quoniam sciebant eum →   
& lecnade vel gemde monigo ðaðe geswoenced woere vel weron gesuoencde 
missenlicum adlum & dioblas menigo he fordraf ut vel afirde & nalde leta spreca hia 
vel ne lefde hia to spreccanne forðon wiston hine (Mk 1:34).  
And he [Jesus] healed many who were troubled with various illnesses. And he cast out 
many demons, but he would not permit them to speak, because they knew him 

 

 As item (11) shows, explicative pronouns might not be provided in the Eng-
lish text if the person is indicated by the context. Since the passage continues 
the account of Jesus’s journey from the previous segment, the first clause does 
not contain any pronoun, either in the source or the target language. Similarly, 
the last verb in the gloss, i.e., wiston, is not preceded by the subject, since it 
refers anaphorically back to the object pronoun hia. 
 The text also contains passages with pronouns added where, potentially, the 
information they carry is already encoded in the subject of the main clause in 
the complex sentence, or in the preceding clause of the compound sentence; the 
latter illustrated in example (12): 

 
(11) …et inludent ei et conspuent eum et flagellabunt eum interficient eum et tertia die 

resurget →   
…& bismerageð him & hia spittes hine & hia suingeð hine hia acuoellað hine & ðe 
ðirdda doeg eft arisað (Mk 10:34).  
And they will mock him, and spit on him, and scourge him, and put him to death. And on 
the third day, he will rise again”. 
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 Although ellipsis is possible in item (12), as the sentence includes a number 
of coordinate clauses, the choice to keep the pronouns does not impede the 
grammaticality of the text nor its lexical cohesion. 
 In the following examples, however, the repetition of pronouns that are 
added in the SL text influences the coherence of the fragment, cf. 

 
(12) (a) ego quod uidi apud patrem loquor et uos quae uidistis apud patrem uestrum facitis 

(Jn 8:38). →   
ic ðæt ic gesæh æt ðæm fæder ic spreco & gie ðaðe gie gesegon æt feder iurum gie 
wyrcas (Jn 8:38).  
I speak what I have seen with my Father. And you do what you have seen with your 
father”. 

 (b) et ego uitam aeternam do eis et non peribunt in aeternum non rapiet eas quisquam de 
manu mea →   
& ic lif ece ic silo him & ne losað in ecnise ne nimeð hia ænig monn of minum hondum 
vel of hond min (Jn 10:28).   
And I give them eternal life, and they shall not perish, for eternity. And no one shall 
seize them from my hand. 

 

 In item (13a) above, the scribe glosses the sentence-initial Latin pronoun 
ego as ic and then provides for the subject-verb agreement further in the text 
preceding the verb spreco with the 1st p. sg. pronoun yet again, thus arriving at 
the correspondence of ego loquor → ic… ic spreco. The dependent clause quod 
vidi apud patrem is translated literally as ðæt ic gesæh æt ðæm fæder, with the 
OE pronoun compensating for the Latin inflectional marking of the verb in the 
first person singular. 
 In item (13b), the Latin clause et ego uitam aeternam do eis is translated 
word-for-word, where the scribe glosses the Latin pronoun with its OE equiva-
lent (ego – ic), but then he seems to feel the necessity to explain the Latin verb 
do by providing it with its subject, directly preceding the OE verb, i.e., do – ic 
silo, and thus impeding the syntactic structure of the TL sentence. 
 Occasionally, the glosses also employ pronouns to express the vocative case 
absent in Old English, cf. 

 
(13) (a) dicebat enim illi exi spirite inmunde ab homine →   

cuoeð forðon to him gaa ðu gaast unclæne from ðæm menn (Mk 5:8).  
For he said to him, “Depart from the man, you unclean spirit”. 

 (b) et cum uideret iesus concurrentem turbam comminatus est spiritui inmundo dicens 
illi surde et mute spiritus ego tibi praecipio exi ab eo… →  
& miððy gesæh se hælend Þone iornende ðreat gestiorande wæs ðæm gaaste unclæne 
cuoeðende ðæm ðu la deafe & ðu la dumbe gaast ic ðe bebeade geong from him…  
(Mk 9:24).  
And when Jesus saw the crowd rushing together, he admonished the unclean spirit, 
saying to him, “Deaf and mute spirit, I command you, leave him… 
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 In general, it seems that in the case of Ældred’s glosses, additions result 
from linguistic differences between the source and the target languages rather 
than scribal interpretation. 

3.2.3. One to nil correspondence 

 Correspondence in the opposite direction of transfer, i.e., one to nil, in-
cludes sporadic instances. In the two Gospels under scrutiny, only four such 
examples are attested. Interestingly, all of them contain the same original pro-
noun, third person singular se, also employed in the form of secum, cf. 

 
(14) (a) et nisi unum panem non habebant secum in naui. →  

 & buta anum hlafe ne hæfdon mið in scip (Mk 8:14).  
And they did not have any with (them) in the boat, except one loaf. 

 (b) et statim circumspicientes neminem amplius uiderunt nisi iesum tantum secum. → 
& sona ymblocadon nænig monn leng vel forðor gesegon buta ðæm hælende ana mið 
(Mk 9:7).   
And immediately, looking around, they no longer saw anyone except Jesus alone with 
(them). 

 (c) et adsumit petrum et iacobum et iohannen secum et coepit pauere et taedere →  
& togenom petrum & iacob & iohannem mið & ongann forhtiga & longiga (Mk 14:33). 
Jesus took with (him) Peter, and James, and John; and he led them separately to a lofty 
mountain alone; and he was transfigured before them. 

 (d) et non habent radicem in se sed temporales sunt deinde orta tribulatione et 
persecutione propter verbum, confestim scandalizantur. →   
& nabbað wyrtryma soða vel æfterðon miððy aras costung & oehtnisse fore word sona 
vel hræðe geondspurnad bið (Mk 4:17).  
But they have no root in (themselves), and so they are for a limited time. And when next 
tribulation and persecution arises because of the word, they quickly fall away. 

 

 It is quite surprising that the quoted passages lack the equivalent of the 
Latin pronoun, in (15a-c) leaving the preposition mið ‘with’ without its com-
plement, which may suggest erroneous interference by the scribe. 

3.2.4. Many to one correspondence 

 As mentioned before, the Old English set of pronouns was less numerous 
than that of Latin, and thus many TL pronouns needed to serve as equivalents to 
more than one Latin form. Such cases are especially numerous among the Latin 
pronouns used for the third person singular and plural, cf. 

 
(15)  Lat. ille/ipse → OE he 
 (a) at ille respondens dixit eis quid uobis praecepit moses. →   

soð he onduearde cuoeð to him huæt iuh bebead moses (Mk 10:3).   
But in response, he said to them, “What did Moses instruct you?” 

 (b) Et ascendens in montem uocauit ad se quos uoluit ipse et uenerunt ad eum →  
& astag on mor ceigde to him ðailco walde he & cwomun to him (Mk 3:13).   
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And ascending onto a mountain, he called to himself those whom he willed, and they 
came to him. 

(16)  Lat. se/illī/eī/eum → OE him 
 (a) et plus magis intra se stupebant →   

& forðor suiðe bituih him stylton vel suigdon (Mk 6:51).  
And they became even more astonished within themselves. 

 (b) et dixit illi  unum tibi deest →   
& cuoeð him an ðe is forgeten geong {Mk 10:21).  
One thing is lacking to you. 

 (c) …et dixit ei omnem ueritatem →   
…& cuoeð to him all Þæt soðest (Mk 5:33).  
…and she told him the whole truth. 

 (d) mercennarius autem fugit quia mercennarius est et non pertinet ad eum de ouibus → 
ðe aesnemonn celmertmonn uutedlice fliið forðon is celmertmonn & nebyreð to him 
from scipum (Jn 10:13). 

 And the hired hand flees, because he is a hired hand and there is no concern for the 
sheep within him. 

(17)  Lat. illōs/ipsī/eōs → OE hia 
 (a) …et ducit illos in montem excelsum seorsum solus… →   

…& lædde hia on mor heh suindrige him ane… {Mk 9:1).  
…and he led them separately to a lofty mountain alone; 

 (b) …et ipsi acceperunt et cognouerunt uere quia a te exiui… →  
& hia vel onfengon & ongetton vel soðlice þætte from ðec ic foerde… (Jn 17:8).  
And they have accepted these words, and they have truly understood that I went forth 
from you 

 (c) qui autem pascebant eos fugerunt… →   
seðe vel ðaðe uutedlice foeddon hia geflugon… (Mk 5:14).  
Then those who pastured them fled… 

 

 As the data above illustrate, the Old English third person pronouns stand as 
equivalents to three sets of Latin pronouns, i.e., ille/illa/illud, is/ea/id and se. 
Thus, the semantic distinction between those pronouns is invariably lost in Old 
English translation, which may occasionally distort the referential meaning, cf. 
 

(18)  et uenerunt ferentes ad eum paraliticum… et eum non possent offere eum illi  prae 
turba… →   
& cuomon feredon vel brengende to him ðone eorðcrypel… & hine ne mæhtun 
gebrenga hine him fore menigo…(Mk 2:3).  
And they came to him, bringing a paralytic… And when they were not able to present 
him to him because of the crowd… 

 

 In item (19), the source text employs two different pronouns to refer to the 
paralyzed man and Jesus, respectively. Old English, however, fails to retain the 
distinction between the regular third person form (eum) and the demonstrative 
(illi ) referring to a famous person. 
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3.2.5. One to many correspondence 

 One more type of correspondence between Latin and Old English pronouns 
may be observed in the Gospels when one form in the source language is 
glossed with various pronouns in the target language. Such a relation results 
from both grammatical and semantic factors, cf. 

 
(19) (a) et conspuebant eum et ponentes genua adorabant eum →  

& speafton on him & seton cnewa geworðadon him (Mk15:19). 
 …and they spit on him. And kneeling down, they reverenced him. 
 (b) Et interrogabant eum dicentes quid ergo dicunt pharisaei… →  

& gefrugnon hine ðus cuoeðende huæd forðon cuoeðað ælaruas… (Mk 9:10). 
 And they questioned him, saying: “Then why do the Pharisees … say 
 

 The choice of the pronoun in the above items was governed by syntactic 
structures, with the pronoun marked for the dative case (him) following the 
preposition, and the pronoun in the accusative (hine) directly following the 
verb. 
 Also, the choice of the pronoun is determined by the extralinguistic, or se-
mantic, context, cf. 

 
(20) (a) ille autem dixit ei filia fides tua te saluam fecti…→   

he uutedlice vel ðonne cwoeð to hir  la dohter gelæafa ðin ðec hal dyde… (Mk 5:34). 
And he said to her: “Daughter, your faith has saved you…” 

 (b) iesus autem dixit ei quid me dicis bonum. →  
se hælend uutedlice cuoeð to him huæt mec ðu cuoðas god (Mk 10:18).  
But Jesus said to him, “Why call me good?  

(21) (a) et iurauit illi  quia quidquid petieris dabo tibi licet demedium regni mei → 
& suwor hir  forðon vel Þætte suæ hwæt ðu gegiuas ic sello ðe ðah se a half rices mines 
(Mk 6:23).  
And he swore to her, “Anything that you request, I will give to you, even up to half my 
kingdom”. 

 (b) Respondit illi  iohannes dicens magister uidimus quendam in nomine tuo… → 
geonduearde him iohannes cuoeðende la larua we gesegon sum oðer on noma…  
(MK 9:37).  

 John responded to him by saying, “Teacher, we saw someone casting out demons in 
your name; 

 

 In Old English pronouns for third person singular, the category of gender 
was marked in all cases, whereas the Latin system of pronouns lacked that dis-
tinction in the genitive and dative singular, as well as the dative and ablative 
plural. Thus, the scribe had to particularize the gender of the target language 
forms, based on contextual information. 
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3.2.6. Scribal interpretation (‘vels’) 

 The ST – TT differences discussed above result from the linguistic peculiar-
ity of the source and the target languages. However, many a time, the scribe 
offers a number of variants for a Latin word or phrase, whether as a result of 
indecision or as a conscious choice to leave a margin for interpretation. As other 
scholars have claimed, “It seems that one Old English equivalent was not felt 
adequate enough to express the meaning carried by the Latin word, thus a new 
candidate, an alternative gloss[,] was searched for, than another, and so on” 
(Nagucka 1997: 199). 
 The variants provided were recorded either next to each other or one above 
the other one, usually separated with a mark shaped similarly to the symbol ł (in 
edition sometimes interpreted as vel), cf. Figure 3. 
 

(22) SL: uniuersa legentes 

   gloss: ða geredes l ða geleornas 

 
   SL: sic eum 
 

    gloss: ðus vel suæ hine  

 

Figure 3. Interlinear glosses in the Lindisfarne Gospels, Prefatory Material to Matthew f. 19 and 
The Colophon f. 259, respectively; BL Cotton MS Nero D.IV (© The British Library Board) 

 As mentioned before, the OE pronoun was usually added to render informa-
tion encoded in the Latin verbal inflectional ending (see items 8–10). In at least 
one passage, however, the scribe seems to hesitate whether the pronoun filling 
in the subject position is necessary, which illustrates the decision-making proc-
ess in glossing, cf. 

 
(23) tu ex discipulis eius es negauit ille et dixit non sum →   

ðu ec of ðegnum his vel ðæs arð onsoc he & cuoeð ne am vel nam ic (Jn 18:25). 
“Are you not also one of his disciples?” He denied it and said, “I am not”. 

 

 In a few instances, the scribe provides a pronoun in two different cases, the 
variants being mostly dative vs. accusative: 
 

(24) (a) …multi publicani et peccatores simul discumbebant cum iesu et discipulis eius erant 
enim multi qui et sequebantur eum →   
…monigo bærsunigo & synnfullo ætgeadre geræston vel linigiendo weron mið ðone hæ 
vel & ðegnum his weron forðon menigo ðaðe & fylgdon vel fylgendo weron him vel 
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hine (Mk 2:15).  
…many tax collectors and sinners sat at table together with Jesus and his disciples. For 
those who followed him were many. 

 (b) et relicto patre suo zebedaeo in naui cum mercinnariis secuti sunt eum →  
miððy forleort faeder his zebedeus in scip mið ðam celmertmonnum fylgedon l 
fylgende weron hine l him (Mk 1:20).  
And leaving behind their father Zebedee in the boat with his hired hands, they followed 
him.  

 (c) Et athuc eo loquente uenit iudas scariot unus ex duodecim et cum illo turba multa 
cum gladiis et lignis… →   
& ðaget vel ðageon him vel hine sprecende cuom iudas se scariothisca an from ðæm 
tuoelfum & mið ðæm vel hine ðreat menigo mið suordum… (Mk 14:43).  
And while he was still speaking, Judas Iscariot, one of the twelve, arrived, and with him 
was a large crowd with swords and clubs… 

 (d) Et cum processiset paululum procidit super terram et orabat ut si fieri posset 
transiret ab eo hora →   
& miððy wæs færende vel foerde huon forefeoll on vel ofer eorðu & gebædd vel wæs 
bidden Þætte gif wosa mæhte ofer vel bileorade from him vel hine ðio tid (Mk 14:35). 
And when he had proceeded on a little ways, he fell prostrate on the ground. And he 
prayed that, if it were possible, the hour might pass away from him. 

 

 As the data above illustrate, the variants in dative and accusative are mainly 
attested in the context of the OE present participle forms (cf. items 24a–c). It is 
interesting to note that only one form of the pronoun is encountered in the case 
of other forms of the verb, compare items (24a) above with (25a) below: 

 
(25) (a) et cum esset in galilaea sequebantur eum et ministrabant ei et aliae multae quae 

simul cum eo ascenderant hierosolima →   
ðy wæs in galilea fylgdon him geembehtadon him oðero menigo ðaðe ædgeadre mið 
hine astigon hierusalem (Mk 6:1).  
And departing from there, he went away to his own country; and his disciples followed 
him. 

 (b) et protinus relictis retibus secuti sunt eum →   
hreconlice miððy forleorton vel forletnum nettum fylgendo weron him (Mk 1:18).  
And at once abandoning their nets, they followed him. 

 

 On comparing items (24a–b) and (25a–b), respectively, one may also notice 
that when the scribe offers two variants of the verb, he complements them with 
two different pronouns, as in (24), while, for example, in the identical Latin 
phrases sequebantur eum and secuti sunt eum glossed with one form of the verb 
only (25), he uses a single pronoun, too. The present participle loquente seems 
to pose a problem for the scribe, as it is glossed with two variants not only in 
(24c) but also in other passages, cf. 
 

(26) (a) adhuc eo loquente ueniunt ab archesynagogo dicentes quia filia tua mortua est quid 
ultra uexas magistrum →   
ða geone hine vel he sprecende cuomon from ðæm folces aldormenn cuoðende forðon 
dohter ðin dead is huætd lengc vel forðor styres ðu ðone laruu (Mk 5:35).  
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While he was still speaking, they arrived from the ruler of the synagogue, saying: “Your 
daughter is dead. Why trouble the Teacher any further?” 

 (b) haec illo  loquente multi crediderunt in eum →   
ðas hine spreccende vel miððy he uæs sprecende menigo gelefdon on him (Jn 8:30). 
As he was speaking these things, many believed in him. 

 

 In (26a–b), the phrase eo/illo loquente is translated as hine vel he (uæs) 
sprecende, with the pronoun in the accusative and nominative rather than da-
tive. This suggests that such phrases must have been difficult to render in Old 
English; especially, that the present participle is in the ablative case forming the 
so-called ablativus absolutus. This is further confirmed by another phrase of 
that type containing a pronoun in the ablative, cf. 

 
(27)  Et ueniunt hierichum et proficiscente eo hiericho et discipuli eius et plurima 

multitudine filius timaei bartimaeus caecus sedebat iuxta uiam mendicans →  
& cuomon to hiericho & miððy foerde he vel hine færende in ða burug & ðegnas his & 
mið monigfald here vel & menigo monigfald sunu timæies blind gesaet æt vel neh woeg 
giornade (Mk 10:46).  
And they went to Jericho. And as he was setting out from Jericho with his disciples and 
a very numerous multitude, Bartimaeus, the son of Timaeus, a blind man, sat begging 
beside the way. 

 

 Additionally, due to the identical forms of the second person pronoun in the 
nominative and accusative cases, several passages contain English equivalents 
to both. Thus, it is possible to interpret the sentence in two ways, with the form 
of the pronoun in various functions, including the subjective or objective pro-
noun, cf. 

 
(28)  et faciam uos fieri piscatores hominum →  

& ic gedo iuih  vel Þæt ge sie fisceras monna (Mk 1:17).   
and I will make you fishers of men. 

 

 Item (28) illustrates the ambiguity of the Latin pronoun vos, which the 
scribe tries to interpret as either a nominative or an accusative form. Thus, he 
arrives at two alternative translations, where one reads as ic gedo iuih, with 
Latin vos interpreted as the OE object iuih ‘I will make you’, while the other as 
Þæt ge sie, where the translated equivalent ge functions as the subject of the 
clause ‘you will be…’. Similarly, the Latin phrase uos non scitis in the example 
(29) below is glossed with nominative gie and accusative iuh, respectively, cf. 

 
(29)   ille autem dixit eis ego cibum habeo manducare quem uos non scitis →   

he uutedlice cueð to him ic mett hafo to bruccanne vel ðone gie vel iuh ne uutton (Jn 4:32).  
But he said to them, “I have food to eat which you do not know”. 

 

 The variants provided in the Old English text also contain dialectal forms, 
such as mec in place of the standard me, cf. 
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(30)  et ait illi sequere me et surgens secutus est eum. →   

& cuoeð to him soec mec vel fylg me & aras fylgende wæs hine (Mk 2:14).  
And he said to him, “Follow me”. And rising up, he followed him. 

 

 Item (30) may suggest that the choice between the forms me and mec is 
determined by the syntactic context, since they follow different verbs that may 
require different cases. Yet such a distribution is not observed throughout the 
texts, as both forms are employed in identical contexts, compare (30) with (31), 
where the same verbs take only one form, i.e., mec, as a complement: 

 
(31)  …et ueni sequere me. � & cym soec vel fylg mec (Mk 10:21).  

And come, follow me. 
 

 Thus, we can assume that the two types of forms could be employed inter-
changeably, without affecting the grammatical correctness of the sentence. 
 Still, the most frequent variants include the personal and the demonstrative 
pronoun to gloss one Latin form. The two Gospels analyzed include numerous 
examples of such alternative forms employed as equivalents of Latin pronouns 
referring to the third person singular and plural, as exemplified in item (32), cf. 

 
(32) (a) at illi manus iniecerunt in eum et tenuerunt eum →   

soð ða ilco honda gewurpon on hine & gehealdon ðene vel hine (Mk 14:46).   
But they laid hands on him and held him. 

 (b) ille autem coepit anathematizare et iurare quia nescio hominem istum quem dicitis →  
ðe vel he ðonne ongann gefremðiga & gesuoeria Þætte ic nat vel ne conn ic monno 
ðiosne ðone gie cuoeðas (Mk 14:71).  
Then he began to curse and to swear, saying, “For I do not know this man, about whom 
you are speaking”. 

 

 Yet, the variants are not provided consistently throughout the text since in 
the majority of cases the Latin pronoun is translated with an Old English per-
sonal pronoun only. Compare the examples (32a–b) above with (33a–b), where 
the same pronouns are glossed with only one Old English word: 

 
(33) (a) Adulescens autem quidam sequebatur eum amictus sindone super nudo et 

tenuerunt eum. →   
ging esne ðonne vel uutedlice sum gefylgede him gegearuad vel ymbgyrded mið ofer 
vel on nacod & gehealdon hine (Mk 14:51).   
Now a certain young man followed him, having nothing but a fine linen cloth over 
himself. And they took hold of him. 

 (b) ille autem tacebat et nihil respondit rursum summus sacerdos interrogabat eum… → 
he uutedlice vel ðonne gesuigde & noht geonsuarede eftersona se hehsacerd gefrægnende 
wæs hine… (Mk 14:61).  
But he was silent and gave no answer. Again, the high priest questioned him… 
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 It is also interesting to note that the variants often appear in neighboring 
passages, as if the scribe, once he hesitated about one form, provided variants 
also in the lines below. In the Gospel of St. Mark, for instance, variants are at-
tested in passages 14:41, 14:43 and 14:44, as well as from 14:46 to 14:48. 

4. Conclusions 

 The following tentative conclusions may be drawn based on the material 
examined: 
 

(1) types of correspondence attested in the glosses are numerous, with no clear 
preference for one type over another; 

(2) instances of Latin pronouns that are always glossed with the same Old Eng-
lish equivalent throughout the text are in the minority, as they include only 
six forms (ego, tu, tibi, and sporadic instances of ipse, ipsi, sibi); other than 
that, Lat. third person forms always exhibit more than OE equivalent; 

(3) to a certain extent, the choice of form is context dependent; which is espe-
cially visible in the case of third person gender marking; occasionally ab-
sent in Latin pronouns, the gender must be particularized in Old English; 

(4) in some instances, the choice of OE pronoun is also morpho-syntactically 
determined, cf., e.g., the ablative case; 

(5) there are cases attested of demonstratives accompanied by personal pro-
nouns as equivalents of one Latin form, which seem to result solely from 
scribal interpretation; 

(6) the scribe proves to interpret the forms of pronouns only in certain cases; if 
he does, he may be trying to reflect the Latin distinction between types of 
pronouns (e.g., this/that (one) vs. her), but no systematic approach can be 
decided upon here. 

 

 The overall state of affairs seems to confirm the basic role of gloss transla-
tion, i.e., the SL-oriented analysis helping the target readers comprehend the 
Latin text. In fact, as observed elsewhere, in many cases “[t]he English words 
… all seem to capture various aspects and senses of a semantically general, 
sometimes vague … Latin word” (Nagucka 1997: 199). 
 Ergo, despite obvious systemic influences, individual scribal tendencies and 
preferences might come to the fore; and thus, comparing the same passages with 
translations by other scribes might prove interesting in further research. 
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1. Uriel Weinreich’s life and legacy 

 This paper is devoted to Uriel Weinreich, one of the most renowned lin-
guists of the mid-20th century and a pivotal figure in the study of language con-
tact. Before examining his role in the birth of modern contact linguistics, it may 
be useful to review some details of his life, as well as his contributions to nu-
merous fields of linguistics, and the continuing influence of his ideas today. 
 Uriel Weinreich was born in 1926 in Wilno, Poland (today Vilnius, Lithua-
nia), the first child of Max (Mejer Łazarewicz) Weinreich and Regina Szabad. 
His maternal grandfather, Cemach (Zemach) Szabad, was a famous doctor in 
early 20th-century Wilno and served as the model for the popular Russian fic-
tional character Doktor Ajbolit (“Doctor Ow-it-hurts”). During the interwar 
period, Uriel’s father Max became famous as a leading Yiddish-language activ-
ist and proponent of a Yiddish standard literary language. In 1936, he founded 
the Yiddish Scientific Organization (Jidiše Visnšaftlexe Organizacje, or YIVO) 
in Wilno. 
 On September 1, 1939, Max and Uriel were in Copenhagen, on their way to 
the 5th International Congress of Linguists in Brussels, when Germany attacked 
Poland and World War II began; two weeks later, the USSR invaded and occu-
pied eastern Poland, including Wilno. They sailed for New York, where Max 
became professor at the City College of New York and reestablished YIVO, 
still the premier center for Yiddish studies today. Uriel quickly distinguished 
himself in his adopted country, and in 1952 became Atran Professor of Yiddish 
Language, Literature, and Culture at Columbia University. But his extraordi-
nary productivity over the next decade and a half was cut short when a previ-
ously diagnosed cancer returned in 1966. On March 30, 1967, Uriel passed 
away. He was just 40 years old.1 

                                                      
1  Parts of this paper have been adapted from the introduction to the forthcoming edition of 

Uriel Weinreich’s Languages in Contact: French, German, and Romansh in Twentieth-
Century Switzerland (see § 3). I wish to thank William Labov for comments on earlier drafts, 
and Piotr P. Chruszczewski for organizing the “Languages in Contact” conference and see-
ing this volume through to publication. All opinions and errors remain entirely my responsi-
bility. 
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 Despite his tragically premature death, Uriel Weinreich so profoundly in-
fluenced so many fields of linguistics that more than four decades later, his 
achievements continue to inspire scholars from a wide range of disciplines and 
countries. As a specialist in Yiddish, Weinreich continued his father’s pioneer-
ing efforts within Yiddish linguistics, producing College Yiddish (1949) at the 
astoundingly young age of 23. This textbook, which has gone through numerous 
editions and celebrated its 50th anniversary with a commemorative edition in 
1999, remains a model of pedagogical and descriptive clarity and the best vehi-
cle for students to gain control of the Yiddish standard language. Weinreich also 
initiated the Language and Culture Atlas of Ashkenazic Jewry (LCAAJ), which 
reconstructed the dialect map of Yiddish based on interviews with speakers in 
the USA, Israel, and elsewhere; published in three volumes in the 1990s, it con-
tains a massive documentation of dialectal diversity in prewar Yiddish-speaking 
Europe across some 18 coterritorial languages. In connection with this project, 
Weinreich investigated several problems in structural dialectology (e.g., Wein-
reich 1963), a field which has been largely neglected since his death, although 
dialectology has seen a renaissance since the 1970s and now figures promi-
nently in sociolinguistics (see below). Finally, Weinreich’s research on seman-
tics has influenced several generations of workers in that field; see the two-
volume edition of his collected papers On Semantics (1980). 
 Undoubtedly, however, Uriel Weinreich is best known within the field of 
linguistics today for two reasons: his research into language contact; and his 
promotion of what he called “secular linguistics”, i.e., the empirical, quantita-
tive study of living language within its full social, cultural, and political context, 
as the only way forward to a better understanding of the mechanisms and causes 
of language change. In his last months, Weinreich worked with two doctoral 
students, William Labov and Marvin I. Herzog, on “Empirical foundations for 
a theory of language change” (1968). This long article laid out the principles for 
the study of language variation and change through fieldwork in present-day 
speech communities, as well as the application of such research to historical 
linguistics. Along with Labov’s study of Martha’s Vineyard (1963) and Social 
Stratification of English in New York City (1966), “Empirical foundations” her-
alded the birth of modern sociolinguistics, specifically what is now called the 
variationist approach to the study of language. 
 Sociolinguistics would grow into one of the most active fields of linguistics 
in the following decades, and research in the “Labovian framework” is carried 
out today in all English-speaking countries, as well as in Europe, Latin Amer-
ica, the Middle East, East Asia, and elsewhere. Yet Labov himself has on many 
occasions expressed his lifelong intellectual and personal debt to Uriel Wein-
reich, e.g., by dedicating all three volumes of his Principles of Linguistic 
Change (1994, 2001b, 2010) to his former teacher. In a reflection piece origi-
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nally published in a University of Pennsylvania student magazine in 1987 and 
revised in 1997, he discussed Weinreich as a scholar and advisor: 

 
Weinreich was the perfect academic: passionately interested in the ideas of others, brimming 
over with intellectual honesty, vigor and originality. He protected me from every academic 
evil. When I visited other universities as a graduate student, the name of Weinreich always 
brought a special look of respect and awe. He died suddenly, of cancer, in 1967 at the age of 
41. Going through his papers in later years, I found that he had written up projects for 
research that anticipated most of the things I wanted to do. So to this day, I do not know how 
many of my ideas I brought to linguistics, and how many I got from Weinreich. I would like 
to think that my students are as lucky as I was, but I know better than that. (Labov 
2001a: 459) 
 

 Later, in an interview with Matthew J. Gordon (2006), Labov expounded 
further on Weinreich’s central role in his own intellectual journey, as well as 
Weinreich’s lasting imprint on linguistics, and the ways in which the field might 
look different today if he had lived a normal lifespan. 

 
MG: Your mentor at Columbia was Uriel Weinreich who died in 1967 at the age of thirty-
nine. What are some of the main strains of influence Weinreich had on your thinking about 
language and the practice of linguistics? 
WL: That’s hard to assess because Weinreich was like an influence all around me. In our 
sessions dealing with my dissertation, he rarely intervened in a direct way, but later on, 
I found that his influence was quite profound. I once went back to something I wrote before 
I entered the field called “Essays in Experimental Linguistics” because it seemed those were 
the ideas I had when I started, and yet I looked over some of Uriel’s papers after he died, and 
I found that he had anticipated many of the things that I was saying. He had projected a study 
of New York City as a center for multilingual activity, as a city in which many different 
languages are spoken, a project that has not really ever been realized except in the area of 
Spanish, most recently by [Ricardo] Otheguy and [Ana Celia] Zentella…. 
 …If Weinreich had lived, I think two things would have happened. Studies of languages 
in contact would be pursued much more vigorously as a part of sociolinguistics. And, most 
important, dialect geography would have advanced much more strongly in the past forty 
years. Weinreich wrote four papers in the early stages of the Language and Culture Atlas of 
Ashkenazic Jewry, when it was first being planned, and those four papers are still seen as 
responses to profound problems; they raised the intellectual standards of dialectology. Since 
Weinreich died, his Atlas has moved forward, but no analytical papers of that sort have 
appeared. So the effort to bring dialect geography into the forefront of linguistic theory 
would have certainly benefited by Weinreich’s presence. (Gordon 2006: 334) 
 

Yet despite this sobering assessment, Weinreich did succeed in laying the foun-
dations not only for contemporary sociolinguistics, but also for the study of 
languages in contact. As the following pages will show, Weinreich’s research in 
the 1950s marked a major contribution to the study of language contact, one 
which deserves to be better known and appreciated by a new generation of re-
searchers. 
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2. Weinreich and Languages in Contact 

 Weinreich’s interest in language contact developed naturally out of his poly-
glot upbringing: he grew up speaking Yiddish, Polish, and Hebrew, and from 
a young age became familiar with Russian, German and, after his arrival in the 
United States, English, as well as many other European and non-European lan-
guages. This background constantly informed his research on bi- and multilin-
gualism, and the linguistic and social outcomes of language contact. Wein-
reich’s experiences and fieldwork not only led him to argue passionately against 
the then prevailing belief in the evils of bilingualism, but convinced him that no 
adequate study of a language, much less of multiple languages, was possible 
without close consideration of its speakers. 
 Most linguists engaged in the study of multilingualism and language contact 
agree that the fundamental concepts and research agendas were first expounded 
by Weinreich in his renowned 1953 monograph Languages in Contact. At the 
time, many scholars assumed that the structures of two or more linguistic varie-
ties largely, or even entirely, determined the possible results of contact between 
them. Although of course not everyone believed that linguistic structure actually 
determined the direction and extent of change, there was a widespread view that 
one could e.g., compare the phonemic inventories of two languages in contact 
and (at least partially) predict the kinds of possible effects of one system on the 
other. 
 Weinreich argued that any proper study of language contact had to take into 
account not only linguistically internal facts, but also descriptions of the com-
munities in which two or more languages were spoken. Citing a wide array of 
case studies from Europe, North America, and elsewhere, he demonstrated in 
Languages in Contact (1953: 83–110) that the linguistic outcomes of language 
contact, or “interference”, are in large part conditioned by sociocultural vari-
ables, including extent and degree of bilingualism; length of contact; geographi-
cal and demographic distribution; social factors, e.g., religion, race, gender, and 
age; use in different social functions, e.g., education, government, media, and 
literature; and political and ideological factors, including those of prestige and 
“language loyalty”. 
 Weinreich’s thesis has since been universally accepted in contact linguis-
tics, and provided the foundation for all subsequent research, including the 
monograph of Sarah Grey Thomason and Terrence Kaufman (1988). In this 
influential study, the authors distinguished different levels of intensity in situa-
tions of language contact, and made the fundamental distinction between bor-
rowing and shift. Thomason and Kaufman in fact went so far as to argue for the 
irrelevance of language-internal factors, or “the failure of structural constraints 
on interference.” Most other specialists find this view too extreme, and agree 
with Weinreich that both internal (structural) and social factors condition the 
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linguistic results of contact, as they do language change more generally.2 
A large proportion of research in language contact today is concerned with de-
termining whether certain kinds of contact-induced change (e.g., borrowing of 
inflectional morphology, pronouns and other closed-class items, or syntax) are 
possible and, if so, the social conditions under which they may take place.3 
 Today, language contact is one of the most lively and fastest growing areas 
of linguistics, and has profited enormously from the convergence of different 
approaches and collaboration among scholars from many fields, including so-
ciolinguistics, historical linguistics, dialectology, Second Language Acquisition, 
and linguistic anthropology. Weinreich himself would surely have been pleased 
by the remarkable progress of language contact studies, and also by its increas-
ingly interdisciplinary nature, which he did so much to further in his own pio-
neering research. 

3. Before Languages in Contact: Weinreich’s Swiss fieldwork 
and dissertation 

 Until now, few linguists have been aware that the main themes of Lan-
guages in Contact were first laid out in Weinreich’s Columbia University doc-
toral dissertation of 1951, Research Problems in Bilingualism with Special Ref-
erence to Switzerland. This work contains a lengthy and detailed report on lan-
guage contact in Switzerland, especially contact between German and Romansh 
in the canton of Grisons (Graubünden). Weinreich went to Switzerland in 1949, 
and traveled in the French-German border region of Fribourg and the Romansh-
speaking regions of the Grisons, compiling statistics on language knowledge 
and use and describing in maximal detail the social, economic, cultural, and 
political conditions of the communities there. Much like the German scholar-
explorers of the late 19th and early 20th century such as the Romanist Gerhard 
Rohlfs, Weinreich took photos of the land and its people and became familiar 
with the full spectrum of everyday life in the villages and towns, from tradi-
tional agricultural practices and local customs to modern attitudes and cultural 
influences from the outside world. Only thus, he believed, could one understand 
the linguistic outcomes of language contact, the ways in which speakers them-
selves incorporate elements of one language into another, and the forces pro-
moting or retarding language shift. 
 Weinreich incorporated large portions of his dissertation into Languages in 
Contact, especially the general discussion in Part One, but the bulk of the de-

                                                      
2  See, e.g., Sankoff 2002. 
3  For a survey of recent scholarship, see the papers edited by Yaron Matras, Jeanette Sakel 

(2007). 
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tailed linguistic and ethnographic description of the French-German and Ger-
man-Romansh contact situations remained unpublished, and he himself never 
returned to his dissertation. As a result, scholars of multilingualism with an 
interest in Switzerland have had to content themselves with the condensed presen-
tation in Languages in Contact, e.g., the summary of German-Romansh phono-
logical interference on pp. 14–19, or the brief mention of linguistic attitudes and 
bilingualism along the French-German linguistic boundary in western Switzer-
land on p. 60. Those working on language contact in general have also been 
deprived of Weinreich’s own exemplary demonstration of his research program 
for the study of multilingual communities. For these and other scholars, Wein-
reich’s dissertation has long since been a “ghost citation”, one regularly appear-
ing in bibliographies, but which virtually no one has actually seen. 
 Fortunately for the interested researcher, Research Problems in Bilingual-
ism is now being prepared for publication by the current author and William 
Labov, as Languages in Contact: French, German, and Romansh in Twentieth-
Century Switzerland. This volume will contain the original text of Weinreich’s 
dissertation in full, including reproductions of the black-and-white photos taken 
by him during his fieldwork. The editors have made minor corrections, refor-
matted some of the figures, and normalized phonetic transcriptions according to 
the IPA, and have added an introductory chapter, indices, and notes and com-
ments to the text. 
 In the following sections, some of the most important features of Wein-
reich’s methodology will be presented, along with the main findings of his 
analysis of French-German and German-Romansh contact in Switzerland. To 
these will be appended some remarks on developments in the linguistic situation 
in Switzerland over the past 60 years, and the degree to which they do or do not 
confirm Weinreich’s predictions. As will become clear, Weinreich at this early 
stage of his career not only demonstrated the necessity of studying language use 
in its full social context, but also recognized the fundamental distinction be-
tween “stable” and “dynamic” bilingualism, and the differential linguistic re-
sults of what we now recognize as “borrowing” vs. “shift”. 

4. Stable, long-term bilingualism: French and German in 
western Switzerland 

 As already noted, Weinreich believed that language contact and its linguistic 
effects could be understood only within the totality of their historical, political, 
and socioeconomic context. In the fieldwork for his dissertation, he conse-
quently sought out all factors which might affect interspeaker and intercom-
munal interaction, and thus have an influence on the linguistic usage of bilin-
guals. For example, when he examined the factors at work along the relatively 
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stable French-German linguistic boundary in the canton of Fribourg, he took 
into account the latest census data on religious denominations, organization of 
schools and churches, and administrative use of the languages. Weinreich also 
analyzed this data diachronically, considering the role of immigration over the 
preceding decades in favoring the percentage of French resp. German speakers. 
This meticulous attention to relevant social factors influenced his treatment of 
the linguistic facts as well: e.g., with respect to loanwords from French into 
Swiss German (SG), he distinguished carefully between prestige loanwords in 
SG as a whole (especially up to the mid-19th century) and “rural intimate bor-
rowing” along the linguistic boundary, affecting local SG dialects only. 
 Weinreich’s findings in the bilingual region of Fribourg and elsewhere on 
the French-German linguistic border in western Switzerland largely confirmed 
the stability of this boundary. In general, French enjoyed greater prestige than 
SG, and this was reflected in patterns of bilingualism: many Swiss Germans 
learned French and incorporated words, phrases, etc. into their German speech, 
but relatively few Francophones learned SG. Nevertheless, linguistic interfer-
ence (or transfer) between the languages remained limited, due to a minimal 
“tolerance of incidental speech mixture” observed by Weinreich for both com-
munities. The linguistic border had hardly moved during the period 1880–1941; 
only one village, Courtaman, switched its linguistic majority from French to 
German, due to immigration of rural German speakers. 

5. Language shift in progress: German and Romansh in central 
Grisons 

 The situation was, and is, very different in the case of contact between 
German and Romansh in the Grisons. Here German has steadily gained ground 
at the expense of Romansh since the early Middle Ages; Chur, the main urban 
center of the canton, was linguistically Germanized already in the 16th century. 
By the 1800s, Romansh was confined to the mountain valleys of the upper 
(southern) Grisons, and divided into five major geographical varieties: Sursel-
van (i.e., Upper Rhenish), Sutselvan (Lower Rhenish), Surmeiran, Puter (Upper 
Engadine), and Vallader (Lower Engadine). 
 In his dissertation, Weinreich chose to examine German-Romansh contact 
in Central Grisons, where the Sutselvan dialects were rapidly giving way to SG. 
He identified the cause of rapid shift in the lack of prestige-endowing functions 
of Romansh in the area, namely the lack of a generally accepted standard, the 
near-absence of Romansh from schools, and the limited role of Romansh in 
churches, mass media, and administration. Against the lack of social prestige 
and utility of Romansh, only the church and Swiss state (to a limited extent), 
and the activities of the Romansh League, promoted its use. Students inter-
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viewed by Weinreich often also stated that the language was “old” or “beauti-
ful”, and felt a “duty to ancestors” to learn it – but nevertheless, many did not. 
 These factors, combined with the increasing necessity of knowing SG for 
purposes of modern everyday life, and the influx of SG speakers with little de-
sire or need to learn Romansh, were causing parents to speak SG with their 
children, and children to abandon Romansh in school or on the playground. 
Weinreich’s detailed study of language use among families provided perhaps 
the most accurate picture to date of the local factors and individual decisions 
involved in large-scale language shift. 
 The unequal relation between the two languages in central Grisons, and the 
ongoing shift to SG, were reflected in the linguistic results of contact. German 
influence on central Grisons Romansh was most apparent in the vocabulary, 
where it extended to most semantic spheres, including adverbials and discourse 
particles: cf. [tsug] ‘train’, [fligar] ‘airplane’, [tsitɪm] ‘newspaper’, [ʃon] ‘al-
ready; yes (to a negative question)’. Utterances such as il satz digl miu signur 
ghegner ei buca richtigs ‘the statement of my worthy opponent is not correct’ 
(German loanwords in boldface) were not uncommon and, thanks to the near-
complete bilingualism of the Sutselvan population, understandable to local Ro-
mansh speakers. In contrast, Romansh borrowings into local SG were limited to 
place names and words for “strictly local customs”, e.g., [pyla] ‘(kind of Gri-
son) meal’, [føula] ‘residue in churning butter’, [tʃi:ra] ‘grimaces’. Outside the 
lexicon, German syntactic and semantic influence on local Romansh speech was 
especially profound, affecting word order, usage of prepositions, and “the whole 
phraseological border domain between syntax and vocabulary.” These patterns 
are of course typical of ongoing language shift, and recall e.g., the situation of 
immigrant languages in North America, or of many endangered dialects and 
minority languages in general around the world. 

6. Developments in Switzerland since 1950 

 It is interesting to consider how the linguistic situation in Switzerland has 
changed since the 1950s, in response to forces such as socioeconomic transfor-
mation, internal migration, and foreign immigration. Weinreich’s doctoral 
fieldwork provided a snapshot of a society which, despite decades of industri-
alization, urbanization, and regional mobility, remained quite traditional in 
many ways. Outside of the big cities, many people were still engaged in agricul-
ture, or were in daily contact with those living off the land, and the overwhelm-
ing majority were locally born. Relatively few Swiss had traveled abroad, and 
direct interaction with speakers of other languages (including non-Swiss varie-
ties of German, French, or Italian) was correspondingly uncommon. Further-
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more, religious affiliation often played as much of a role as linguistic differ-
ences in the social and political life of those in linguistic border zones. 
 Switzerland today, like other western European countries, has seen signifi-
cant population shifts since World War II, from immigration as well as internal 
migration. Resident foreigners and (more or less) temporary foreign workers 
make up fully 22% of the population according to a 2008 report, with 40% of 
them coming from countries outside the European Union. The proportion of 
Swiss residents claiming a first language other than the four official tongues 
(German, French, Italian, and Romansh) is estimated at 10%, higher than the 
number of Italian native speakers in Switzerland. More and more Swiss regu-
larly move around the country for personal, educational, or work-related rea-
sons, and some 70% of the total population now lives in cities and towns. Even 
more significantly for the linguistic landscape, English is now universally pre-
sent in schools as well as popular culture, and many younger Swiss have a good 
working knowledge of the language. 
 These developments have somewhat affected the linguistic situation in bor-
der areas such as Fribourg. There has been a growing tendency for Swiss of 
different native tongues – in practice, most often German and French – to use 
English when communicating with each other, thereby eroding somewhat the 
traditional (if not entirely equal) “balance of power” between the two main na-
tional languages. Nevertheless, relations between German and French speakers 
remain for the most part cordial, and the country has fortunately suffered almost 
none of the Flemish-Walloon conflict that has dominated the political and cul-
tural life of postwar Belgium. 
 In the Grisons, and especially the central Grisons, the contact situation has 
witnessed an acceleration of those trends which Weinreich observed in 1951. 
Increasing urbanization and mobility, greater educational and employment op-
portunities, the decline of traditional rural ways under the onslaught of moder-
nity, and shift to a service- and tourism-based economy have all contributed to 
the decline of Romansh and shift among local Romansh speakers to Swiss 
German, the language of prestige and of the majority of Grisoners. Visitors 
today to such world-famous skiing and hiking resorts as St. Moritz or Flims will 
see road signs in Romansh, but are unlikely to hear very much of the language 
from locals working in tourist-related businesses, who can all converse in Eng-
lish and German as well as other Romance languages. 
 On the other hand, the campaign to defend Romansh and halt or even re-
verse language shift in the first half of the 20th century has gained some mo-
mentum over the past few decades. Perhaps the biggest boost to the fortunes of 
the language was the creation of a single supradialectal written standard by 
Heinrich Schmid in 1982. This Rumantsch Grischun, a sort of orthographic 
koine or compromise among the three major dialects (Surselvan, Surmeiran, and 
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Vallader), has significantly raised the profile of Romansh not only in the Gri-
sons but throughout Switzerland, and is responsible for the growth of print me-
dia and educational publications. The decision of the Swiss government in 1996 
to award Romansh the status of an official language, albeit one with limited 
functions compared to the other three, has also made the language more visible 
on a national level: titles of federal documents and institutions now regularly 
appear in German, French, Italian, and Rumantsch Grischun, as well as English. 
Grammars of this new standard have appeared (see, e.g., Caduff, Caprez, and 
Darms 2006), and although it remains for the most part a grapholect, it has be-
gun to find acceptance as a spoken medium, e.g., in Radio e Televisiun Ru-
mantscha (RTR), broadcast from the cantonal capital of Chur. 
 Nevertheless, Romansh continues to suffer from low prestige and perceived 
lack of utility, and many Romansh speakers have concluded that their language 
is not worth maintaining or passing on to the next generation (Tagliabue 2010). 
Census figures bear this out: according to the 2000 census, less than 40,000 
people in all Switzerland, and 15% of the population of Grisons, claimed Ro-
mansh as their best language (bestbeherrschte Sprache; Furer 2005). The shift 
from Romansh to German in the Sutselvan region of central Grisons has contin-
ued largely unabated, and today 80–90% of the population in most places 
speaks German as a first language. Barring dramatic changes in local attitudes, 
the language will almost certainly disappear from the Sutselva within the next 
few decades, and even in the two strongholds of Surselva and the Lower Engad-
ine its long-term survival is in question. None of this would have surprised 
Weinreich, who concluded in his dissertation that “[t]he sociocultural setting in 
which languages are in contact not only determines the presence or absence, the 
direction, and the extent of language shift but, along with structural factors, 
plays a role in controlling the direction, extent, and nature of linguistic cross-
influences in the languages”. 

7. Summary 

 That social factors play an important, if not a preponderant role in the re-
sults of language contact seems so obvious today that it is easy to forget that 
this was not necessarily the communis opinio in the mid-20th century. Perhaps 
more than any other single researcher, Weinreich successfully demonstrated 
that the linguistic outcomes of contact between two or more languages could 
not be deduced from a comparison of their structures alone, but could be under-
stood only within the full context of their speakers’ lives, social behavior and 
interaction – in other words, that one must always take into account “the social 
life of language” (Sankoff 1980). His Languages in Contact is considered 
a milestone in the study of languages in contact, and continues to be regularly 
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cited in surveys as well as more specialized works. Less well known is that this 
volume built and expanded upon Weinreich’s groundbreaking research in Swit-
zerland, as reported in his doctoral dissertation of 1951. This earlier work dis-
plays many of the characteristics which would soon make him famous: consid-
eration of all possibly relevant language-internal, social, and cultural factors; 
painstaking attention to factual detail; wide-ranging use of quantitative meth-
ods; and above all, a “feel” and respect for the geographical, historical, political, 
and socioeconomic forces shaping the speech communities and language con-
tact situations under study. 
 I hope that the publication of Uriel Weinreich’s doctoral dissertation will 
stimulate renewed interest in his many and diverse achievements, and a deeper 
appreciation among today’s scholars of his role in the birth of modern contact 
linguistics. All of us working in this flourishing field, and in the related fields of 
sociolinguistics, historical linguistics, bilingualism and second language acqui-
sition, stand in debt to this towering figure of the 20th century. 
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Figure 1. Title page of Weinreich’s 1951 Columbia University dissertation 

 



 



 

LANGUAGES IN CONTACT 2010 

Witold Mańczak 
JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY IN KRAKOW, POLAND 

The never-ending story – the original homeland of the 
Indo-Europeans 

 In 2008, James P. Mallory, professor of prehistoric archaeology at Queen’s 
University, Belfast, and Douglas Q. Adams, professor of English at the Univer-
sity of Idaho, published The Oxford Introduction to Proto-Indo-European and 
the Proto-Indo-European World. As far as the original homeland of the Indo-
Europeans is concerned, these authors claim that: 

 
[C]urrently, there are two types of models that enjoy significant international currency … 
There is the Neolithic model that involves a wave of advance from Anatolia c. 7000 BC, at 
least for southeastern and central Europe, argues primarily for the importation of a new 
language by an ever growing population of farmers. This part of the model has reasonable 
archaeological support in that there is a fair amount of archaeologically informed consensus 
that derives the earliest farming communities in the Balkans from somewhat earlier communities 
in Anatolia … Alternatively, there is the steppe or kurgan model which sees the Proto-Indo-
Europeans emerging out of local communities in the forest-steppe of the Ukraine and south 
Russia. Expansion westwards is initiated c. 4000 BC by the spread from the forest-steppe of 
mobile communities who employed the horse and, within the same millennium, wheeled 
vehicles. (Mallory & Adams 2008: 460–461) 
 

 The purpose of my presentation is to draw attention to the fact that I tried to 
solve the problem of the original homeland of the Indo-Europeans by using 
a new method of linguistic and ethnogenetic research which I proposed myself, 
viz. the method of comparing vocabulary in parallel texts. The difference be-
tween this method and that of comparing vocabulary in dictionaries (which has 
been practiced since time immemorial) is essential. Here is an example. 
 The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English begins with 
the following 17 words, which occur on the first page: a, aback, abacus, abaft, 
abandon, abase, abash, abate, abattoir, abbé, abbess, abbey, abbot, abbreviate, 
abdicate, abdomen, abdominal. Among these words, three are Germanic and 14 
(printed in italics) of foreign origin. Consequently, counting words in dictionar-
ies, we would arrive at the conclusion that English is not a Germanic language, 
but we will change our opinion when counting words in texts. In the preface to 
the above-mentioned dictionary there are the two following sentences: “In this 
revised impression, the representation of pronunciation differs somewhat from 
that shown previously. The phonetic notation now conforms to that to be found 
in the majority of important English dictionaries used by non-native learners of 
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English, and in particular to the latest (14th) edition of the English Pronounc-
ing Dictionary”. In this short text, the proportion of native and foreign words is 
reversed: 32 words are Germanic and 18 (printed in italics) of foreign origin. It 
follows that only counting words in texts allows us to justify the Germanic 
character of English. I applied the method of comparing vocabulary in parallel 
texts to various questions, which, as will be shown later, are connected with that 
of the original homeland of the Indo-Europeans. 
 The German orientalist Hiob Ludolf (or Job Leutholf, 1624–1704), who 
lived in the seventeenth century, was one of the first to consider the nature of 
language kinship. He arrived at the conclusion, which had been formulated by 
Hugo Schuchard that “die Sprachverwandtschaft offenbart sich nicht im 
Wörterbuch, sondern in der Grammatik”.1 During the last 300 years, so many 
authorities approved of this opinion that it has become a dogma of linguistics. 
However, I confronted it with the facts and showed that the dogma is false. 
Here are arguments supporting this view. 
 According to the unanimous opinion of Slavists, Polish is more closely 
related to Ukrainian than to Russian. However, I analyzed the phonetic resem-
blances between these languages and found that there are 10 phonetic similari-
ties between Polish and Russian and only 2 between Polish and Ukrainian. So if 
one considers phonetic features, one finds more resemblances between Polish 
and Russian than between Polish and Ukrainian. Nevertheless, it is enough to 
apply the method of comparing vocabulary in parallel texts in order to reach the 
reverse result. The comparison of a fragment of a Russian novel translated into 
foreign languages has revealed 13 lexical convergences between Polish and 
Ukrainian and only one between Polish and Russian. Consequently, the com-
parison of the vocabulary in parallel texts leads to the correct conclusion that 
Polish resembles Ukrainian more than Russian. 
 Another example. According to unanimous opinion, Polish is more closely 
related to Bulgarian than to Lithuanian, Gothic is more closely related to Eng-
lish than to Old Church Slavic, and Latin is more closely related to French than 
to Gothic. However, comparison of parallel texts reveals the following inflec-
tional and lexical similarities between the languages in question: 
 

Languages Inflectional resemblances Lexical resemblances 

Polish and Bulgarian 52 291 
Polish and Lithuanian 62 51 

                                                      
1  As historiographers of linguistics, Adam Heinz (1978: 115), Lyle Campbell and William J. 

Poser (2008: 23), point out, Hiob Ludolf exposed in fact grammar as a primary criterion of 
relatedness but he demanded also to consider basic vocabulary to avoid conclusions about 
potential borrowings between languages which had a common origin. This issue is also more 
thoroughly discussed by Ernst Friderik Konrad Koerner (1990: 254). [Editor’s note: ZW] 
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Languages Inflectional resemblances Lexical resemblances 

Gothic and English 31 93 
Gothic and Old Church Slavic 83 74 
Latin and French 18 222 
Latin and Gothic  103 47 

 

 It follows from these data that the Slavic character of Bulgarian, the Ger-
manic character of English and the Romance character of French can be justi-
fied only by lexical, and not inflectional, convergences. 
 Finally, one has to state that, against Ludolf’s opinion, genetic relatedness 
consists not in phonetic or inflectional features, but in lexical resemblances 
(with the restriction that they must be counted in parallel texts, and not in dic-
tionaries). 
 Next, it is necessary to draw attention to the stability of genetic relatedness. 
It is obvious that, for geographical reasons, the Latin used in Dacia towards 270 
A.D. (when Roman troops left this province) resembled that spoken in Italy 
more than that used in Gaul or Spain. Since the exit of Roman troops from Da-
cia 1700 years have passed, during which (except for very recently) there have 
been no language contacts between Dacia and Italy, nevertheless, comparison of 
vocabulary in parallel texts has revealed that Romanian resembles Italian more 
than any other Romance language. Another example could be provided here. It 
follows from the comparison of vocabulary in parallel texts that (a) Gothic 
resembles most closely Old Church Slavic, then seventeenth century Lithua-
nian, and finally Latin, (b) German resembles most closely Polish, then Modern 
Lithuanian, and finally Italian. This means that the genetic relatedness between 
German, Slavic, Baltic, and Italian did not change during the last millennium 
and a half. 
 As far as the original homeland of the Slavs is concerned, a comparison of 
vocabulary in parallel texts reveals the following: 
 

 –  German resembles Slavic more than Baltic, which proves that the Slavs, in 
the prehistoric period (like in the historical period), lived between Germanic 
and Baltic peoples. 

–  Polish resembles Old Prussian more than Lithuanian, which means that the 
Slavs, originally, must have lived closer to the Old Prussians than to the 
Lithuanians. 

–  Latin resembles Polish more than Lithuanian, which indicates that the 
Slavs, in the prehistoric period (like in the historical period), lived closer to 
Rome than the Balts. 

–  Germanic languages resemble Slavic languages more than Romance lan-
guages. If one considers that the distance between Hamburg and Rome is 
1 300 km, between Hamburg and Poznań 500 km, and between Hamburg 
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and Kiev almost 1 500 km, the greater number of lexical convergences be-
tween Germanic and Slavic than between Germanic and Romance also tes-
tifies to the original Western homeland of the Slavs. 

–  Polish resembles German more than Ossetian. The distance between Ham-
burg and Kiev is practically to the same as that between Kiev and Vladi-
kavkaz, capital of the Ossetian Republic, situated on the northern flank of 
the Caucasus Mountains. The original homeland of the Slavs could not be in 
the Dnieper area, because if it had been there, the number of lexical simi-
larities between Polish and Ossetian would be more or less equal to that of 
such similarities between Polish and German. All these resemblances con-
firm the opinions of those scholars who situate the original homeland of the 
Slavs in the basin of the Oder and of the Vistula. 

 

 Since genetic relatedness only depends on vocabulary, I have proposed 
a classification of Romance languages based on a comparison of vocabulary in 
parallel texts. It turns out that there is a rough connection between the chronol-
ogy of the Roman conquests and the number of lexical resemblances which 
a given language shows in relation to other Romance languages. In other words, 
the earlier a province was conquered, the deeper the Romanization of its lan-
guage (except for Sardinian): 
 

 Language  Lexical resemblances Beginning of the conquest 

 Italian  7498 Italy 396 B.C. 
 Portuguese 
 Spanish 
 Catalan 

 7159 
 7114 
 6985 

Spain 226 B.C. 

 French 
 Provençal 

 6851 
 6560 

Gaul (125) 58 B.C. 

 Romanche  6318 Rhaetia 15 B.C. 
 Sardinian  5333 Sardinia 237 B.C. 
 Romanian  3564 Dacia 101 A.D. 

 
 Since it follows from the above statistical data that Italian, which arose in 
the cradle of Romance peoples, shows the greatest number of lexical similarities 
with the other Romance languages, it is interesting to discover which of the 
Slavic languages has the same property. Comparison of vocabulary in parallel 
texts has revealed that this language is Polish, which forms another argument 
for locating the original homeland of the Slavs in the basin of the Oder and the 
Vistula. 
 After having established that Italian, which arose in the cradle of Romance 
peoples, has the greatest number of lexical similarities with other Romance 
languages, and Polish, which arose in the original homeland of the Slavs, has 
the greatest number of lexical resemblances with other Slavic languages, I ex-
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amined which of the living Indo-European languages has the greatest number of 
lexical similarities with other Indo-European languages. I compared parallel 
texts (fragments of the Gospel) in Albanian, Armenian, German, (Modern) 
Greek, Hindi, Irish, Italian, Lithuanian, and Polish, each branch of the Indo-
European family being represented by one language. Modern languages were 
preferred to the old ones in order to eliminate chronological differences. Ana-
lyzing the vocabulary, I observed, among others, the following rules: 
 

(1) One takes into account only words which have equivalents in all the texts 
examined. 

(2) Words are considered as related if they show the same root. 
(3) If the equivalent of a compound is in another language a simple word, one 

considers only one root of the compound. For example, in Italian non (<*ne 
oinom), one takes into account only one root because the equivalent of non 
in Lithuanian is ne. 

(4) If several words are followed by the same letter (A, B or C), that tells us that 
they are related. 

(5) As far as borrowings are concerned, one distinguishes between borrowings 
within a given branch and borrowings from another branch of the Indo-
European language family. For example, the Albanian negation nuk is not 
considered as related to German nicht, Hindi na, Italian non, and so on, be-
cause nuk is of Latin origin, i.e. comes from another branch. But the Hindi 
conjunction ki (which is of Iranian origin) is considered as related to Italian 
che, Lithuanian kad, Armenian or, and so on, because it is a borrowing 
within the Indo-Iranian branch. The purpose of the investigation is to exam-
ine the relations between different branches, and not within each of them. 

 

 Observing these rules, I excerpted the above mentioned fragments of the 
Gospel. Here is a fragment of the word list I drew up. 
 

Frequency Albanian Armenian German Greek 

 1 krye glux B Haupt A kephalḗ 
 1 krye snar Haupt A kephalḗ 
 1 kryesuer isxoł Fürst A hēgemṓn 
 3 krymb A ord Wurm B skṓlēks 
 5 krypë ał A Salz A hálas A 

 

Hindi Irish Italian Lithuanian Polish 

sir ceann capo A galva B głowa B 
sir ceann capo A galva B głowa B 
adhikārī ceannfort principale A kunigaikštis książę 
kīrā péist verme B kirmėlė A robak 
namak salann A sale A druska sól A 
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 From the statistical point of view, the lexical similarities between these 
languages (with standard abbreviations in columns) are as follows: 
 

Polish Lithuanian German Italian Irish 

Lith. 824 Pol. 824 Pol. 565 Pol. 412 Pol. 448 

Ger. 565 Ger. 542 Lith. 542 Ger. 407 Lith. 390 

Ir. 448 Ir. 390 It. 407 Lith. 377 Ger. 378 

It. 412 It. 377 Ir. 378 Gr. 320 It. 311 

Hi. 287 Hi. 283 Gr. 296 Ir. 311 Hi. 204 

Gr. 277 Arm. 231 Arm. 243 Arm. 306 Gr. 158 

Alb. 271 Gr. 219 Hi. 236 Hi. 302 Arm. 130 

Arm. 253 Alb. 204 Alb. 223 Alb. 248 Alb. 104 

 3337  3070  2890  2683  2123 

 
Greek Hindi Armenian Albanian 

Italian 320 It.  302 It. 306 Pol.  271 
Armenian 302 Pol. 287 Gr. 302 It. 248 
German 296 Lith. 283 Hi. 274 Ger. 223 
Polish 277 Arm. 274 Pol. 253 Gr. 215 
Hindi. 220 Ger. 236 Ger. 243 Lith. 204 
Lithuanian 219 Gr. 220 Lith. 231 Arm. 164 
Albanian 215 Ir. 204 Alb. 164 Hi. 146 
Irish 158 Alb. 146 Ir. 130 Ir. 104 
 2007  1952  1903  1575 

 
 The main conclusion which results from these statistical data is that the 
original homeland of the Indo-Europeans is to be identified with that of the 
Slavs because Polish shows the greatest number of lexical similarities with the 
other Indo-European languages (cf. Mańczak 1992). 
 It should be emphasized that all examples of the application of the method 
of comparison of vocabulary in parallel texts are based on statistical data and 
are, therefore, verifiable. 
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The nature of English as a foreign language in Poland 

 As we all know, the position of the English language nowadays is unique. If 
we follow the history of usage and development of different tongues, we can 
easily observe that none has ever been used by so many speakers in so many 
places all over the world. The reasons behind this have often been provided in 
the literature. Generally speaking, they are of two kinds: the expansion of the 
mainly British and partly American colonial power in the course of 19th century 
as well as the emergence of the United States as the economic super-power of 
the 20th century and beyond (cf. Mańczak-Wohlfeld 2001). 
 Although most linguists treat the spread of English in a positive way, we 
cannot disregard some scholars’ negative approach to it (notably Phillipson 
1992). It is evident that this is a relatively new situation. If we go back to the 
time of Queen Elizabeth I we learn that there were something like 5 to 7 million 
native speakers of English, whereas at the present time, meaning during the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth II, English is used by native speakers numbering 
almost 350 million. As David Crystal (2003 /1997/: 25) puts it: “Between the 
end of the reign of Elizabeth I (1588) and the beginning of the reign of 
Elizabeth II (1958), this figure increased almost fiftyfold”. Obviously, this 
figure does not only refer to the inhabitants of Great Britain but also to the 
residents of the first diaspora that includes the United States of America, 
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. The second diaspora concerns the speakers 
of English as a second language living in former British colonies in Africa 
(Sierra Leone, Ghana, Gambia, Nigeria, Cameroon, Liberia, Kenya, Tanzania, 
Uganda, Malawi, Zimbabwe, Zambia, the Republic of South Africa) and in Asia 
(India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan, Singapore, Malaysia, 
Hong Kong) as well as in one former American colony (the Philippines). It is 
assumed that there are about 430 million such speakers of English (cf. Crystal 
2003 /1997/).1 It is interesting to note that despite many attempts undertaken in 
the former colonies to introduce ethnic languages as official tongues, in 
a number of cases English still plays this role.  

                                                      
1  It is interesting to note that in the first edition of English as a Global Language (1997) 

Crystal mentions 235 million of speakers of English as a second language, whereas in the 
2003 edition he claims that there are 430 million of speakers. We can only suspect that 
nowadays the figures have increased still further. 
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 Finally, the third and the largest group of speakers constitute those who use 
English as a foreign language. It is often called the language of international 
communication since it is spoken by people who do not necessarily communicate 
with native speakers of English. Sometimes it is referred to as the lingua franca 
of modern times (cf., however, remarks at the end of the paper). In this case the 
figures are even more approximate as they are complicated by definitions of the 
term competence. Therefore, it seems reasonable to ask the following question: 
what degree of competence is sufficient to label someone a speaker of English?2 
The question is partly rhetorical. Generally, it is claimed that about one billion 
people are somehow able to communicate in English, which suggests that this 
figure is not related to competence. On the contrary, it shows that we treat their 
command of English in a fairly liberal way. The figure of one billion concerns 
the inhabitants of about one hundred countries in Europe as well as across all 
the remaining continents, e.g., the People’s Republic of China, Indonesia, 
Japan, South Korea, Israel, Egypt, Saudi Arabia to name but a few. 
 If we add together the three groups of users of English we get almost two 
billion speakers of English, which constitutes 1/3 of the world’s population. The 
above mentioned three categories of users of English speak different World 
Englishes. As Crystal (1997: 134) rightly states: 

 
International varieties thus express national identities, and are a way of reducing the conflict 
between intelligibility and identity. Because a speaker from country A is using English, there 
is an intelligibility bond with an English speaker of country B – and this is reinforced by the 
existence of a common written language. On the other hand, because speaker A is not using 
exactly the same way of speaking as speaker B, both parties retain their identities. It is 
another way of ‘having your cake and eating it’. 
 

 The distinction between the three types of English speakers is often 
presented in the form of a diagram. We suggest a slightly modified version of 
Kachru’s (1992: 356) proposal in Diagram 1, on the next page, being aware of 
the fact that some scholars have since proposed different models of the spread 
of English, which include more recent tendencies.  
 As Jennifer Jenkins (2009: 2) argues: “Tripathi (1998: 55), for example, 
argues that ‘the third world nations’ should be considered as an independent 
category that supersedes the distinction of ESL and EFL”. It seems that the 
terms are self-evident. The Inner Circle refers to native speakers of English, the 
Outer Circle to those who use English as a second language and the Expanding 
Circle, as mentioned above, is connected with those who treat English as a foreign 
language or as a language of international communication or as a lingua franca. 

                                                      
2  At this point it is worth mentioning that the English used in Scandinavia or the Netherlands 

is often referred to as an intranational language, i.e., country’s internal. 
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 This means that the language used in the Inner Circle dictates the norm, the 
English typical of the Outer Circle develops this norm and the language used in 
the Expanding Circle is dependent on this norm (cf. Kachru 1992). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram I. Modeling the distribution of World Englishes with reference to norm circles 

 

 Although Diagram I is transparent, it raises some doubts among linguists. 
For instance, some claim that it is formed on the basis of geographical or 
historical factors and thus does not take into account the speaker’s identification 
with the English language. Besides, in the Outer Circle English may act as the 
first language to some speakers. Also we have to realize that there are those 
people who are bilingual or even multilingual and therefore it is difficult to 
place them in one particular circle. Finally, it goes without saying that some 
native speakers’ command of English may be relatively poor (limited 
vocabulary and low grammatical competence), whereas the opposite may be 
true of non-native speakers (cf. Jenkins 2009: 20). 
 Despite these objections we can state that the English, usually named New 
English, used in Poland, which is of our concern, should be placed in the 
Expanding Circle. It is obvious that the features of New Englishes differ, 
depending on the country where each variety is used, and therefore they are 
often called “non-native” Englishes, however, there are certain common 
characteristics of New English: 
 

(A) it is introduced via the process of teaching, 
(B) native English is not used as an official language in the territory where New 

English occurs,  
(C) it has different functions both in its spoken and its written varieties, 
(D) it is “adapted” by taking over certain features from the ethnic language, like 

sounds, intonation, sentence structure, some words or phrases (Platt et al. 
1984: 2–3). 

 

Expanding Circle 

Outer Circle 

Inner Circle 
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 However, each language constituting a New English has its own 
characteristics. It is time, therefore, to consider the types of English used in 
Europe, so-called Euro-English.3 In our case, as the title of the article suggests, 
the question refers to Polish English, often abbreviated to Pinglish. To give an 
extensive and exhaustive answer it would be necessary to conduct a large-scale 
study, so it is the purpose of this paper only to draw attention to some of the 
most evident features which we have observed resulting from a questionnaire 
distributed among fifth year seminar students during the 2009/2010 academic 
year in the Institute of English Philology at the Jagiellonian University. The 
characteristic features of Polish English are divided into two categories: 
phonetic and lexicogrammatical. 

I. Phonetic features: 

(1) no vowel length distinction, 
(2) erroneous pronunciation of diphthongs, 
(3) inability to pronounce th as voiceless [θ] and voiced [ð], 
(4) no distinction between two types of l: clear [l] and dark [ł], 
(5) inappropriate usage of schwa [ə], 
(6) use of [u] instead of [٨] as in stub, 
(7) pronunciation of -ing as [-ink] instead of [ŋ], 
(8) introduction of [r] before consonants, e.g., in stubborn *['st٨bərn] instead of 

['st٨bən], 
(9) incorrect placement of accent, 
(10) incorrect intonation. 

II. Lexicogrammatical features: 

(1) deletion of the definite and indefinite articles, 
(2) overuse of the definite and indefinite articles,  
(3) omission of the third person ending -s in the singular present tense verbs, 
(4) confusing relative pronouns: who with which,  
(5) erroneous usage of question tags, 
(6) wrong use or overuse of prepositions, 
(7) too frequent use of verbs that are semantically very general, e.g., do, have, 

make, take, put,  
(8) introduction of redundant4 forms, e.g., red color, 
                                                      
3  Although research on the different variants of English used in Asia, in particular, but also in 

Africa is very advanced [see, e.g., Görlach (2002)] the interest in different variants of 
English used in Europe is only in the initial stages. 

4  This is a feature also observed in Polish, e.g., w okresie czasu (‘in the time of time’), dn. 
15 IX. (‘day 15.9.’), etc. 
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(9) substitution of that-clauses with infinitives,  
(10) overuse of the 's genitive instead of the of genitive, 
(11) avoidance of the Present Perfect Tense, 
(12) inappropriate usage of both the Present Continuous and the Past Continuous 

tenses, 
(13) substitution of phrasal verbs, like put off, by main verbs, which in this case 

would be postpone, 
(14) placing the preposition in front of the verb instead of putting it at the end of 

the sentence, which is more common in spoken language, e.g., At what time 
did you meet him? instead of the more usual What time did you meet him at? 

(15) introduction of the word order typical of questions in compound sentences, 
e.g., *I asked John when did he come back instead of I asked John when he 
came back, 

(16) overuse of that. 
 

 The influence of Polish phonetics on English sounds mainly results from the 
two different phonological systems in Polish and English. A similar situation 
concerns the lexical-grammatical level. The characteristic features of the Polish 
variant of English, first of all, are a consequence of the lack of English 
equivalents in the Polish language. 
 The above presented characterization of Polish English should be distinguished 
from the description of English as a lingua franca (ELF) – the term introduced 
by Seidlhofer (2002). As Jenkins (2009) remarks, since the publication of 
Seidlhofer’s seminal paper research on ELF has started in earnest. It has been 
concluded that ELF may be characterized in the following way: 
 

(1) It is mainly used by speakers of the Expanding Circle as a means of com-
munication. 

(2) It is an alternative to English used as a foreign language since the speakers 
of the latter tend to use it in a perfect native-like way. 

(3) It introduces some innovations that are not attested in the English used by 
English native speakers. 

(4) Its speakers make use of certain communication strategies in some contexts. 
 

 Some linguists (Seidlhofer 2001, and Jenkins 2009) claim that ELF should 
be described in an extensive way because it is used by far more speakers than 
there are English native speakers. Others (e.g., Göller 2002, Trudgill 2002) 
suggest that it is only a corrupted form of English (either its British or American 
variety). It seems to me that the description of English as a lingua franca could 
cause a lot of practical difficulties since the English used in the Expanding 
Circle differs in the sense that it is dependent on the linguistic background of its 
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speakers. For instance, there are speakers of certain languages who have 
difficulties in distinguishing the two personal pronouns he and she, which is not 
a problem for Polish speakers of English, not to mention the different 
phonological systems typical of the various languages that without doubt 
influence the pronunciation of English. On the other hand, a description of the 
Polish or any other European variant of English as suggested both in the title of 
the present paper and in footnote 3 would certainly be of interest and at the 
same time it would fill in a gap with reference to the description of the different 
variants of English used in Asia and Africa that is in the Outer Circle. 
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Oral and literate cultures – Where do the boundaries 
overlap? 

 In order to understand how writing systems came about one has to 
comprehend the functional differences between an oral and a literate society. 
These differences are visible in almost every aspect of human activity. The 
ability to write down a human thought defines the way in which people collect 
and store information. The absence of this ability requires a completely 
different approach to the ways in which information can be processed. 
According to Walter J. Ong (2002 /1982/: 31–32), words bereft of written form 
can only describe items that are present in the human mind, or those which man 
can immediately see. They are merely sounds which one can recall or 
remember, yet it is not possible to “find” them anywhere in the surrounding 
reality; they appear as occurrences. Therefore sound is the most vital element of 
oral societies, as its relation with time is quite different from the other human 
sensual experiences. It seems impossible to “possess” sound, due to its 
evanescent nature, even though one can record, or “catch” it using 
contemporary technological methods and devices. It can be stated that words 
possess a certain “magical” dimension. They do not exist physically per se, yet 
they name things in human surroundings. In the same context (cf. Malinowski 
1923: 451, 470–481), the opinion was put forward that within primitive (oral) 
societies language functions as a performative tool rather than a way of 
representing thoughts In this understanding, undertaking an action is equivalent 
to producing an utterance.  
 Within oral societies words are magical in the meaning that they do not 
function as labels or tags, because the typographic idea of an item’s name as 
something that one may see or touch is unknown. The idea of words as carriers 
of magical power is shared by Jean Derive (2003). As he notes (2003 [1987]: 
257), within Dioula culture words are used strictly in accordance to social 
hierarchy. The word usage system precisely describes who, when, how and in 
what form is allowed to address his interlocutor. The most basic principle states 
that “it is not permitted for anyone to say anything to anyone”. The system 
favours silence over spoken communication and bestows comfort on 
interlocutors whenever there is nothing to say. Despite that, language is used 
regularly as a performative tool. Through it one can express social power and 
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“create” reality. The word of an elder establishes a law or provides judgement; 
the word of a priest bestows a blessing or a curse.  
 A similar approach may be adopted to the issue of memory. Recalling an 
event from the past, a definition or a formula seems easy for a member of 
a literate society. He or she can browse through various written sources in order 
to find the desired information, while recalling large amounts of data seems to 
rely solely on reference to paper sources. Yet, that is not the case within oral 
societies, which have to handle the matter of memory and remembering by 
other means. One can imagine a hypothetical situation in which a solution to 
a complicated issue requires expressing it within several hundred words. As it 
was pointed out by Ong (2002: 33–34), such an amount of information can be 
stored within human memory when several steps are taken. The first step 
requires the presence of at least two people involved in communication, during 
which the process of exchanging thoughts is intertwined with the willingness to 
memorise the idea or issue at hand. The second step requires the interlocutors to 
construct utterances as simply as possible, while using various mnemonic 
devices, patterns of equivalence, repetitions, anti-theses, alliterations or epithets 
in order to ease the process of memorising. The more elaborate ideas require 
more sophisticated mnemonic methods and become rhythmic, even if not 
actually constructed as a poem.  
 Finally, these mnemonic devices become adages and sayings which are not 
devised just for the purpose of a single conversation; they become deeply rooted 
within the consciousness of all the members of an oral society and represent the 
essence of every elaborate thought or concept. In terms of artistic performances 
the issue of representation of thoughts was addressed by Albert B. Lord (2003 
[1964]: 208–209), who claims that the formulas used by one artist are likely to 
appear within the repertoire of another, as all formulaic “phrase-idea” contents 
are shared among folk poets and usually considered a common good. There is 
no codified set of formulas that can be set as a manual for oral folk poets. 
Formulas, as carriers of poetic themes, are a stable entity and thus, a poet knows 
as many formulas as topics or themes. This formulaic vocabulary changes only 
with the evolution of themes that the poet can recall. Even though the basic 
purpose of formulas lies within magical and ritualistic usage, their evolution 
might bring artistic and aesthetic functions into being as well. The poet is first 
and foremost a magician and a mage rather than an artist. The origin of folk 
poetry therefore should not be sought within the artistic, but the religious 
milieu. 
 The knowledge of mnemonic tools used to convey thoughts within oral 
societies is imperative for understanding not only the formulaic styling, but all 
other characteristics of orally-based thought, too. The style of thought 
transmission within oral societies can be described by a set of distinctive 
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features, proposed by Ong (2002: 36). It was also noted, that none of these 
features ought to be treated as ultimate and universal for each and every oral 
society. The first feature is described by as additiveness. It incorporates 
numerous repetitions of conjunctions in order to introduce new information, and 
is characteristic of a culture with rich oral traditions. Ong (2002: 37) provides 
an example of two Bible translations, The Douay version from 1610 and the 
New American Bible from 1970:  

 
[1] In the beginning God created heaven and earth. And the earth was void and empty, and 
darkness was upon the face of the deep; and the spirit of God moved over the waters. And 
God said: “Be light made”. And light was made. And God saw the light that it was good; and 
he divided the light from the darkness. And he called the light Day, and the darkness Night; 
and there was evening and morning one day. 
[2] In the beginning, when God created the heavens and the earth, the earth was a formless 
wasteland, and darkness covered the abyss, while a mighty wind swept over the waters. Then 
God said, ‘Let there be light’, and there was light. God saw how good the light was. God 
then separated the light from the darkness. God called the light ‘day’ and the darkness he 
called ‘night’. Thus evening came, and morning followed – the first day. 
 

 The first translation bears some traces of the oral tradition, as it makes use 
of repetition as the primary tool for introducing new information. The presence 
of “and” at the beginning of each new sentence in the first example contrasts 
with the usage of “when”, “then”, “thus”, and “while” in the second one. The 
latter translation might seem more communicative for a contemporary reader as 
texts created within chirographic societies tend to be more focused on syntax 
and discourse, while those created under the influence of the oral tradition are 
more likely to resemble the formulaic, rhythmic and otherwise poetic style of 
text construction.  
 The second feature which assists the memorisation and processing of 
thoughts is a tendency to aggregate rather than analyse information. This 
feature makes use of expressions which are widespread within an oral society 
and are not discussable; they exist and thrive subconsciously. In order to 
augment the meaning and understanding of concepts oral societies prefer terms 
such as the brave soldier rather than the soldier, the beautiful princess rather 
than the princess, the sturdy oak rather than the oak (Ong 2002: 38). Such 
expressions carry a lot of information within themselves and by being used they 
solidify their presence and legitimise their own existence. A member of an oral 
society would not debate their meaning or try to undermine their significance. 
Should such doubts appear, it would only serve the purpose of strengthening the 
fact of the aggregate’s existence. These traditional expressions cannot be 
tampered with, as they are the results of the efforts of previous generations to 
forge and store them in the tribe’s collective memory. Aggregated formulas 
allow the maintenance of magical practices, yet it is the practice itself that 
shows how effective magic can be. Such relations were observed by Bronisław 
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Malinowski during his immense study of the Trobriand culture of 1935. As one 
may read in his work (cf. Malinowski 2003 /1987/ [1935]: 240–242), the most 
important thing is the sequences of the words, to an extent secret and handed 
down over centuries. Similar practices are present in almost every aspect of 
human activity which is considered dangerous, chance-dependant or immune to 
known technological remedies. Aggregated magical formulas fulfil the role of 
insurance, applied to compensate any insecurity or to protect against 
misfortune. On the other hand, such formulas are not usually an element of 
religious prayers or every-day conversations and therefore require observance 
of all the surrounding elements – the social context, the purpose of the ritual or 
the function of particular utterances – in order to grasp their significance. 
 Within chirographic and typographic cultures recalling information rarely 
causes a problem. The ability to store knowledge on paper enables one to go 
back and recall a forgotten thought or an important point of a longer debate. It 
was pointed out, however, that such mechanics are absent within oral cultures 
(Ong 2002: 39–41). Having no point of reference, the mind has to make 
progress at a slower pace, while paying attention to the continuity of previously 
constructed concepts. Therefore, progress is as important as preserving the 
previous ideas. Thus the mechanisms of redundancy and repetition of what was 
said before enable all the participants of a conversation to proceed. Eliminating 
these mechanisms requires some sort of storage system that is able to preserve 
what was just said, outside the human mind. Yet these mechanisms prove quite 
useful when it comes to public speeches. Information already presented is more 
likely to “stay” with the audience when repeated or rephrased several times. In 
conclusion, it may seem better to repeat a thought than to show hesitation 
through pausing during a public appearance (Ong 2002: 40–41). Redundancy is 
therefore encouraged or even appreciated. This mechanism can be observed in 
the early texts of the Middle Ages or the Renaissance, where it was used for 
amplification and it can be observed nowadays within societies which still 
maintain or uphold some oral traditions.  
 The fourth distinctive feature of oral societies is a way of thinking that is 
focused on preserving previously acquired knowledge. The oral mind is so 
absorbed with remembering its intellectual achievements that it no longer seeks 
to experiment or find new ways of solving problems. The possessed knowledge 
is as valuable as those members of a given culture who specialise in storing and 
remembering it (Ong 2002: 41–42). The ability to imprint information outside 
the human mind makes these elders superfluous and favours the younger 
generations, focused on new discoveries. At the same time oral cultures are not 
deprived of originality. Even if a given story is presented several times, it never 
sounds the same. The story-teller has to consider the situation, the audience and 
make good use of gestures or tone of voice in order to interact with the listeners 
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and engage them. As Ong states (2002: 42) “[i]n oral tradition, there will be as 
many minor variants of a myth as there are repetitions of it, and the number of 
repetitions can be increased indefinitely.”  
 Oral societies prefer to “reshuffle” already existing formulas rather than 
swap them with new material. This is also visible within religious practices 
which prove ineffective. If a shrine or a set of rituals do not lead to the desired 
result, a new shrine is built and a modified or new ritual takes place. It may be 
stated that oral societies thrive on very general concepts or outlines of stories 
and myths, which are constantly modified. At the same time these general 
motifs constitute the binding element of an oral society. During one of his field 
works Bronisław Malinowski observed (2003 /1990/ [1926]: 229) that myths 
refer not only to history or the past; they are not merely symbolic 
commemorations of what once was, but a direct image of a described item. In 
this regard myths express and solidify religion, protect and preserve moral 
codes. Within Trobriand culture retelling myths is thought to have a positive 
influence on harvests. For these reasons myths are treated as sacred intellectual 
achievements and their survival is considered an utmost priority. 
 The lack of analytic categories used to organise knowledge requires oral 
societies to conceptualise and verbalise it. This has to be conducted with 
reference to the surrounding world or elements of everyday reality. A closer 
study of Homer’s Iliad has revealed that the list of well-known ships and leaders 
is structured in this way (Ong 2002: 42). Each of the ships is enumerated along 
with the description of its commander and his deeds. Such structuring seems to 
be a sign of oral residue, discernible from a text written down centuries before. 
Similarly, the immediate relationship of information and everyday routine is 
visible in the way oral cultures pass down their knowledge. The classical way of 
learning a trade through apprenticeship, highly valued even nowadays, is an 
integral element of an orally-based society. Without manuals, scripts or books 
one has to learn through observation and repetition.  
 A similar point of view was presented by Albert B. Lord in 1964. In the 
course of his research of Yugoslavian folk poets, he noticed that poetry is a craft 
taught through constant exposure to specific kinds of utterances (cf. Lord 2003 
[1964]: 203–204). This way young poets acquire the awareness of ten-syllable 
lines ended with a pause and, in time, are prepared to construct their own poetry 
in a particular way, even though they are not able to count the number of 
syllables they produce. Metrical patterns stay in permanent connection with 
specific themes, which occur repeatedly throughout epic texts. For folk poets, 
rhythm and idea constitute one entity from the start. The “training” of a folk 
poet proceeds gradually. After some practice the poet is likely to discover the 
usefulness of the acquired phrases and apply them, consciously or subconsciously, 
as building blocks to his new tale. It may therefore seem transparent that 
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personal names of heroes, features of their character, actions, time and places 
incorporate the most frequently reoccurring elements. Furthermore, Lord 
notices (2003 [1964]: 205–206) that these strings of poetry constitute an “ethnic 
grammar”, ruled by numerous versifying phenomena. A folk poet does not 
simply memorise a given set of formulas, or particular strings of utterances. In 
order to become a master in his trade, he has to possess a certain degree of 
understanding of how the mechanisms governing the structure of poetic 
utterances function. Acquiring these small formulaic particles allows the poet to 
gradually get to know one or several basic versions of a tale’s beginning and 
ending, and modify them in accordance with a very general outline of a tale, 
present in his mind.  
 Human interaction is the most vital element of communication and 
information processing. Chirographic cultures manage the flow of data in 
several ways. If we wish to go beyond face-to-face interaction we may refer to a 
document of some kind, or support one's point by providing a hard-copy of 
certain information. Debates and disputes are not limited to the power of one's 
mind but may be supported from outside. For this reason, trials may be 
postponed in order to provide new arguments, evidence or other kind of 
additional data. Oral societies have no possibility of referring to an outside 
source of knowledge. In order to cope with the flow of information and transfer 
it in a more efficient way, oral societies rely on struggle-based rhetorics. What 
may seem peculiar, however, is that they do so not to offend the interlocutor but 
to engage in intellectual combat (cf. Ong 2002: 44).  
 Producing a riddle or a proverb has to provoke an equally sophisticated and 
contradictory answer. These agonistically toned formulas ought to encourage 
interlocutors to reproduce them for future use. Within the culture of present-day 
black youths in the United States one can still observe some oral residue. The 
act of flyting represents an oral struggle which aims at defeating the enemy 
interlocutor by berating their mother. Such conflict-oriented rhetorics can be 
observed in almost all early narratives: Beowulf, the Iliad, or The Mwindo Epic. 
Moreover, their most common feature is their way of presenting violence. As 
Ong (2002: 44-45) states,  

 
[i]gnorance of physical causes of disease and disaster can also foster personal tensions. Since 
the disease or disaster is caused by something, in lieu of physical causes the personal 
malevolence of another human being – a magician, a witch – can be assumed and personal 
hostilities thereby increased. But violence in oral art forms is also connected with the 
structure of orality itself. When all verbal communication must be by direct word of mouth, 
involved in the give-and-take dynamics of sound, interpersonal relations are kept high – both 
attractions and, even more, antagonisms.  
 

 At the same time agonistic mechanisms can express the opposite. As oral 
cultures thrive on both verbal conflict and appraisal, it is common to practice 
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formulaic language using utterances for elaborate poetry usually created “in 
memory of”. As it was remarked by Ong (2002: 45), the agonistic dynamics of 
oral thought were the building block of “western culture”, where they were 
given the status of art.  
 One of the many characteristics of chirographic and typographic cultures 
that may be considered advantageous is the distance between the text, its creator 
and its recipient. This allows analysis of the message in a more objective way 
and therefore provoking the mind to construct individual analysis and 
interpretations. This objective manner of text reception remains in opposition to 
empathetic or participatory reception within oral cultures, where the objective 
reaction of an individual to a tale is an experience evoked from the core of 
a communal “soul” rather than constructed by that individual (cf. Ong 2002: 
45–46). Therefore, the reception of tales hinders individualistic interpretations 
and encourages identifying with the heroes of a given tale, rather than 
distanced, analytic perception. Ong provides an example of The Mwindo Epic, 
whose story-teller intentionally affects the grammar of the tale to interact with 
his audience. This enables him to change the perspective of the narration to first 
person, become Mwindo himself and address the audience as his direct 
interlocutors.  
 A similar pattern of affecting a community through ritualistic performances 
was observed by Claude Lévi-Strauss (2000 [1958]: 167–170). His analysis of 
Cuna birth-aiding rituals shows that ritualistic practices seek to affect that which 
man cannot immediately change. Yet, the belief that rituals may perform “the 
unthinkable” solidifies their existence. The song itself, performed by Cuna 
shaman, is eighteen pages long. Despite its length, it has only one aim – 
ensuring a successful birth. Yet, the effectiveness of the ritual lies within its 
psychological interplay. The therapy functions solely on the mental level as the 
shaman does not come into immediate contact with the sick woman’s body and 
he does not provide her with any medicine. In its essence the song is simply a 
psychological manipulation of the affected organs (cf. Lévi-Strauss 2000 
[1958]: 172–174). It is worth noting that even though the song’s main premise 
lies in healing, very little is said on how exactly it is supposed to function and 
help. The text’s structure relies heavily on retrospection, as it begins with a 
historical description of facts preceding the treatment and includes elements that 
might seem irrelevant to an outside observer. Yet they are described in a detail 
that might give the impression of a slow-motion film. This “chanting” manner 
of introducing new elements allows the participants of a ritual to leave the 
“outside” world of birth-giving, pain and illness and to enter the “inside” world 
of the human body, in which these mythical battles take place. It might be 
therefore concluded that the narrating technique aims at recreating a real-life 
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experience, while the myth is limited to reshuffling the characters pervading the 
ill woman’s body.  
 The eighth feature of oral cultures is, according to Ong (2002: 46), their 
limitation in terms of time perception. As cultures acquainted with the use of 
writing have developed a wide range of annalistic skills, they are able to remind 
themselves of past times and maintain at least a rudimentary level of collective 
historical memory. The members of a chirographic society possess a view of the 
time-space continuum in which the past, the present and the future can be 
named and pondered upon. A similar analogy can be observed when we 
consider the way in which dictionaries are constructed. Words have several 
explanations or definitions, not all of which find use in everyday life. Therefore, 
it may be concluded that dictionaries encourage semantic discrepancies (Ong 
2002: 46-47). That is not the case within oral cultures, however, as they “live 
very much in a present which keeps itself in equilibrium or homeostasis by 
sloughing off memories which no longer have present relevance” (Goody and 
Watt 1968: 31–34). Therefore, the oral mind finds no interest in definitions and 
usually names objects on the basis of daily observations or situational context.  
 Contemporary linguists wonder how it is possible that the Pirahã, forming 
a tribe in the Amazon jungle, have no defined terms for colours, yet they 
manage to precisely describe a dye in a particular situation (see Everett 2005: 
627–628, as well as 2009). It seems likely that pre-defined terms as such do not 
find use in dozens of individual conversations, where describing a colour term 
on the basis of ad-hoc comparisons is sufficient. The existence of a word is 
highly dependent on its usage. This “direct semantic ratification”, as it was 
named by Goody and Watt (1968: 29), controls the word's meaning on the basis 
of its actual habitat, which is intertwined with gestures, facial expression, tone 
of voice and the whole perspective of human presence in real life. The meaning 
is not constant and is shaped dynamically. Old word meanings may have shaped 
current ways of usage, yet they have also disappeared or been forgotten. The 
practice of omitting irrelevant information or adjusting a tale to a given 
situation is also characteristic of some genealogical traditions of the Tiv people 
in Nigeria (Goody and Watt 1968: 31–33). The written records made by the 
British expeditors do not correspond with later genealogies presented by the 
Tiv, who claim that their version is the right one and was not subject to any 
change for forty years or so. This “structural amnesia” is almost parallel to 
changes made by the Gonja in Ghana. British-written records show Ndewura 
Jakpa, the founder of the Gonja tribe, as a father of seven sons, each of whom 
ruled his own part of Gonja territory. About sixty years later the same myth was 
recorded again and it did not include seven, but five sons. This might have 
happened due to territorial changes, which incorporated the two missing states. 
The myth was therefore adjusted to reflect the current political situation of the 
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tribe. Finally, selective genealogical memory favours conquerors over the 
defeated, as “oral mode (…) allows for inconvenient parts of the past to be 
forgotten [because of] the exigencies of the continuing present” (Henige 1980: 
255, quoted in Ong 2002: 48). Thus, within an oral culture success is the only 
way to earn a place in the collective, mythical memory. 
 Even though the proposed set of characteristic features may seem sound and 
universally applicable, one has to bear in mind the way in which they were 
constructed. Walter Ong’s tremendous effort to explain the most rudimentary 
concepts of functioning of oral cultures should not be neglected, yet one might 
come to the conclusion that the proposed characteristics are formulated in 
a very general manner and do not take into consideration elements such as local 
variations, ethnic differences or alternative patterns of evolution of illiterate 
cultures. Oral cultures may differ in means of approach to their collective 
memory, group consciousness or ritualistic and magical traditions, and usually 
deflect attempts to characterise them within a particular, ready-made research 
frame.  
 The most striking differences between oral and literate cultures in the way 
they structure their texts were observed by Paul Zumthor (2003 [1983]). His 
first claim (2003 [1983]: 210) is that formulas are not a valid marker of orality 
as they do not take into consideration the purpose of poetic texts. Linguistically, 
texts are merely a subject of study no matter what methods are applied in the 
course of it. The aesthetic function is inseparable from poetic form and 
therefore oral texts incorporate the markers of their role. Such situation may be 
observed in case of the Navaho singers, for whom beautiful language is an 
integral element of a tale. Moreover, the text’s longevity varies within oral 
cultures. A written text can obviously be utilised many times, while an oral text 
appears “here and now” and depends heavily on the audience to which it is 
presented.  
 What’s more, an oral text is constructed with almost absolute freedom and 
each performance is always different. Taking into consideration this elusive 
nature of oral texts is for Zumthor (2003 [1983]: 210–211) a fundamental 
matter. He therefore proposes approaching oral poetry not as texts but rather as 
a form of dynamic discourse. The primary object of interest here ought to focus 
on situational messages rather than complete utterances. This way of reasoning 
evolved also from the fact that oral poets, aware of the evanescence of their 
poetry, are responsible for the form in which they present their “literary” works. 
The text’s performance cannot include any retrospective elements. Each and 
every new fact ought to be presented in such a way that it can be immediately 
decoded and understood. During the performance the poet has to be as eloquent 
and suggestive as possible and make a great use of various and often 
unexpected sentence patterns. In his conclusion, Zumthor states (2003 [1983]: 
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214–215) that texts of orality and literacy share some similarities. Within the 
milieu of both oral and written poetry several distinctive features such as the 
grammatical rules of a given language, syntactic organisation or basic 
vocabulary remain unchanged. Yet it needs to be underlined that these entities 
undergo various changes in means of distribution and manner of expression. It 
may be possible to distinguish common features of all oral texts and poetic 
works. These ought to include (1) the link between the duration of discourse 
and the number of sentences within a given poem; (2) syntactic structures with 
high frequency of parataxis within poetic texts; (3) figures deriving from 
rhetorics common for orality and literacy, but with substantial variations within 
the surface structure of texts, evoked by cultural differences; (4) a set of 
vocabulary, often considered to be archaic, distinguishable from that used on an 
everyday basis; (5) subjection of oral discourse to a distinguishable phonic rule, 
i.e., strengthening the rhythm, alliteration or repetitions. What is more, Zumthor 
rightly states (2003 [1983]: 217–218) that for oral poetry repetitions are the 
most efficient way of verbalising the time and space in which the audience is 
present. This temporal-spatial matrix exists within a fictional setting which 
begins with the impression of a timeless song. Moreover, some cultures, such as 
Hopi and Zuni Indians, made use of the ephemeral nature of voice and poetry to 
construct their own cultural identity. Even nowadays the majority of 
contemporary musicians can be perceived as the “oral poets” of industrial 
civilisation. It might seem obvious that their songs are written, yet by standards 
of discourse their voicing and performance may seem insignificant. 
 Orality is a notion which does not easily lend itself to a particular research 
approach and requires the researcher to develop a certain sense of academic 
distance and caution. Bearing in mind the acclaim of Ong’s approach (cf. 
Aitchison 2007, Finnegan 1992 /1977/, Havelock 1986), it still might seem 
reasonable to consider his ideas as a starting point for oral-literate cultural 
contrasting. At the same time Ong’s line of argumentation was to some extent 
challenged by Paul Zumthor, who managed to prove that both oral and literate 
cultures share some similarities. The boundaries between both types of cultures, 
even though usually marked by the presence or absence of a writing system, 
may be perceived as an interesting field of cultural research, yet one has to bear 
in mind that these boundaries change position as often as there is a researcher 
willing to devote his or her time to this matter.  
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Language contact and language death in Ancient Italy: 
The case of Oscan1 

 The prehistoric Italian peninsula of the time around the year 500 BC pre-
sents us with a variety of languages and cultures, ranging from non-Indo-
European Etruscan and Raetic to Indo-European Latin, Faliscan, continental 
Celtic languages, Oscan, Umbrian and Sicel. Looking at the map of the langu-
ages of Ancient Italy, you will notice Indo-European Ligurian, probably related 
to Celtic, non-Indo-European Raetic and Indo-European Venetic in the North. 
Moving down more to the South, the most important of the non-Indo-European 
languages of Ancient Italy, Etruscan, along with Italic Umbrian, South Picene 
(North Picene being most probably non-Indo-European) and North Oscan dia-
lects, Latin, then Oscan, Messapic, Pre-Samnite and Elymian, Sicanian and 
Sicel in the very South, on Sicily. There are also Greek dialects present in colo-
nies in the South of Italy. So, we have quite a number of languages at that time, 
not to mention all the others which might have existed but of whose existence 
we know nothing (cf. Wallace 2007: x and Baldi 2002: 119 for the map and the 
list of languages). 
 Oscan2 is one of the Indo-European languages of Ancient Italy, belonging 
to the Italic and more specifically to the Sabellic group along with Umbrian, 
South Picene and Pre-Samnite. The name itself follows the convention of the 
Ancient Roman authors who called the language of the Samnites Oscan. Fol-
lowing Rex E. Wallace (2007: 1), it was probably brought into Italy along with 
the other Indo-European languages by the Samnites around 700 BC. The Sam-
nite tribes settled in the area from which Oscan inscriptions are known around 
the year 500 BC (Campania, Samnium). Along with the Samnites came some 
smaller tribes also using Oscan (Frentanians, Hirpinians, Hernicans) and the 
people using the so-called North Oscan dialects (Paelignians, Vestinians, Mar-

                                                      
1  This is a revised version of a paper delivered at the ‘Languages in Contact 2010’ conference 

in Wrocław on 22–23.05.2010. I would like to thank Prof. Marco Tamburelli for comments 
on the earlier draft. I would also like to thank the Philological Faculty of the Jagiellonian 
University for sponsoring my participation in the conference and the research of which this 
article is the outcome. 

2  Note on transcription: as is usual in Sabellic linguistics, the Oscan forms written in the na-
tional alphabet are transcribed in boldface, those written in the Latin alphabet are presented 
in italics, and those written in the Greek alphabet are given in the Greek alphabet. 
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rucinians) which are quite similar to Oscan. In the 4th century Samnites colo-
nized the southern parts of the Italian peninsula moving into Lucania, Bruttium 
and even reaching Sicily. They fought three wars with the growing Roman Re-
public (343–341, 326–304, 298–290 BC) after which they were partly subjugated 
into an alliance with Rome. During the Social War (91–88 BC) they rebelled 
again against their neighbor and, after being defeated, were subjugated com-
pletely by Rome. This complete assimilation and the end of Oscan must have 
happened around the 1rst century AD as there are Oscan inscriptions found 
from Pompeii around that time and also some references by Ancient authors 
regarding the use of Oscan (cf. Wallace 2007: 5). Some features of Sabellic 
phonology were retained even in the modern patois of Calabria and Lucania (cf. 
Weiss 2009: 475). 
 As Wallace points out (2007: 2) Oscan proper is attested in approximately 
460 inscriptions, most of them coming from 300–89 BC, from the area of Sam-
nium, Campania, northern Apulia, Lucania, Bruttium and the Sicilian city Mes-
sana. The North Oscan dialects are attested in approximately 80 inscriptions. 
The nature of all the Oscan inscriptions is formal, ranging from municipal regu-
lations, dedications and inscriptions on buildings through to curses and coin 
legends to epitaphs. Oscan was written in three different alphabets. The inscrip-
tions from Campania and Samnium were written in an alphabet borrowed from 
Etruscan, those written in the south were in the Greek alphabet (borrowed from 
the Greek colonists) and those from the north in the Latin alphabet. 
 It is certain that language contact was under way in Ancient Italy. It is also 
very probable that Oscan borrowed names from the substrate languages of an-
cient Italy of which we know nothing at all. I will just present one example he-
re: the lexeme for “apple”. In Greek we find the word µηλ̃ον (which was later 
borrowed by the Romans as mālum) and in Hittite we find mahlaš. The word 
might be reverting to PIE *meh2-lo or it might be a borrowing from some other 
languages which is more probable. But in the Western Indo-European languages 
we find a different word: Polish jabłko, Lithuanian obuolỹs, OHG apful, Old 
Irish ubull. This word is completely missing in Latin where we have the Greek 
borrowing mālum. But we have an Oscan place name Abella which was termed 
by the ancient authors as “malifera”, i.e., “carrying apples, rich in apples”. It 
might just be that this term was part of the pre-Indo-European substrate but we 
have to remember that the other Indo-European languages might have had this 
term and lost it in favour of others (cf. Zavaroni 2008 for a recent discussion). 
Anyway, apart from the probable substrate influence, Oscan influenced and was 
influenced by several other languages. We can find words in Latin with Sabellic 
phonology, like bōs “cow” or rūfus “red” which show the typical Sabellic de-
velopment of the prehistoric aspirated *bh – the corresponding regular Latin 
forms should be †vōs and ruber for “red” (cf. Weiss 2009: 473–474). Whether 
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those words entered Latin from Oscan or any other of the Sabellic languages is 
impossible to establish. However, due to the phonology, the source of the bor-
rowing must have been a Sabellic language. What we can chronologize is the 
influence of Etruscan, Greek and Latin on Oscan. We can separate two strata of 
loanwords: the earlier ones from Etruscan (e.g., the word for “god” in Sabellic) 
and Greek (deities: herekleís “Hercules”, appelluneís “Apollo”, cultural bor-
rowings: thesavrúm “storehouse”) and the later ones, dating to the third and 
especially 2nd century BC, from Latin (titles: kvaísstur “quaestor”, aídil “ae-
dilis”) due to its political and military influence in the later period (cf. Wallace 
2007: 56–57). 
 The extinction of the Oscan language was probably a continuous process. It 
started on a small scale after the long Samnite wars and the subjugation of the 
Sabellic territory to Roman rule and probably on a larger scale after the final 
defeat of the Samnites during the Social War in 89 BC, after which Oscan re-
mained in use probably only as a local form of speech (Buck 1904: 4–5). 
 The Oscan spoken in different areas of Italy was not uniform. There were 
some differences, albeit not very striking ones. They are especially visible in the 
Oscan of the Tabula Bantina which presents a different form of the language: 
there we find forms like the place-name Bansae instead of *Bantiai or zicolo 
“day” from *diēkolo with the assibilation of /t/ and /d/ (Buck 1904: 66–67). On 
the other hand, the so-called North Oscan dialects, used in Central Italy, present 
us with different innovations, the most characteristic of which is the mo-
nophthongization: *toutai > totai, ending -eis > -ēs (Coleman 1986). According 
to Edward Togo Salmon (1967: 113) Paelignian could have been understood by 
the Samnites, but Vestinian and Marrucinian were probably not. 
 What I wanted to show in this paper is the fact that we are also able to talk 
about the language contact, language variation and sociolinguistic aspects of 
a dead, fragmentarily-attested, arcane language as we are able to describe in 
detail the same aspects of living languages. Of course, the problem here lies in 
our only having fragmentary material of the attested languages. Nevertheless, as 
has been shown, we are able to observe some aspects of those languages, despi-
te their fragmentary attestation. We are lucky to have Oscan inscriptions atte-
sted from different regions and different time periods and as a result we are able 
to talk about their regional and chronological differences, even if on a very 
small scale.  
 Oscan is also a sort of “barometer” of Roman influence on the languages of 
Ancient Italy, with earlier borrowings from the advanced civilizations of the 
Etruscans and Greeks and later from the Romans. This is merely to show how 
diverse and complicated the situation of language contact was in Ancient Italy. 
Oscan is, of course, just one example of this, but the one which probably best 
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preserves its dialectal variation and giving us a unique peek into the mostly 
forgotten and unrecoverable past of Ancient Italy before Roman rule. 
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On the morphology of Dutch and Afrikaans 

1. Introduction 

 The subject matter of this paper constitutes a classificatory approach to 
differences which occur in the morphology of the contemporary Dutch language 
and Afrikaans. A special attention is devoted to the contrasts existing between 
the noun and the verb in the investigated languages. The paper starts with 
a short genesis of Afrikaans. 

2. The development of Afrikaans 

 A detailed historical account about Afrikaans is available, inter alia, in the 
works of Gesinus Gerhardus Kloeke (1950), Johannes Scholtz du Plessis 
(1980), Edith H. Raidt (1983), Aleksander Szulc (1988), Friedrich Albert 
Ponelis (1993), and Jerzy Koch (2006). As we may read there, Afrikaans came 
into existence in the south of Africa on the basis of the 17th century Dutch dia-
lects which were used by the first Dutch settlers. The East-Indian Company 
which also employed many Germans and some Scandinavians, established in 
the 17th century at Cape of Good Hope a supply base which had to take care of 
the company’s ships sailing from Europe to Asia. The base was midway be-
tween Holland and the so-called East Indies, i.e., today’s Indonesia. The base 
was supposed to supply the company ships with the drinking water and food 
necessary for long-distance voyages (such as vegetables, fruit and fresh meat), 
as well as to accept for a period of convalescence sick sailors whose health had 
deteriorated during their time at sea. It needs to be mentioned that the region of 
South Africa was previously inhabited by Khoi tribes, then called Hottentots, 
and Bushmen. 
 In 1652 Jan van Riebeeck became the first commander-in-chief of the Cape 
of Good Hope supply base and gradually oversaw to its development. In 1657 
he gave land to the first settlers at Table Bay – in the region of today’s Cape 
Town – and this date came to be generally recognized as the beginning of Dutch 
colonization in this region (cf. Raidt 1983: 9). The first colonists came mainly 
from the south of Holland; they were soon joined by French Huguenots and 
numerous German settlers. Slaves from other parts of Africa, but also from In-
dia and Indonesia were brought for physical labor. The 18th century saw 
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a gradual integration of various peoples living in Cape Province (cf. Raidt 1983: 
15). As early as in the middle of the 18th century important changes start to be 
noticeable. First of all, due to the process of deflection, so-called Cape Dutch 
came into existence (Kaap-Nederlands) which was used for everyday purposes. 
Therefore one can assume that it was the first stage of Afrikaans. After the 
bankruptcy of the East-Indian Company in 1795, Cape Province came under the 
rule of the English. It was they who assumed power over these regions in 1806. 
One has to note that English became the official language of prestige, especially 
among the higher strata of the society. That is the reason why a certain number 
of Boers underwent gradual Anglicization. The particular linguistic circum-
stances spurred, however, conscious Boers on their long-lasting and persistent 
fight for the development and the equality of rights for their mother tongue. 
They gradually standardized its spelling, introduced it to schooling, and trans-
lated the Bible into Afrikaans. 
 The 19th century witnessed really bad relationships between Boers and 
English colonists. At first there was a mass migration (the so-called Great Trek) 
of Boers to the regions located outside Cape Province, which contributed to the 
further territorial expansion of Afrikaans. The further escalation of conflicts 
between Boers and English settlers led to two Boer-English wars. Finally, at the 
threshold of the 20th century Boers (who started to call themselves Afrikaners) 
succeeded in obtaining a relatively high level of autonomy. In 1905 they estab-
lished two associations supporting the development and the status of Afrikaans: 
Afrikaans Taalgenootschap and Afrikaanse Taalvereniging. Their persistent and 
consistent efforts were successful. In 1925 Afrikaans obtained the status of the 
second official language in the South African Union; and it remained so until 
1994. The importance of Afrikaans reached its peak in the period between 
1948–1994, that is in the years when apartheid was the official doctrine of the 
South African Union, and later in the Republic of South Africa. Afrikaans, hav-
ing been closely associated with the doctrine of apartheid, lost its leading posi-
tion in the Republic of South Africa in 1994, after the first democratic elections 
in this country. Currently, following the data provided by Ponelis (2005: 28), it 
is one of eleven official languages of the Republic of South Africa (inhabited by 
forty million people); as regards the number of its speakers, it is the third lan-
guage of the Republic of South Africa (with ca. six million speakers), after Zulu 
(nine million speakers), and Khoisan (eight million speakers). About half of the 
speakers of Afrikaans are white. It is interesting to note that there are about 
100 000 black citizens of the Republic of South Africa for whom Afrikaans is 
their native tongue. It is also spoken by ca. 200 000 Namibians. Apart from that 
Afrikaans is for many people, both in the RSA and in Namibia, their second or 
third language. In Namibia it serves also the role of a lingua franca in contacts 
between a number of groups of speakers of other languages. 
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 Nowadays it is English that is the language of prestige in the RSA; it also 
dominates as the language of administration, commerce, mass media, education, 
and science. It is from this standpoint that English has a great impact on Afri-
kaans and decides about its future. 

3. Morphological differences between Dutch and Afrikaans 

 There are differences between Dutch and Afrikaans on all linguistic levels; 
they regard both closed and open systems. As is well known, morphology is 
a closed system. The following part will discuss only the most important mor-
phological issues concerning the typological differences between the two lan-
guages in question. 

3.1. Differences concerning the noun 

 As regards the morphology of the noun one can point out six differences 
between Dutch and Afrikaans. Afrikaans lacks: (a) grammatical gender; (b) the 
genitive ending -s which expresses possession. Dutch lacks: (a) the following 
three endings: -e, -ere, and -ens which are used to construct the plural form of 
nouns, (b) the apocope [t] in singular forms, (c) the syncope [x] in plural forms, 
and (d) the vocalization of the intervocalic [d] in plural forms of certain nouns 
which appear in Afrikaans. 

3.1.1. The absence of grammatical gender in Afrikaans 

 As regards the grammatical gender, Dutch nouns can be subdivided into 
two classes. The first class comprises nouns which take the definite article de, 
e.g., de vader ‘the father’, de moeder ‘the mother’. The second class comprises 
nouns which take the definite article het, e.g., het kind ‘a child’. 
 Afrikaans does not have this category; there is only one definite article die, 
which is taken by all nouns, e.g., die vader ‘the father’, die moeder ‘the mother’ 
die kind ‘the child’ (cf. Villiers 1969: 22). A similar situation takes place in 
English; there is only one definite article the, which is taken by all nouns, e.g., 
the father, the mother, the child.  

3.1.2. The absence of the genitive ending -s used to express possessiveness 

 The contemporary Dutch language no longer has grammatical cases. It is 
only names and a few nouns to which one can add the genitive ending -s to ex-
press possessiveness, e.g., Piets woordenboek ‘Peter’s dictionary’, Polens vri-
jheid ‘Poland’s freedom’, vaders hoed ‘father’s hat’, moeders bloemen 
‘mother’s flowers’. There is no genitive ending -s in Afrikaans which could 
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perform the above function (cf. Raidt 1983: 129). In spoken Dutch one can ex-
press the genitive form by means of the construction Jan z’n woordenboek 
(Jan’s dictionary); its Afrikaans equivalent would be the construction Jan se 
woordeboek ‘Jan’s dictionary’.  

3.1.3. The absence in Dutch of the endings: -e, -ere, and -ens which are 
used to construct the plural form of nouns in Afrikaans 

 Nouns in Dutch form plural forms by means of the following endings: -en,  
-s, -eren, -lui (or -lieden): boek, boeken ‘book, books’, schrijver, schrijvers 
‘writer, writers’, kind, kinderen ‘child, chldren’, voerman, voerlui ‘coachman, 
coachmen’, staatsman, staatslieden ‘statesman, statesmen’.  
 The above does not mention the way of creating plural forms in Dutch of 
nouns of foreign origin. Nouns in Afrikaans form plural forms by means of the 
following endings: -s, -e, -ers, -ere, and -ens (cf. Raidt 1983: 129).  

Table 1. The ending -s in Dutch and Afrikaans: 

Dutch Afrikaans 

broer, broers ‘brother, brothers’ broer, broers ‘brother, brothers’ 
dame, dames ‘lady, ladies’ dame, dames ‘lady, ladies’ 
collega, collega’s ‘friend, friends’ kollega, kollegas ‘friend, friends’ 
lezer, lezers ‘reader, readers’ leser, lesers ‘reader, readers’ 
zieke, ziekes ‘sick, sick’ sieke, siekes ‘sick, sick’ 

 

 The endings -s and -ers occur in both Dutch and Afrikaans. The first one is 
productive in both languages. Raidt stresses the fact that the ending -s is used in 
Afrikaans more often than in Dutch (cf. Raidt 1983: 131).  

Table 2. The ending -ers in Dutch varieties and its equivalents in Afrikaans: 

Dutch regional variations Afrikaans 

ei. eiers ‘egg, eggs’ eier. eiers ‘egg, eggs’  
hoen, hoenders ‘hen, hens’ hoender, hoenders ‘hen, hens’ 
kind, kinders ‘child, children’ kind, kinders ‘child, children’ 

 

 The ending -ers is not productive in contemporary Afrikaans; its plural 
forms are used in colloquial language: kalf, kalwers ‘calf, calves', kind, kinders 
‘child, children’, lam, lammers ‘lamb, lambs’. Within the Dutch speaking-area 
the ending -ers can be heard in regional variants of Dutch, e.g., eiers, hoenders, 
kinders, runders. Apart from that kinders and hoenders can also be found in 
spoken colloquial Dutch (cf. Haeseryn 1997: 173). 
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Table 3. The ending -en in Dutch and -e in Afrikaans: 

Dutch Afrikaans 

boek, boeken ‘book, books’ boek, boeke ‘book, books’ 
boom, bomen ‘tree, trees’ boom, bome ‘tree, trees’ 
huis, huizen ‘house, houses’ huis, huise ‘house, houses’ 
Pool, Polen ‘Pole, Poles’ Pool, Pole ‘Pole, Poles’ 
taal, talen ‘tongue, tongues’ taal, tale ‘tongue, tongues’ 

 

Table 4. The ending -eren in Dutch and -ere in Afrikaans: 

Dutch Afrikaans 

been, beenderen ‘bone, bones’ been, beendere ‘bone, bones’ 
gelid, gelederen ‘row, rows’ gelid, geledere ‘row, rows’ 
gemoed, gemoederen ‘mood, moods’ gemoed, gemoedere ‘mood, moods’ 
goed, goederen ‘good, goods’ goed, goedere ‘good, goods’ 
lied, liederen ‘song, songs’ lied, liedere ‘song, songs’ 

 

 The endings -e and -ere which function in Afrikaans are different from the 
Duch endings -en and -eren only as regards their graphic forms. In both lan-
guages their pronunciation is identical [ə] and [ərə]. 
 The ending -ere is not productive in contemporary Afrikaans. Its plural 
forms are used only in writing and are supposed to have an elevated character. 
The ending -ens is also not productive in contemporary Afrikaans. Its plural 
forms are used in colloquial spoken Afrikaans: bad, baddens ‘bath, baths’, bed, 
beddens ‘bed, beds’ gevoel, gevoelens ‘feeling, feelings’, mied, miedens ‘stack, 
stacks’, nooi, nooiens ‘girl-friend, girl-friends’ (‘fiancée, fiancées’), wa, waens 
‘cart, carts’. One needs to add that the ending -ens does not have its equivalent 
in Dutch. 
 Compound nouns of the koopman ‘merchant’ type form in Afrikaans plural 
forms (contrary to Duch) by means of the following endings: -e, -liede,  
-lui, -s:  

Table 5. The plural endings of compounds in Afrikaans 

edelman  edelmanne, edelliede ‘nobleman, noblemen’, 
koopman  koopliede, kooplui, koopmanne, koopmans ‘merchant, merchants’ 
landman  landmanne ‘peasant, peasants’ 
sakeman  sakemanne, sakelui ‘trader, traders’ 
seeman  seemanne, seeliede, seelui ‘sailor, sailors’ 
stuurman  stuurlui, stuurmanne ‘helmsman, helmsmen; steersman, steersmen’ 
timmerman timmermanne, timmermans ‘carpenter, carpenters’  
voerman  voermanne ‘coachman, coachmen’ 
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3.1.4. The absence of the apocope [t] in singular forms of specific Dutch 
nouns of the nacht (night) type  

 However, one can find such an apocope in singular forms of their equiva-
lent nouns in Afrikaans (cf. Raidt 1983: 130): 

Table 6. Comparing singular and plural forms of nouns with -t/-d in Dutch and Afrikaans 

Dutch Afrikaans 

nacht, nachten ‘night, nights’ nag, nagte ‘night, nights’ 
kast, kasten ‘wardrobe, wardrobes’ kas, kaste ‘wardrobe, wardrobes’ 
gedicht, gedichten ‘poem, poems’ gedig, gedigte ‘poem, poems’ 
deugd, deugden ‘virtue, virtues’ deug, deugde ‘virtue, virtues’ 
hoofd, hoofden ‘head, heads’ hoof, hoofde ‘head, heads’ 

 

3.1.5. The absence of the syncope [x] in plural forms of specific Dutch 
nouns of the laag (layer) type  

 Then again, one can find such a syncope in plural forms of their equivalent 
nouns in Afrikaans (cf. Raidt 1983: 130): 

Table 7. Comparing singular and plural forms with [x] sound in Dutch and Afrikaans 

Dutch Afrikaans 

laag, lagen ‘layer, layers’ laag, lae ‘layer, layers’ 
brug, bruggen ‘bridge, bridges’ brug, brûe ‘bridge, bridges’ 
kraag, kragen ‘collar, collars’ kraag, krae ‘collar, collars’ 
vlieg, vliegen ‘fly, flies’ vlieg, vlieë ‘fly, flies’ 

 

3.1.6. The absence of intervocalic vocalization [d] in plural forms of certain 
Dutch nouns of the blad (sheet of paper) type  

 Such vocalization, however, takes place in plural forms of their equivalents 
in Afrikaans (cf. Raidt 1983: 130): 

Table 8. Comparing singular and plural forms with [d] sound in Dutch and Afrikaans 

Dutch Afrikaans 

blad, bladen ‘sheet, sheets [of paper]’ blad, blaaie ‘sheet [of paper]’ 
pad, paden ‘path, paths’ pad, paaie ‘path’ 
gebod,geboden ‘commandment, 
commandments’ 

gebod, gebooie ‘commandment, 
commandments’ 
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3.2. Differences in verb forms 

 As regards verb forms the differences between Dutch and Afrikaans are 
more numerous and more conspicuous than while comparing noun forms. Raidt 
mentions four phenomena which differentiate Afrikaans from Dutch in this 
regard: (a) there is no inflection, (b) there is no imperfectum and plusquamper-
fectum, (c) uniformity in the creation of participium perfecti, and (d) shortening 
of the infinitive. 

3.2.1. The absence of inflection in Afrikaans 

 The Dutch conjugation process supplies verbs with particular endings with 
regard to the person and number. In Afrikaans, verbs do not take any endings 
(cf. Raidt 1983: 117). The above regards all tenses in both passive and active 
voice. Table 7 is a short presentation only of active voice tense forms: 

Table 9. The tense forms of active voice in Dutch and Afrikaans 

Dutch Afrikaans 

(a) Present tense of active voice 

ik loop ‘I am running’ ek loop ‘I am running’  
jij loopt ‘you are running’ jy loop ‘you are running’ 
hij loopt ‘he is running’ hy loop ‘he is running’ 
wij lopen ‘we are running’ ons loop ‘we are running’ 
jullie lopen ‘you are running’ julle loop ‘you are running’ 
zij lopen ‘they are running’ hulle loop ‘they are running’ 

(b) Perfectum of active voice  

ik ben gelopen ‘I was running’ ek het geloop ‘I was running’ 

jij bent gelopen ‘you were running’ jy het geloop ‘you were running’ 

hij is gelopen ‘he was running’ hy het geloop ‘he was running’ 

wij zijn gelopen ‘we were running’ ons het geloop ‘we were running’ 

jullie zijn gelopen ‘you were running’ julle het geloop ‘you were running’  

zij zijn gelopen ‘they were running’ hulle het geloop ‘they were running’ 

(c) Future tense of active voice 

ik zal lopen ‘I will be running” ek sal loop ‘I will be running’ 

jij zult lopen ‘you will be running’ jy sal loop ‘you will be running’ 

hij zal lopen ‘he will be running’ hy sal loop ‘he will be running’ 

wij zullen lopen ‘we will be running’ ons sal loop ‘we will be running’ 

jullie zullen lopen ‘you will be running’ julle sal loop ‘you will be running’ 

zij zullen lopen ‘they will be running’ hulle sal loop ‘they will be running’ 
 

 Afrikaans also uses the modal verb wil (want) to construct the future tense. 
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3.2.2. The absence of imperfectum and plusquamperfectum in Afrikaans 

 There are three past tenses in Dutch: imperfectum, perfectum, and 
plusquamperfectum; however in Afrikaans there is only one past tense: perfec-
tum (cf. Raidt 1983: 119). 

Table 10. Past tenses in Dutch and Afrikaans 

Dutch Afrikaans 

ik liep ‘I ran   
ik ben gelopen ‘I was running’ ek het geloop ‘I ran’ 
ik was gelopen ‘I had been running’  

 

 What is more, perfectum in Dutch is constructed by means of the auxiliary 
verb hebben ‘have’ or zijn ‘be’ and the past participle. In Afrikaans all verbs 
construct perfectum only by means of the verb hê ‘have’ and the past participle, 
compare examples as in Table 9, 

Table 11. The auxiliary verbs and the past participle in Dutch and Afrikaans 

Dutch Afrikaans 

ik heb gelezen ‘I have been reading’ ek het gelees ‘I hav been reading 
ik ben gekomen ‘I have come’ ek het gekom ‘I had come’ 

 

3.2.3. The unification of participium perfecti in Afrikaans  

 As regards the way of their creation, one can distinguish in Dutch three 
types of participium perfecti: 

 
participles of regular weak verbs; 
participles of irregular weak verbs; 
participles of strong verbs. 
 

 Participium perfecti which is created on the basis of regular weak verbs, 
e.g., werken, studeren, takes the prefix ge- and the ending –t or -d; at the same 
time the root vowel of these verbs does not change: werken, gewerkt ‘work, 
worked’, studeren, gestudeerd ‘study, studied’. 
 Participium perfecti which is created on the basis of irregular weak verbs, 
e.g., kopen, zoeken takes the prefix ge- and the ending -t. What is more, there is 
also to be seen in such verbs a change in the stem: kopen, gekocht ‘buy, 
bpught’, zoeken, gezocht ‘seek, sought’. 
 Participium perfecti which is created on the basis of strong verbs, e.g., 
schrijven, spreken takes the prefix ge- and the ending -en. Besides there usually 
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is a change in the root vowel of those verbs: schrijven, geschreven ‘write, writ-
ten’, spreken, gesproken ‘speak, spoken’. 
 All verbs in Afrikaans are regular and weak, which means that the formerly 
irregular weak verbs and strong verbs transformed into verbs which we can call 
weak because their root vowel does not change, e.g.: koopen → koop ‘buy’, 
soeken → soek (seek), skrywen → skryf (or: skrywe) ‘write’, spreeken → spreek 
‘speak’. 
 Participium perfecti is constructed in Afrikaans by means of adding the 
prefix ge- to a verb; it, however, does not receive a suffix. Apart from that there 
is no change in the root vowel of the verb under scrutiny (cf. Raidt 1983: 123), 
e.g., werk, gewerk ‘work, worked’, studeer, gestudeer ‘study. studied’, koop, 
gekoop ‘buy, bought’, soek, gesoek ‘seek, sought’,, skryf, geskryf ‘write. writ-
ten’, spreek, gespreek ‘speak, spoked’.  

3.2.4. Shortening of the infinitive in Afrikaans 

 Dutch has infinitives which end in -n, or -en, e.g., werken ‘(to) work’, stud-
eren ‘(to) study’, schrijven ‘to write’, spreken ‘(to) talk’. Afrikaans has reduced 
those endings and has left only the stem of the verb which plays the role of the 
infinitive (cf. Raidt 1983: 125), e.g., werken → werk ‘work’, studeren → 
studeer ‘study’, skrywen → skryf (or: skrywe) ‘write’, spreeken → spreek ‘talk’.  

4. Summary 

 As regards Dutch and Afrikaans there is a number of significant differences 
in the morphology of the noun and the verb. Such phenomena as the apocope 
[t], the syncope [x], and the vocalization of the intervocalic [d] led to the crea-
tion of noun allomorphs which are unknown in Dutch. The absence of the verb 
inflection, the lack of imperfectum and plusquamperfectum, the unification of 
the participium perfecti and the shortening of the infinitive caused a significant 
simplification of the verb morphology in Afrikaans.  
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Swiss multilingualism: Society vs. individuals 

1. Introduction  

 The article addresses the question of the distinction between societal and 
individual multilingualism which appears to be particularly noteworthy in the 
Swiss context, though it has not been “sufficiently heeded in some of the 
literature” according to Leo Pap (1990: 121). Indeed, it is true that language 
conditions in Switzerland are often described in terms of societal 
multilingualism, i.e., different language areas, the communication models 
between parts of the population, and language attitudes. On the other hand, in 
multilingual settings, there is always a question of bi- or multilingual 
individuals and the decisions they make to match up social contexts with the use 
of distinct languages from their repertoires. The linguistic rights are enshrined 
implicitly in the Swiss Constitution, but regarding the actual practice of using 
languages it is the principle of territoriality that comes to the fore. 

2. Swiss-style multilingualism – speech communities in contact 

 Scientific research on multilingualism carried out within the last decades of 
the past century is frequently put in juxtaposition with the research on contact 
linguistics pursued by Uriel Weinreich (1953). Weinreich’s case study of 
French-German and Romansh-German contact in Switzerland proved to be the 
basis for his main claim that the contact between two or more languages could 
be understood only in the full context of their speakers’ lives. If we looked at 
the map of Switzerland marked according to the national languages spoken, it 
would present itself as a mosaic of assorted colours; one colour standing for one 
language. Here the level of generalisation allows us to consider one such colour 
as a speech or language community. The official Swiss multilingualism 
prevents us from calling the entire Swiss nation a speech community. Such an 
assemblage appears rather as a communicative community made up of smaller 
language groups equivalent to Swiss cantons. If those groups “odczuwają 
potrzebę wymiany informacji i tę potrzebę realizują, przekształcają się one we 
wspólnoty komunikatywne [feel the need to exchange information and they 
fulfil it then, as the result, they turn into communicative communities]” 
Translation is mine: AS] (Zabrocki 1972: 20). Communicative community may 
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become the basis for creating a speech community in which people aim to work 
out their shared communication tool which is a common language. Thus, within 
the communicative community as defined above, there may be many different 
languages as well as dialects. No doubt, Switzerland represents this type of 
community.  
 With multilingualism consciously cultivated for centuries, Switzerland 
proclaimed itself a Willensnation (“nation of the will”) that wished to forge its 
special identity by its linguistic diversity, not in spite of it (Grin 1999). Since 
multilingualism prevails in the majority of world’s population, it is regarded as 
a normal phenomenon and as such is no exception in Switzerland. Yet with 
respect to multilingualism, Switzerland offers itself as an area abundant in 
potential problems related to contact linguistics. The multilingual profile of this 
small country includes societal or institutional multilingualism, individual 
multilingualism, diglossia and dialects. The language contact phenomena are 
further influenced by the linguistic complexities that occur among native 
(autochthonous) groups and migrant (allochthonous) groups. Two types of 
multilingualism, namely the societal and the individual one, roughly correspond 
and concurrently reflect the theory and practice about the language situation in 
Switzerland. 

3. Managing the multilingual setting 

 ‘Unity in diversity’ is the phrase often used with reference to the language 
situation in Switzerland. In a sense, this diversity makes up for the ‘smallness’ 
of the country (Pap 1990: 109). Although multilingualism per se is not an 
extraordinary phenomenon in Europe or in the world, there are relatively few 
countries pursuing officially declared multilingual policies. Besides, at least in 
Europe, modern nation-states have always been identified with a single ethnic 
group that speaks one common language so that “language and nation coincide” 
(Romaine 1994: 34). Even today, when given a second thought, this fact stands 
in contrast with the multilingual principle that is being kept alive with success 
in Switzerland. Apparently, one of the reasons for sensing such contrasts may 
be the fact that, still today, we are more likely to typify multilingualism as 
“divisive”, whereas “monolingualism is a normal and desirable state of affairs” 
(Romaine 1994: 31). None of the Swiss official languages can claim the 
position of an exclusive medium in order to demonstrate its unifying properties 
over the Swiss people. Paradoxically, it could be assumed that the web of 
overlapping ethnic, religious, linguistic, economic or, even literally, geographic 
cleavages keep the nation together (Linder 1996, Pap 1990) or, as Pap puts it, 
“these divisions tend to balance each other out” (1990: 145; see also Grin 
1999). The borders between those webs do not converge, and, as a result, their 
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arrangement acts as a socially “binding agent” preventing disintegration on a 
larger scale, to say the least. For Schmid (2001: 143) social integration in 
Switzerland is fostered by “language equality, decentralised democracy, 
communal autonomy, political accommodation, and power sharing among the 
linguistic groups”. Multilingualism is an inherent and accepted part of the Swiss 
reality. Article 116 of the Swiss Federal Constitution draws a distinction 
between the Confederation’s three official and four national languages, 
including Romansh in the latter group. The Article safeguards the equality of 
the three official languages. All legal provisions concerning the Swiss 
Federation need to be published in those languages, and each language version 
is treated as a source text. Every Swiss citizen may turn to any public institution 
of federal level and is entitled to receive the answer in the same language. Thus, 
Article 116 specifies the legal status of languages in Switzerland. However, it 
may be argued if it regulates the relations between various language groups in 
effect, or if its validity continues to hold in the ever-changing multilingual 
context. There are surely requisite premises for a successful implementation of 
the language policy. It is not my intention to deliberate here over language 
problems in connection with adequate measures to be taken. It seems that this 
was already done in 1989 in a special governmental report on the language 
situation entitled Zustand und Zukunft der viersprachigen Schweiz. Several 
other aspects have been also analysed separately by Iso Camartin (1983), Urs 
Dürmüller (1994), Grin (1999), Lüdi (1992), Leo Pap (1990) or Richard Watts 
(1988, 1993).  
 In discussions about multilingual Switzerland, we tend to refer to the Swiss 
society rather than to individual bilinguals or multilinguals (Watts and Anders 
1993). Pap (1990) claims that a large proportion of the Swiss population is 
essentially unilingual, and probably less than half speak or read a second 
language with any degree of fluency in a variety of domains, though he makes it 
clear that his judgement is impressionistic and that more objective data are hard 
to come by as Swiss census statistics do not supply a measure of bilingualism. 
Nevertheless, a number of surveys carried out already at the end of the bygone 
century seem to reach convergent inferences. It appeared that a large proportion 
of Swiss did not know any second language, and certainly not ‘well’, which 
applied in somewhat greater measure to the French Swiss than to German 
Swiss. Sharp linguistic boundaries effectively separate adjacent language 
regions where official bilingualism at the local level practically does not exist, 
excluding a few larger municipalities. For all intents, each point of the Swiss 
territory can be regarded as unilingual. As a result, one can spend one’s entire 
life in Switzerland speaking either German, French or Italian (Grin 1999). Thus, 
I fully adhere to Watts’ suspicions about the linguistic harmony of Switzerland 
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when he describes it as “one country within Europe with an avowed 
multilingual policy which, on the surface at least, appears to work” (1988: 313). 

4. Is language a territorial thing?  

 The debate on multilingual status of Switzerland discloses, at least to some 
extent, the idleness of the constitutional notation in Article 116 about the 
safeguarded quadrilingualism. In 1991 the Swiss government drafted an 
amendment to Article 116 which provided for language freedom, protection and 
support for mutual understanding between the language communities. All in all, 
the amended text is based on the two traditional concepts relating to linguistic 
rights, namely the freedom of languages and the principle of territoriality. The 
freedom of languages means that each person is entitled to use any language at 
will. This right, implicit in the Swiss constitution, is guaranteed and holds as 
long as it does not clash with public interest. The freedom of languages per se 
underlines the significance of fundamental human rights, and it also constitutes 
a starting point for other legal resolutions pertaining to language issues. The 
Federal Tribunal recognises language freedom as a fundamental right which 
serves as a prerequisite for exercising other basic rights, for instance freedom of 
expression. Language freedom to use any language of one’s choice covers the 
private sphere including the language of business and commerce. Although the 
cantons are legally authorised to restrict language freedom, they generally have 
not done so (Grin 1999). However it needs to be remembered that the right to 
one’s own language is a relative concept, “as there can be no complete self-
determination for that individual living in a society” (Pap 1990: 143), and in 
this sense, language liberty may be subject to measurable limits. In order to deal 
with its four language groups Switzerland has adopted a territorial approach. 
According to this principle each language group, except for Romansh, 
constitutes a majority language within its own territory or canton. Watts – 
Smolicz (1997) claim that taken at face value, Article 116 is misleading as it 
takes no account of the diglossic situation in the German-, Italian- and 
Romansh-speaking areas. The territoriality principle, like language freedom, is 
also defined as an unwritten constitutional principle. Therefore, by the law, 
cantons need to ensure the homogeneity of their language territory (Watts 
1991). One of the consequences of this provision is that, among others, French-
language education cannot be claimed in German-speaking Switzerland, and 
vice versa. Cantons “are of course free to be more lenient, and they usually are, 
but there is no right of citizens to be educated in another national language” 
(Grin 1999: 4). In other words, territoriality principle effectively limits language 
freedom since it depends on the geographical position of a given resident.  
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 The concept of territoriality constitutes a vital element which successfully 
organizes the Swiss life. It has become ingrained in the mentality of the people 
who would hardly ever think of challenging it, though they might have some 
reasons for doing so. Here is an excerpt illustrating rather discrepant 
consequences of Territoriality Principle: 

 
The Territoriality Principle guarantees public education in the official language of the canton 
or commune but prevents the individual from access to education in any other language 
beyond that which may be used in the foreign language teaching classroom. The principle 
gains its power by being invoked at the local level. On the one hand, it has been successful in 
preventing large-scale demographic shifts in favour of one language or another except in the 
canton of Grisons. On the other hand, it has helped to create a situation in which language 
boundaries are cemented and the need to learn any other of the other national languages to 
a level at which the speaker can function in a significantly wide range of social domains has 
been thwarted. (Watts & Smolicz 1997: 286) 
 

 One of the biggest advantages of Territoriality Principle is that it effectively 
maintains demographic stability and, above all, reduces language conflict on the 
federal level. It almost literally ties language to the soil as long as this language 
is officially recognised in the canton. If it is not, as in the case of Romansh in 
the Grisons, then its future looks rather bleak. Although Territoriality Principle 
is supposed to safeguard minority languages, it does not appear to do so in 
practice.  
 In enumerating the main dilemmas raised by Territoriality Principle I shall 
adhere to the arguments provided by Watts (1991). In his opinion, it is the 
Territoriality Principle that prevents the spread of individual bilingualism 
nationwide. As a result, the two biggest language groups, German- and French-
speaking Swiss, may remain monolingual, whereas the Ticinesi and the 
Romansh speakers are in fact the only Swiss who are doomed to bilingualism. 
Also, language policies have marginalised Romansh heavily, by failing to 
secure it the minimum of institutionalised support, especially at schools. And 
finally, Italian-speaking Swiss are forced to pursue their higher education and 
professional careers either in German or in French. However, Grin (1999) is 
rather far from putting all the blame on Territoriality Principle for the present 
plight of Romansh. His statement about “an asymmetrical application of 
territoriality giving systematic preference to a very threatened language” (Grin 
1999: 5) seems to appear as a golden mean to keep not only the linguistic 
balance, but above all to prop up the standing of Romansh and Italian. 

5. Dialects vs. standard languages 

 It often happens in multilingual communities that different languages or 
their varieties serve certain specialized functions and are used for particular 
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purposes and under different conditions, and this situation is called diglossia, 
a term proposed some thirty years ago by Charles Ferguson (1959). Of several 
categories presented in his article, Ferguson regards the specialisation of 
function for High variety and Low variety as one of the most important features 
of diglossia: “In one set of situations only H is appropriate and in another only 
L, with the two sets overlapping only very slightly” (1959: 235). Ferguson’s 
study of diglossic language conditions does have some references to the 
situation in German-speaking Switzerland where standard High German is used 
for formal purposes whereas Alemannic-German dialects express a more 
informal style, and are customarily referred to as Swiss German. However, with 
the current expanded use of Swiss German, the original concept of Ferguson’s 
diglossia tends to be less and less applicable to the German-speaking 
Switzerland. Swiss German is simply becoming a language of all functions, 
parallel to standard German, thereby creating a situation described as 
“somewhere half-way between diglossia and bilingualism” (Pap 1990: 131, also 
Watts 1991: 92, Watts & Smolicz 1997: 277).  
 In fact, in the German-speaking Switzerland, the ‘classic’ diglossia yields to 
some form of bilingualism, i.e., two discrete languages, of Swiss German 
dialects (Schweizerdeutch) and standard German. These Swiss German dialects 
enjoy the status of fully-fledged languages as the means of communication at all 
levels of the social ladder, with the reservation that they are only spoken 
languages or Mundsprachen. Szulc (1999: 90) is even inclined to describe this 
situation rather as ‘parallel diglossia’ (or koordinierte Diglossie), by which he 
means that a speaker chooses a particular variety of language solely in the 
psychological sphere. It is so, because both varieties are potent enough to word 
the same substance, which is different from the case of dialect or vernacular 
where the speaker’s choice is determined by a situational context.  
 The use of the Swiss German or Alemannic dialects (dialects of Bern, 
Zurich, Basel, Wallis etc.) received a scholarly interest which can be traceable 
as far as the sixteenth century. Although the sketching of chronological 
perspective of the development of Swiss German dialects is not attempted here, 
one cannot fail to notice their significance in the 1930’s. Those historically 
difficult times, especially in Europe, brought out the value of Schwyzerdüütsch 
as a patriotic symbol and desire to sound different from German in the then 
Nazi Germany. As a result, until today Swiss German is regarded as a natural 
marker of in-group affiliation, while standard German marks social distance 
(cf. Pap 1990: 130, Watts 1991: 93).  
 As a matter of fact, the language situation in the German-speaking 
Switzerland reveals a particularly effective scenario of Swiss German dialects 
as rivals against the standard form. Focusing on that relationship, Watts speaks 
about ‘ideology of dialect’ that refers to “any set of beliefs about language in 
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which … the symbolic value of the dialects in the majority of linguistic 
marketplaces in which they are in competition with the standard is not only 
believed to be much higher than that of the standard but is also deliberately 
promoted as having a higher value” (1999: 69). He emphasises that “the local 
dialect thus serves as one of the most powerful markers if not the most powerful 
marker, of local, rather than national identity” (ibid.). 

6. English in Switzerland – One more language in repertoire 

 Today, in the discussion concerning Swiss multilingualism, both societal 
and individual, the question of English should not be neglected. The inroads 
made by English are either welcome or feared. English is displacing the Swiss 
national languages from their L2 position in schools. Recently there have even 
been suggestions that English should be promoted as a lingua franca to “bridge 
the gap between Swiss of different mother-tongue, particularly those of German 
vs. French speech” (Pap 1990: 142). Although a detailed presentation of the 
issues related to English in Switzerland is not intended here, I cannot fail – at 
least – to take heed of voices heard among Swiss authors.  
 The arguments that English intensifies its presence in Switzerland are 
clearly felt. The increased use of English in lingua franca functions, the 
preference to use it as an alternative in intra-national communication, as well as 
to learn it as the first foreign language among the Swiss, are facts (Dürmüller 
1986, 1994; Watts 1991). For most people, especially the youth, English wins in 
comparison with Swiss national languages. Learning English is considered 
rewarding in many aspects of life, and is taken up by people declaring both 
instrumental and integrative motivation. Several surveys do validate this 
tendency (Grin 1999). Already, over a decade ago, in December 1997 the 
cantonal authorities of Zurich decided to reverse the share of French and 
English in the school syllabuses. That was a move generally expected by the 
local public, but debated animatedly ever since (see also Watts & Murray 
2001).  
 The long-lasting popularity of English among the Swiss folks has already 
resulted in a slight yet ongoing shift in their individual language repertoires. 
Average Swiss citizens consider English to be the most efficient tool of 
communication not only elsewhere abroad, but between the different language 
speaking communities in their own country. However, those who grow 
excessively concerned about the presence of English in Switzerland should find 
assuagement in the opinions presented by Watts and Anders (1993) who argue 
about the proper interpretation of the results of surveys carried out in 
Switzerland. According to the authors, those results are interpreted in a biased 
way to mean that, indeed, there is an increasing tendency towards using English 
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for intra-national communication in Switzerland. They do acknowledge the 
growing popularity of English. Yet they observe that the idea of English as 
a lingua franca forms part of a set of beliefs about multilingualism in 
Switzerland, and this is where they see a danger of taking the myth for a fact. 

7. Conclusion 

 In order to obtain a comprehensive picture of the language situation in 
Switzerland, perhaps it is best to use the terms which, to some extent, stand in 
contradiction. This polarity means that they are mutually exclusive yet, on the 
other hand, it would be hard to deny that they do not complement each other. In 
fact, the ‘territorial principle’ and the principle of ‘language freedom’ constitute 
such a pair of two antithetical principles that operate in Swiss everyday life. 
Steinberg noted that “under the former the cantonal authorities determine which 
language will be permissible and where; under the latter, every Swiss should 
have the right to speak his or her own language before any public body” 
(1996: 150). The territoriality principle serves as a starting point for discussions 
about language minorities in Switzerland. It would be difficult to speculate on 
the future of Italian and Romansh in Switzerland without relating their contexts 
to the degree of rigidity of this principle. Indeed, examples of those two 
language minorities show how differently their prospects may evolve within the 
same country. This state of affairs induced a drift towards a softer, or 
“differentiated”, application of territoriality (Grin 1999). 
 Today Switzerland remains a multilingual state, but certainly much more in 
a ‘societal’ than in the ‘individual’ sense. The repertoires of most individuals 
are predominantly modest, consisting of one’s mother tongue and another 
national language of varying degrees of proficiency. More often, however, the 
majority of the Swiss opt for learning or speaking English (Watts 1991). The 
school system in Switzerland is designed to tackle the issue of monolingualism, 
nevertheless the really functional bilingual speakers will always be rather 
difficult to find (Watts & Smolicz 1997, Lüdi 1992), thereby proving the 
disparity between de jure and de facto multilingualism in the country, where 
“territorial unilingualism exists under federal multilingualism” (Romaine 
1994: 35). 
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Palatalization of consonants in Polish before /i/ and /j/ 

1. Introduction 

 The main aim of this paper is to measure the degree of consonantal palatali-
zation in Polish in two phonetic contexts: before the close front vowel /i/ and 
before the approximant /j/. Even though palatalization is assumed to take place 
in the relevant language in both of these positions, it has been reported that con-
sonants preceding /j/ may undergo this process in a less regular way and to 
a smaller extent.  
 In order to complete the task the author has decided to perform acoustic 
measurements of the pronunciation of just one Polish segment – the lateral /l/ – 
in the two phonetic environments. This particular consonant is especially suited 
for the experiment because of its well-defined formant structure. The articula-
tion of /l/ before /i/ and /j/ has been tested on a number of carefully selected 
Polish words and measured acoustically. The statistical summary of the results 
provides a clear-cut answer to the initial question.  

2. Language change as a result of social interaction 

 Janet Holmes observes that “language varies in three major ways which are 
interestingly interrelated – over time, in physical space, and socially. Language 
change – variation over time – has its origins in spatial (or regional) and social 
variation. The source of change over time is always current variation” (2008: 
205). In other words, differences between regional and social variants constitute 
the basis for diachronic changes in languages. The changes spread through a com-
munity simultaneously from style to style and from group to group. For in-
stance, a particular age, religious, social or regional group may use a given ele-
ment in a formal style. Later, the element may spread to a less formal style of 
that group and simultaneously to the most formal style of another group.  
 After a number cycles of this type the change may become complete and the 
old form is entirely replaced by the new one in the speech of all groups and in 
all styles. It is interesting to note that the direction of the influence is frequently 
from less to more prestige forms. Such a tendency is also observable in the 
process of borrowing or interference from a foreign language. Frequently, an 
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“importing culture” modifies its linguistic structure toward that what is present 
in a “superior culture” (cf. Foley 2004).  
 It is frequently assumed that linguistic changes spread through the social 
networks of individuals. Separate language users act as a kind of bridge for the 
spread of new language elements from one group to the other. Such “linguistic 
innovators” are usually marginal members of the groups and for a given linguis-
tic form to be adopted by core members it “needs to be transmitted through 
a number of different links or bridges” (Holmes 2008: 225).  
 It is a logical conclusion to infer that whenever two groups are not con-
nected through a sufficient number of individuals who act as “link-persons”, 
linguistic influence is not potentially observable. Limited contact is the main 
cause of the emergence of dissimilar dialects and, eventually, separate lan-
guages.  
 Palatalization is an interesting example of a linguistic element which be-
haves in a different way in a number of Slavic languages. Irena Sawicka (1995) 
notes that at the last stages of the Proto-Slavic language, the presence of palatal-
ity in pairs /CV/ depended upon the value of the consonant and not the vowel. 
Since then the general tendency has been to depalatalize consonants, but the 
process has unfolded to a different degree in different Slavic languages. 
Sawicka mentions that, for example, in Russian the palatalization of the /t/ and 
/d/ preceding the high front vowel is much stronger than in Polish. In Serbo-
Croatian, on the other hand, the pronunciation of such consonants in the posi-
tion in question seems to be comparable to the one found in English, where 
palatalization does not take place. Therefore, Polish constitutes an interesting 
example of a language in which changes in the way that palatality functions are 
most probably in progress and the acoustic analysis presented in this paper 
should shed more light on this problem. 

3. Consonantal palatalization in Polish 

 In present-day Polish palatalization may take place in the following three 
contexts: 
 

(1)  When a consonant directly precedes /i/, 
(2)  When a consonant directly precedes /j/, 
(3)  When a consonant directly precedes another palatal consonant. 
 

 The first context is the most obvious. The palatalization of a consonant pre-
ceding /i/ is obligatory in Polish. The second case, however, is more problem-
atic. First of all, it should be stressed that such a context automatically presup-
poses the articulation of /j/ in, for example, biały (‘white’), wieś (‘village’), 
fioletowy (‘purple’) or pióro (‘feather’). Although this approach has been 
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adopted in most of the modern literature on Polish phonetics, in older publica-
tions the interpretation of such words was different. Namely, labial palatalized 
consonants were treated as independent phonemes and the glide /j/ was not 
marked in phonemic transcription. Such an interpretation stemmed from the fact 
that /i/ and /0/ were treated as one functional unit in Polish (cf. Rocławski 1984).  
 Consequently, labial palatalized consonants had to be treated as phonemes, 
since they were in parallel distribution with their non-palatal counterparts (cf. 
Szober 1957, Benni 1959, Bartnicka-Dąbrowska 1968, Wierzchowska 1967, 
1980, Jaworski 1986). The very existence of /j/ in such words was, therefore, 
inessential. Nowadays, however, in many Polish dialects, including standard 
Polish, the articulatory distinction between /i/ and /0/ is clear and the distribution 
of the discussed consonants is predictable. They are always palatalized when 
followed by /i/ and always non-palatal when followed by /0/.  
 Moreover, by accepting that in words such as the ones cited above we are 
dealing with an approximant following a palatalized consonant we may add an 
additional rule that consonants are also palatalized if they are followed by /j/. In 
this way one considerably reduces the size of the Polish phoneme inventory. All 
the labial palatalized consonants are in complementary distribution with their 
non-palatal counterparts and should be treated as allophones of the latter.  
 All in all, in words with a palatalized labial consonant followed by a vowel 
other than /i/ one assumes the articulation of /j/. By analogy, the same presump-
tion is made for other similar cases. It is accepted, for instance, that the pronun-
ciation of the words lis (‘fox’), lias (‘lias’) and las (‘forrest’) is [Kis], [l&jas] and 
[las], respectively.  
 The third context in which palatalization takes place in Polish is disputable. 
The opinion that consonants are palatalized if they are followed by other palatal 
consonants was frequently expressed by Zdzisław Stieber (1966). Many other 
authors, such as Maria Steffen-Batogowa (1975), Bożena Wierzchowska (1967, 
1971) or Irena Sawicka (1995), state that in most cases the process in this con-
text is only optional. In order to aptly summarize this particular case more re-
search needs to be done. 
 It is worth noting that palatalization in Polish may also take place in con-
nected speech on the border between two words. Again, this is most likely to 
happen when the second word begins with /i/, relatively less frequently when it 
starts with /j/ and still less commonly when it begins with a palatal consonant. 

4. Gradability of palatality 

 From an articulatory perspective palatality is a gradable feature. In Polish 
phonetic literature at least two levels at which consonants may be palatalized 
are suggested. Authors, such as Maria Dłuska (1983), Janusz Strutyński (1987), 
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Irena Sawicka (1995), and Marek Wiśniewski (1997), draw an essential distinc-
tion between the terms palatalny (‘palatal’) and palatalizowany (‘palatalized’). 
The former refers to consonants for which the palatal region is the only place of 
articulation. Such segments do not have direct non-palatal counterparts.  
 On the other hand, in the case of “palatalized” consonants the palatal area 
plays the role of an additional, secondary place of articulation and such seg-
ments have their primary place of articulation located somewhere else. They 
also have direct non-palatal counterparts. Such a division suggests that some 
consonants, or their phonetic realizations in particular contexts, may be inter-
preted as “more palatal” than others.  
 Indeed, one may encounter many more expressions suggesting such a hier-
archy. Sawicka (1995) also makes use of the terms lekkie zmiękczenie (‘light 
palalalization’), półmiękkość (‘semi-palatality’), lekka palatalizacja (‘light pala-
talization’), zmiękczenie częściowe (‘partial palatalization’), all of which are 
contrasted with zmiękczenie pełne (‘full palatalization’). Similarly, Stieber 
(1966) and Steffen-Batogowa (1975) discuss warianty miękkie (‘palatal vari-
ants’) or w pełni miękkie (‘fully palatal’) and warianty półmiękkie (‘semi-palatal 
variants’). Bronisław Rocławski (1984), on the other hand, suggests that in 
purely articulatory terms we may distinguish as many as three levels of palatal-
ity.  
 It is worth observing that the assumption that palatality is gradable is fre-
quently reflected in narrow transcription. A common example of this are the 
different representations of the allophones of /l/ – the palatal [K] and the palatal-
ized [l&]. Their distribution depends either on the individual habits of the spea-
ker (Sawicka 1995) or the phonetic context (Dłuska 1983). Similarly, Steffen-
Batogowa (1975) suggests the symbols [gÂkÂ] for the palatalized allophones of 
the velar plosives /k g/ preceding [i], [i}], [e] or [j], and [g’ k’] for the “semi-
palatal” allophones of /k g/ preceding [l’] or [ń]. 
 The degree of palatality depends on the phonetic context. It is frequently 
assumed that consonants are palatalized to the highest degree when they pre-
cede /i/. The opinions concerning the position before /j/, however, are divided. 
Authors such as Strutyński (1987) or Wiśniewski (1997) state that consonantal 
palatalization in Polish takes place before /i/ and /j/ without discussing any po-
tential differences as to the degree to which the process takes place in the two 
environments.  
 Still, Dłuska (1983) assumes that the palatalization before /i/ is stronger 
than before /j/ and Sawicka (1995) discusses some cases exemplifying such an 
assumption. For instance, /l/ and /r/ may be palatalized to a smaller degree be-
fore /j/ than /i/. The third context – before another palatal consonant – seems the 
most doubtful. As mentioned above, palatalization is here only optional and its 
degree may be in such cases relatively low. Sawicka states: “It is difficult to 
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assess to what degree and how regularly palatalization takes place in the above 
contexts” (1995: 149, my translation, Ł.S.). Similarly, palatalization in con-
nected speech on the border between two words may also be weaker. Sawicka 
mentions in this case półmiękkie warianty (‘semi-palatal variants’) and stresses 
that the process is never obligatory in such an environment.  

5. Limiting the scope of investigation 

 The remaining part of this paper will concentrate on the degree of palatali-
zation of /l/ preceding /i/ and /j/. The reason for narrowing the scope of the in-
vestigation to only this case is that an in-depth examination of the palatalization 
of all Polish consonants in all six possible environments would be too broad for 
the current publication. 
 The phoneme /l/ seems to be a perfect candidate for an initial acoustic in-
vestigation of consonantal palatalization in Polish. It is particularly often de-
scribed as having “fully palatal” realization [K] (especially preceding /i/) and 
partially palatalized [l&] (in some other contexts).  
 Even though the degree to which this particular consonant happens to be 
palatalized has never been properly investigated, some authors assume that 
variance within the degree of the tongue height is distinctly possible in this 
case. Additionally, the consonant has a well-defined formant structure, which 
makes it particularly appropriate for the experiment. As explained in the section 
below, the level of palatality may be measured on the basis of the height of the 
first two formants. 

6. Acoustic characteristics of [l], [l&] and [K] 

 The formant values of the basic allophone of the Polish /l/ are suggested, for 
example, in Kosiel (1970), Jassem (1973) and Szczepankowski (1985). The 
proposed results for F1 and F2 are summarized below: 
 

 F1 F2 

Kosiel 300–450 Hz 1550–1750 Hz 
Jassem 350–400 Hz 1750–1950 Hz 
Szczepankowski 350–400 Hz 1600–1800 Hz 

 
 It is worth mentioning that the lateral articulation of /l/ involves an antifor-
mant between F2 and F3 (cf. Kosiel 1970, Kent et al. 1992, Dukiewicz 1995, 
Pickett 1999, Johnson 2003). Consequently, the amplitude around this area is 
comparatively low. On the other hand, Wiktor Jassem (1973) proposes that the 
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antiformant for the Polish /l/ is situated much higher than this. His results indi-
cate that it is actually between F4 and F5. 
 As far as the acoustic characteristics of the palatalized versions of /l/ are 
concerned, one should mention Bogdan Szczepankowski’s (1985: 40) observa-
tion that in many palatalized consonants in Polish, F2 is higher than in their 
non-palatal counterparts. This opinion is also valid for the allophones of /l/ ex-
amined in this paper. Jassem (1973), for instance, discusses the raising of the 
second formant to 2200 Hz for [l&] and to 2400 Hz for [K]. The results presented 
in various publications by Wierzchowska also indicate this tendency. The values 
of F2 for [l&] she proposes are 2300 Hz (1967), 2500 Hz (1980) and 2500–3000 
Hz (1971). 
 On the whole, the second formant is the main acoustic element which may 
be used in measuring the degree of palatality. Additionally, one may also take 
into account the height of F1, since it is commonly associated with vertical ton-
gue movements (cf. Stevens et al. 1953, Rocławski 1976, Kent et al. 1992, 
Dukiewicz 1995) and palatalization, by definition, involves raising the tongue 
towards the palate.  

 

 
Figure 1: [l] in [las]; mean F1 = 424 Hz, mean F2 = 1497 Hz 



 
Figure 2: [l&] in [l &as]; mean F1 = 386 Hz, mean F2 = 1684 Hz 
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 In the initial experiment presented in this section the acoustic value of [l], 
[l &] and [K] was tested on the basis of the author’s pronunciation of the words 
las (‘forest’), lias (‘lias’) and lis (‘fox’). In the spectrograms of the three exam-
ples the initial element is in each case separated from the rest of the utterance by 
dotted lines and the mean values of its first two formants are presented below in 
the respective Figures. It is easily observable that, as expected, F2 is the lowest 
for [l] (Figure 1), slightly higher for [l&] (Figure 2), and the highest for [K] (Fig-
ure 3). Moreover, the F1 in the three cases is also positioned as predicted. It is 
the highest for [l], slightly lower for [l&] and the lowest for [K].  
 

 
Figure 3: [K] in [Kis]; mean F1 = 271 Hz, mean F2 = 1836 Hz 

 Even though the above results substantiate the claim that the palatalization 
of /l/ in Polish is gradable, further research needs to be conducted. The fact that 
the speaker knows precisely which element of pronunciation is being investi-
gated may bias the results. Furthermore, in order to draw reliable conclusions 
more than three examples need to be examined. 

7. Designing the experiment 

 As stated in the introduction, the major aim of this paper is to measure the 
degree of palatalization of /l/ in Polish before /i/ and /j/. The parameter which is 
to be estimated are the mean values of F1 and F2 in the pronunciation of the 
lateral approximant followed by /i/, /j/ and vowels other than /i/. In order to 
obtain unbiased results the informants have not been informed of what is being 
investigated. The instruction they were given was just to read into a microphone 
the examples listed below (in the version presented to the respondents the words 
had been mixed randomly). 

 
(For “/l/ + vowel other than /i/, excluding /0/”) 
(1) latawiec ‘kite’, 
(2) lodowiec ‘glacier’, 
(3) lemur ‘lemur’, 
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(4) lubić (to like’, 
 

(For “/l/ + /j/”) 
(5) liany ‘lianas’, 
(6) liofilizacja ‘lyophilization’, 
(7) lielynazaura ‘Leaellynasaura’,  
(8) Liuwa (the name of a king of the Visigoths living in 6th century,) 

 

(For “/l/ + /i/”) 
(9) lina ‘rope,) 
(10) liść ‘leaf’, 
(11) lis ‘fox’, 
(12) lizak ‘lollipop’. 
 

 The context “/l/ + vowel other than /i/” was tested on four examples because 
there were four possible vowels to choose from.1 Even though palatalization 
should not take place in any of these words, and the experiment could have been 
carried out on just one of them, it seemed necessary to choose a larger number 
of examples. Moreover, the different levels of the tongue height and advance-
ment in the articulation of the four vowels should have an influence on the pro-
nunciation of /l/ and its formant structure, which is an additional interesting 
element to measure. 
 The second context “/l/ + /j/”, involving the alleged “weak” palatalization, 
could also have been tested on just one example. Indeed, one may argue that it 
would even be preferable, since words beginning with /l/ followed by /j/ are 
extremely uncommon in Polish. Still, in order to obtain reliable results more 
than one example was chosen.  
 A possible solution to this problem could have been to select words with the 
intended phoneme combinations internally rather than at the beginning. This 
would lead, however, to an even greater obstacle. Any vowels preceding /l/ 
would influence its pronunciation and the measurements would not be accurate. 
For this reason, the author found words beginning with /l/ + /j/ + one of the four 
vowels in the words considered in the first set, but most of them are very rare.  
 The last four examples were easy to find. The combination “/l/ + /i/” is 
common in Polish. 
 The sample involved 10 men and 10 women aged 20 to 24 who are native 
speakers of Polish. They all come from the region around Kielce in Poland.  

                                                      
1  In phonemic terms, there are six vowels in Polish: /i/, /0/, /a/, /o/, /e/ and /u/. The 

first two had to be excluded – /i/ was separately tested in the last group of words 
involving “strong” palatalization and /0/ does not usually appear after /l/. 
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8. The problem of segmentation 

 During analysis of the gathered data the major problem which immediately 
arose was the segmentation of speech. In some cases the decision on where 
exactly /l/ ends and the next phoneme begins was easy. In a number of exam-
ples one could observe a very short but distinct burst of air at the end of /l/ (cf. 
Figure 4).  
 

 
Figure 4: An example of the "weak plosion" in the final stage of /l/ in ZKhÅs̋Å\

 Such a weak plosion is the result of the tongue releasing its contact with the 
alveolar ridge (cf. Wierzchowska 1980, Szczepankowski 1985, Pickett 1999). In 
other cases the border was established on the basis of the reduction of the 
acoustic energy between /l/ and the next segment, which was clearly visible in 
many oscillograms (cf. Figure 5).  
 

 
Figure 5: An example of the reduction of the acoustic energy between /l/ and a following 
vowel in [lub&iR] 
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 Additionally, in some recordings one could observe a visible enhancement 
of the acoustic energy for vowels following the lateral approximant (cf. Figure 
6). Still, in some cases the decision where to place the boundary was made on 
the basis of auditory sensations. In such problematic cases it was the middle of 
the format transition which was most frequently chosen. 
 

 
Figure 6: An example of the enhancement of the acoustic energy for vowels following /l/ in 
[kDltq\

9. Results 

 As mentioned before, each example selected for the experiment was tested 
on 20 native speakers of Polish. Each articulation of /l/ in the examples was 
analyzed in terms of the mean value of the first and second formant and the 
results were recorded.  
 On the basis of the obtained data the mean values of F1 and F2 of /l/ for 
each example were calculated. These averages are presented in Diagram 1 (for 
individual words with “/l/ + vowels other than /i/ and /0/”), Diagram 2 (for indi-
vidual words with “/l/ + /j/”) and Diagram 3 (for individual words with “/l/ + 
/i/”).  
 Additionally, the average values of F1 and F2 for all of the examples repre-
senting a given phonetic context are provided beside each diagram. They are 
also directly compared in Diagram 4. 
 It should be noted that ten of the participants are male and the other ten are 
female; consequently, the variability in the individual scores obtained for each 
example is much smaller within these two groups than the variability of the 
results for each example in general. This is due to the fact that the relative 
height of F1 and F2 depends directly on the height of F0, which is usually sig-
nificantly higher for women than for men. 
 The differences between the mean results for F1 and F2 in Diagram 1 corre-
spond to what was expected. In latawiec, where /l/ is followed by /a/, F1 is rela-
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tively high in comparison to the average values of F1 obtained for the other 
three words. This reflects the open articulation of the vowel. The value of F2, 
on the other hand, is average, because on the horizontal articulatory scale /a/ is 
a central vowel. In lodowiec the mean height of F1 for /l/ is average and F2 is 
relatively low, reflecting the mid-open, back articulation of /o/.  
 

/l/ + /a/ 
(latawiec)

/l/ + /o/ 
(lodowiec)

/l/ + /e/ 
(lemur)

/l/ + /u/  
(lubić)
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Diagram 1. Mean F1 and F2 for individual words with “/l/ + vowels other than /i/ (and /0/)” 

 Similarly, the average value of F1 and high F2 in lemur mirrors the mid-
open, front pronunciation of /e/, and the low values of both F1 and F2 in lubisz 
reflect the close, back articulation of /u/. The mean results for all of the exam-
ples representing the first context analyzed, provided beside Diagram 1, confirm 
that the articulation of /l/ involves here a lower and less advanced position of 
the tongue than in the case of the examples given for the other two contexts. In 
comparison to the mean results cited next to Diagram 2 and 3, here F1 is clearly 
the highest and F2 the lowest. 
 There is not much variability in the mean values of F1 and F2 of the four 
examples in Diagram 2. The immediate conclusion one might draw from this 
observation is that the articulatory influence of vowels following /j/ does not 
reach /l/. The only noticeable dissimilarity concerns the slightly higher F1 and 
lower F2 of /l/ in Liuwa. The fact that the lateral approximant happens to be less 
palatalized in this example than in the other three may be due to the problems 
some of the participants had in reading this word. Liuwa is a very rare proper 
name, and most of the participants encountered it for the first time. This is 
probably why some of them had to try two or even three times before they pro-
nounced the word correctly. The problems with articulation of this example are 
also visible in the prolonged articulation of /l/ – on average it lasted more than 
one second, which is much longer than in the case of the other three words. 
 

Mean for “/l/ + vowels 
other than /i/ (and /0/)” 

F1 F2 
377 Hz 1584 Hz 
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/l/ + /j/ + /a/ 
(liany)

/l/ + /j/ + /o/ 
(liofilizacja)

/l/ + /j/ + /e/ 
(lielynazaura)
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Diagram 2. Mean F1 and F2 for individual words with “/l/ + /j/” 

 The mean results for the examples representing the second context, pro-
vided beside Diagram 2, clearly indicate that the position of the tongue is here 
higher and more advanced than in the previous case. F1, which on average 
amounts to 337 Hz, is 40 Hz lower than the corresponding results for the first 
context. Moreover, the value of F2 is 236 Hz higher than the average result 
obtained in the previous case. 
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Diagram 3. Mean F1 and F2 for individual words with “/l/ + /i/” 

 The variability in the mean results presented in Diagram 3 is also low. Only 
in the case of lizak is a slightly lower F1 and higher F2 noticeable, suggesting 
that /l/ is more palatalized in this word than in the other examples from this 
group. On the whole, the mean values of F1 and F2 for all the examples repre-
senting the context “/l/ + /i/”, summarized beside Diagram 3, prove that pala-

Mean for “/l/ + /j/” 
F1 F2 
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Mean for “/l/ + /i/” 
F1 F2 

302 Hz 1980 Hz 
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talization tends to be stronger here than in the previous case. F1 is, on average, 
35 Hz lower than in the result obtained for “/l/ + /j/”, and F2 is 160 Hz higher.  
 In Diagram 4, the average results for the three analyzed contexts are com-
pared directly. It is clearly visible that the value of F1 is the highest in the first 
phonetic context, lower in the second and the lowest in the third. Conversely, 
F2 is the lowest in the first, higher in the second and the highest in the third.  
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Diagram 4. Mean F1 and F2 of /l/ in the three analyzed contexts 

 It should be emphasized, however, that what has been shown in this paper is 
only a tendency for palatalization to be stronger when a consonant is followed 
by /i/ than by /j/, and not an absolute rule. In fact, one may find numerous ex-
amples in which the value of (one of) the analyzed formants contradicts the 
established tendency. For instance, the articulation of /l/ by participant number 
1 in the word liofilizacja involves a lower F1 than in lis. The results are 314 Hz 
and 324 Hz, respectively. Moreover, in his articulation of liść both of the two 
formants have values which, when compared to the results for liofilizacja, con-
tradict the general rule. In the former example F1 amounts to 337 Hz and F2 to 
1621 Hz, while in the latter the mean value of F1 is 314 Hz and F2 is 1684 Hz. 
Similar inconsistencies may also be found in the case of the data on the bases of 
which Diagrams 2 and 3 were prepared. For example, the value of F1 in the 
pronunciation of /l/ by participant number 3 in Liuwa (351 Hz) is higher than in 
lubisz (313 Hz). Additionally, in the same participant’s articulation of lemur and 
lielynazaura the values of both formants are opposite to that which would be 
expected. The F1 for /l/ in lemur amounts to 289 Hz and F2 to 1679 Hz, while 
the values of the formants in lielynazaura are 324 Hz and 1525 Hz, respec-
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tively. Such cases substantiate the aforementioned claim that consonantal pala-
talization before /j/ tends to be not only weaker, but also less regular than before /i/.  

10. Conclusion 

 The results obtained in the experiment described in this paper confirm the 
null hypothesis. From an articulatory point of view palatalization of the Polish 
/l/ is gradable – it tends to be stronger before /i/ than before /j/. 
 Nevertheless, there are issues connected with the current project which need 
to be further investigated. For instance, it seems necessary to measure the 
“amount” of palatality in consonants other than /l/ in the two phonetic contexts 
dealt with above. The lateral approximant has been chosen as the perfect candi-
date for this initial examination, but, in order to get a broader perspective on the 
way that palatalization functions in Polish, other possible cases should also be 
analyzed. Additionally, other phonetic contexts in which palatalization occurs in 
Polish also deserve further examination. It would be useful to find out to what 
degree the process takes place across word boundaries in connected speech. 
Finally, there are many other issues connected with the palatality in Polish 
which could be examined from the acoustic point of view, e.g., the average 
length and formant structure of /j/ following palatalized consonants in compari-
son to /j/ in other contexts. 
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1. Introduction 

 While the concept of diglossia has been subject to a number of reformula-
tions, it is based on two fundamental charachteristics (Ferguson, 1959; Fishman, 
1967), namely (i) the use of two separate linguistic codes within a single society 
and (ii) the idea that such separation is marked by the social function served by 
each code. This separation implies the existence of a “high” code, or “H”, 
which is used in the context of religion, education, and other aspects of official 
or “high” culture, and a “low” code, or “L”, used in everyday pursuits of home 
and work.  
 However, Alan Hudson (1991, 2002) points out a third, defining, character-
istic of diglossia, namely that H is not native to the community, and thus it is 
the language of a context, not the language of a group, the prototypical example 
being the juxtaposition between Classical and Vernacular Arabic, where only 
the latter can boast native speakers. Hudson also points out how this characteris-
tic has often been forgotten in the works that followed Ferguson’s original defi-
nition (e.g., Fishman 1967). Nevertheless, this third characteristic is of crucial 
importance, as it allows us to clearly separate diglossia from other situations 
where two or more linguistic codes coexist, such as societal bilingualism, where 
the prestigious or majority language is the native tongue of a sociolinguistically 
definable community. Hudson argues that it is fundamental to keep these situa-
tions taxonomically distinct, for they follow clearly distinct paths and – perhaps 
most importantly – they lead to opposite outcomes in cases of language shift. 
While diglossia tends to shift in favour of (a standardised form of) L, and there-
fore against the prestigious variety, bilingualism favours the prestigious and/or 
majority language, to the detriment and eventual death of L. Consequently, any 
reformulation which assumes code separation to be a sufficient condition for the 
attainment of diglossia is to be avoided, as it strips the concept of its explana-
tory and predictive power. 
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2. The linguistic identities of Italy 

 While it is customary to think of Italy as the land of Italian monolingualism, 
only 46% of Italians are actually monolingual in Italian, while 49% of them 
speak both Italian and one of the regional autochthonous languages1 of Italy 
(percentages from ISTAT 2006). However, prior to the establishment of the 
Kingdom of Italy in the late 19th century, the language that would eventually 
come to be known as Italian, namely Tuscan, was spoken only in its home re-
gion of Tuscany and by a very small elite outside of it, totalling about 2,5% of 
the country’s population (De Mauro 1979; Vedovelli 1994, among others). This 
situation began to change, however, following a relentless campaign of social 
and linguistic engineering, whose aim is possibly best described with the words 
of the first Italian Prime Minister: “we have made Italy, now we must make the 
Italians” (Massimo D’Azeglio, Italian Prime Minister, 1849–1852). On the lin-
guistic front, this campaign saw Tuscan becoming the only language of gov-
ernment, bureaucracy, newspapers, schooling, and, later on, radio. Moreover, 
under immense pressures from the Italian government, all the other languages 
of Italy were systematically excluded from H contexts, even those languages 
that had enjoyed a relatively high status, such as Venetian, the de facto official 
language of the Venetian Republic, long established in academic texts and 
whose literature dates back to 13th century, or Napolitan, the de facto official 
language of the Kingdom of Naples, and a language with a vast literature dating 
back to the 10th century, the oldest in Italy. The total exclusion form H contexts 
pushed these languages towards a low status, and consequently created an H/L 
distinction in the sense of Ferguson (1959), with Tuscan as the H variety. 

2.1. Diglossia or multilingualism?  

 Viewed as a whole, 19th century Italy was not an example of diglossia, as 
H existed as a native language (i.e., in Tuscany), though only for a small minor-
ity. Thus, the better label seems to be “multilingualism” as opposed to “diglos-
sia”, or perhaps a third label needs to be created, e.g., “pseudo-diglossia” (cf. 

                                                      
1  The term “regional language” refers to each and every linguistic system historically spoken 

on Italian soil, regardless of whether this belongs to the Romance family and independently 
of any political or juridical recognition it may enjoy. Consequently, the term also includes 
those linguistic systems often labelled as “Italian dialects” since – when used in this context 
– the term dialect refers to the lack of political recognition that these systems have in the 
Italian political context and it does not – most emphatically – refer to a linguistic relation-
ship, since these systems are not regional varieties of Standard Italian. On this subject, the 
reader is referred to Paulo Coluzzi (2007) and to the definition of "regional language" pro-
posed by Tomasz Wicherkiewicz (2001), which also tallies with the definition reported in the 
European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages issued by the Council of Europe 
(Strasbourg, 5.XI.1992). See http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/EN/Treaties/html/148.htm 
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Hudson 2002). However, as Italy was a political construct rather than a linguis-
tically definable entity, seeking a single linguistic label for it would be tanta-
mount to forcing a linguistic analysis onto a non-linguistic object, a move which 
seems inherently flawed. To wit, the study of linguistic communities ought to 
focus on linguistically definable communities, not political ones. Thus, “19th 
century Italy” cannot be the object of linguistic investigation which aims at the 
study of language communities. 
 Once we turn to linguistically definable communities as our object of inves-
tigation, it is clear that geo-political Italy contained a number of diglossic 
speech-communities.2 Virtually every linguistically definable group was a di-
glossic group3, with an H (Tuscan/Italian) used for schooling and bureaucratic 
affairs and an L (each regional, autochthonous language) used in virtually any 
other situation. Importantly, within these groups, H was nobody’s mother 
tongue since, outside Tuscany, Tuscan/Italian was spoken only by a small elite 
who learnt it as a second (and sometimes third) language4. Hence, once we de-
fine communities from a strictly linguistic perspective, the distinction between 
diglossia and bi- or multilingualism seems sufficiently exhaustive, and there 
may be no need to indulge in further separations (e.g., pseudo-diglossia). In 
fact, extra separation may actually be detrimental, as it would fail to capture the 
linguistic realities that unite speech communities such as, for example, 19th 
century Sicily or Pedemont with German-speaking Switzerland or diglossic 
Greece, all of which share two specific characteristics which, according to Fer-
guson’s original formulation, are defining of diglossic communities: (i) their 
native language has an L status and (ii) a language originally foreign to the 
community has H status. Thus, the study of 19th century Italy is the study of 
diglossic communities in the most classical sense (i.e., Ferguson’s 1959) and of 
their developments. 
 A look at the developments themselves also suggests that we are dealing 
with diglossia, as we find an important characteristic common to diglossic situa-
tions, namely diglossic stability, whereby the L typically does not lose ground 
in favour of H due to it being the only language that is transmitted as a mother 
tongue (Ferguson 1959; Hudson 2002). Indeed, Italy’s Ls remained strong de-
spite their increasing sociolinguistic segregation. In 1951, a century after the 

                                                      
2  This period specifically refers to the type of diglossia which sees Italian as H since, in gen-

eral terms, the territories that form the Italian state have been examples of diglossia for 
around two millennia, though with Latin – rather than Italian – as H. 

3  The exceptions here are Tuscany and Rome, where the local languages were highly intelligi-
ble with H. For these areas it is therefore more appropriate to speak of diaphasic variation 
rather than of diglossia. See, for example, Marcato (2002). 

4  For example, members of the Royal Family were native speakers of Pedemontese and often 
learnt to speak French as a second language well before they would study Tuscan/Italian 
(e.g., Casula 1997). 
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official introduction of Tuscan/Italian as H, it was estimated that only 10% to 
18% of Italian citizens used Tuscan/Italian in the home (cf. De Mauro 1979). 

2.2. The establishment of Italian monolingualism – an unusual shift? 

 Nevertheless, the Italian situation is developing in a radically different di-
rection compared to the one afforded by the classical diglossic examples. In 
fact, Italians are abandoning their Ls and their bilingualism in favour of Italian 
monolingualism.  
 As already mentioned, 46% of Italians are now monolingual in Italian and 
33% of those who are still bilingual also speak Italian in low-register contexts. 
In other words, Italy’s Ls are being replaced by H. Prima facie, this may be 
taken as evidence that – contrary to what I have presented – the Italian situation 
was not a case of diglossia after all and that, moreover, the dichotomy between 
diglossia and bilingualism may actually be too restrictive, and perhaps a third 
category should indeed be allowed. What I would like to argue is that the Italian 
situation is moving towards the outcome typical of bilingual communities, and 
that it has been doing so after shifting from diglossia to bilingualism. First, let 
us take a look at when the shift towards Italian monolingualism began:  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The development of Tuscan/Italian as a mother tongue 

 As Figure 1 shows, the shift began some time in the late 1970s. What I would 
like to suggest is that this shift was actually to be expected since, in the years 
prior to it, Italy had turned from a diglossic into a bilingual society through the 
breach of the all-important diglossic equilibrium via the introduction of “artifi-
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cial” native speakers of H. These artificial native speakers took the form of TV 
celebrities: 
 

 

Figure 2. TV licenses sold in Italy (x 1000). Data from Monteleone (1992) 

 As transpires from Figure 2, from the early 1960s Tuscan/Italian ceased to 
be merely the language of a context, and for the first time it became the every-
day language of a group, namely TV celebrities. This marked a fundamental 
linguistic shift, as it removed one of the defining characteristics of diglossic 
separation by introducing the use of H in contexts that were previously the sole 
domain of L. Although these contexts were in some sense “fake” (i.e., they were 
not true social relationships but rather representations of them) they did intro-
duce the hitherto unusual concept of speakers who used Tuscan/Italian in everyday 
communication5.  
 Note that this is not simply stating that “TV is powerful”; it is a specific 
claim as to when and why TV can trigger a major language shift. The claim 
being made is that the various speech communities of Italy went from diglossia 
to societal bilingualism. In fact, to a form of societal bilingualism which we 
might call “asymmetric”, since the two languages involved did not enjoy the 
same rights nor did they enjoy the same amount of representation in high cul-
ture. Nevertheless, the situation was no longer one of diglossia since H had 

                                                      
5  Very often the “fake” speakers were native speakers of a regional language and attended 

pronunciation classes in order to remove any remnant of their mother tongue’s phonology 
from their Italian. 
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invaded the social space traditionally associated with L, thus upsetting the di-
glossic equilibrium.  
 Consequently, the current process whereby Ls are being replaced by H is 
entirely in line with Hudson’s (2002) hypothesis, which expects bilingualism to 
result in the abandonment of L (also Fishman 1967), for the Italian shift began 
after Italy became a bilingual society following the introduction of native 
speakers of H, and thus removing one of the defining characteristics of diglos-
sia. This claim has an important consequence in relation to how the concepts of 
diglossia and bilingualism relate to each other and to the process of language 
shift. The picture that emerges is schematised in Figure 3, where the arrows 
indicate the passage from one phenomenon to the next: 

 

Figure 3. Developing the picture (based on Hudson 2002 and Ferguson 1959) 

 Hence, displacement of L by H isn’t quite an “unlikely outcome” (cf. Fer-
guson 1959), although it may not directly follow diglossia, it can result via 
a shift to bilingualism first. The further shift from bilingualism to the displace-
ment of L by H, and consequently to monolingualism in H, is not, however, 
inevitable. Research has shown that interventional measures can slow down and 
sometimes reverse language shift (see for example Deuchar and Davies, 2009, 
for Welsh; or Romaine, 2002, for an overview of various language situations). 
Although these measures may vary from one situation to the next, the common 
denominator involves the de-segregation of the less prestigious language, 
namely, the one which was the L before the upsetting of the diglossic equilib-
rium. This de-segregation necessarily involves creating a situation where both 
codes have some form of representation at all levels of “official” culture (e.g., 
media, schooling, community activities). A situation which we might want to 
call “represented bilingualism” to refer to the fact that bilingualism does not 
exist only as a linguistic ability among speakers, but is also represented 
throughout the social structure. As Fishman (1991, 2000) argued, the peak of 
this type of situation is perhaps reached in those cases where the languages in-
volved share (to some extent) the societal space instead of competing for the 
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same areas. Hence, both L1 and L2 are represented, but there will be areas in 
which L1 has more representation than L2 and vice versa. Bringing the concept 
of represented bilingualism into the landscape, the relationship between differ-
ent levels of linguistic coexistence and their effect on language survival can be 
schematised as in Figure 4:  

 

Figure 4. (Unrepresented) bilingualism as the locus of endangerment 

3. Is there a future for Italy’s languages? 

 For most of the regional languages of Italy, the situation is rather bleak. 
Many of them are denied existence by the Italian State. This position was reiter-
ated in May this year when the Italian high court invalidated a law issued by the 
regional government of Pedemont aimed at “maintaining and promoting the 
linguistic heritage of Pedemont” including the “Pedemontese language”,6 claim-
ing that matters of linguistic recognition were “not the domain of regional gov-
ernment”. Those regional laws that are in force are generally limited to promot-
ing the organisation of cultural events in the “local dialect” (Coluzzi 2004), and 
are not therefore aimed at any kind of represented bilingualism. Moreover, the 
ubiquitous use of the word “dialect” often tacitly encourages the widely-held – 
but typologically as well as historically flawed – belief that the regional lan-
guages of Italy are local varieties Italian.  
 Hence, the survival of Italy’s regional languages requires a radical change 
of position from the Italian institutions. This would ideally involve the recogni-
tion of all the autochthonous languages of Italy, perhaps following the lead of 
UNESCO’s Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger, which lists 31 lan-
guages spoken in Italy, as opposed to the 12 currently recognised by the Italian 
state. Naturally, legislation does not, in itself, ensure language maintenance. 
Official recognition is a means, not an end in itself. However, some of the pro-
cedures that lie at the heart of successful language maintenance can only be 
brought about if a language has official institutional recognition. For example, 
the use of a regional language in schools – possibly the single most influential 
measure in language maintenance (Baker 2001; Fishman 2000, among other) – 
is entirely dependent on that language having some form of official recognition. 

                                                      
6  Law number 11, 07/04/2009 (“Legge della Regione Piemonte, 7 aprile 2009, n. 11”). 
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Whilst, ultimately, the survival of a language is dependent on intergenerational 
transmission, and therefore on whether the language is being spoken or not, 
a speaker’s decision to pass on a minority language to their offspring is heavily 
influenced by the position that language holds within society. The claim that the 
model in Figure 4 makes is that while both diglossia and represented bilingual-
ism encourage intergenerational transmission, what lies in between them does not. 
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1. English and Scandinavian: the earliest contacts 

 What strikes the student of historical English who does research on lan-
guage contacts between that language and the language of the Vikings, labelled 
as Old Norse or Old Scandinavian, is the observation that many English loan-
words from Scandinavian have a negative or unfavourable content. In all prob-
ability it was history which was responsible for this specific character of vo-
cabulary transfer. Let us recall here that from the 8th century onwards the An-
glo-Saxon kingdoms, especially Northumbria, were under permanent military 
pressure from the Danes who, beginning from 787, gradually captured the 
whole of Northumbria, robbing and destroying such important cultural centres 
as Lindisfarne and Jarrow (793–794).  
 The 9th century witnessed attacks of the Danes in East Anglia and all over 
Mercia, but this time the aggressors did not return to their homeland but began 
settling down on the English territory starting its colonisation, so that only Wes-
sex and South-Western areas of Mercia remained free from the invaders. A brief 
period of peace followed the most important event in the unfriendly contacts 
between the two nationalities, which was concluding a peace treaty of Wedmore 
in 878 by the Danish leader Guthrum and King Alfred of Wessex. The area 
which was settled by the Scandinavians, the Danelaw, would still remain long 
under the Danish jurisdiction. The culminating point of the struggle was, fol-
lowing the third wave of Danish raids after 980, the conquest of the whole terri-
tory of England by Sveinn the Forkbeard and his son Cnut who became kings of 
England, Norway and Denmark. It was from that time onwards that loans from 
Scandinavian began to enter English in large numbers, which was facilitated, 
among other factors, by the frequent marriages of the Vikings with the local 
ladies, thus giving rise to numerous bilingual milieus (cf. Townend 2002). 
 Although Scandinavian loanwords are found as early as Old English 
(around 50 items), scholars have problems with their identification because 
some of them can hardly be distinguished from their Anglo-Saxon relatives. 
The Norse loanwords can be more easily identified in Middle English, the pe-
riod in which the lexical system suffered complete restructuring because of the 
influx of loanwords from French and Latin.  
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2. Semantics of loanwords from Scandinavian 

 The nature of the relationship between the Scandinavians and Englishmen is 
reflected in the vocabulary borrowed into English. The Vikings must have been 
viewed as invaders bringing destruction and disasters of all kinds. Conse-
quently, it does not come as a surprise that among quite a significant number of 
Scandinavian loanwords one can find numerous words with slightly or strongly 
negative connotations, which is particularly reflected in adjectives referring to 
various qualities, but also in other parts of speech.  
 A recent study by Magdalena Bator (2007) on obsolescent Scandinavian 
words which went out of use contains a number of items which exhibit unfa-
vourable meanings, with different degrees of the negative sense, cf. 

 
(1)  Nouns: bleikster ‘slanderer’, brath ‘wrath’, brixle, ‘shame, reproach’, file ‘rascal’, 

greme ‘anger, harm’, gro ‘evil spirit’, hething ‘scorn, hatred’, niggardie ‘stinginess, 
parsimony’, niþing ‘infamous man’, nirvil  ‘dwarfish person’, onde ‘envy’, scabnesse 
‘sickness of the skin’, site ‘grief, trouble’, sweam ‘fit of sickness’, thro ‘anger, wrath’, 
torfer ‘harm’, wandreth ‘trouble’, weilster ‘female mourner’.  

 Adjectives: broth ‘angry’, cripped ‘crippled’, min ‘smaller, lower’, scathel ‘injurious’, 
scathly ‘with damage or injury’, siteful ‘sorrowful’, sluggy ‘indolent’, snart ‘painful’, 
sory ‘filthy, dirty’, swonge ‘thin as from hunger’, toom ‘empty’, woth ‘dangerous, 
perverse’.  

 Verbs: atwinnen ‘perish’, blikne ‘turn pale’, bolnen ‘swell from infection’, mirken 
‘cause darkness’, niten ‘deny’, onmautem ‘faint’, sarb ‘seduce’, threte ‘quarrel’, wait 
‘put disgrace’, weiken ‘weaken’, weinen ‘wail’. 

 

 Although these words are found in Middle English literature at different 
time periods, they failed to survive to our times for different reasons, such as 
rivalry with the native and foreign synonyms, rare occurrence, confinement to 
dialectal use, etc. Much more important in the present study is a list of loan-
words which survive in Standard English and/or in dialects. These loanwords 
come from the most comprehensive study of Scandinavian lexis in English, i.e., 
Björkman (1900–1902): 

 
(2) Nouns: (people) ūtlaga ‘outlaw’; (instruments) band ‘with what sb is bound’, bond 

‘fetter’, cnīf ‘knife’, crōc ‘evil device’, snearu ‘snare’; (abstracts) ange (Orm) ‘anger’, 
aghe (Orm) ‘awe’ (cf. awful), drit/dirt  ‘dirt’, slauhter ‘slaughter’, wa33 ‘woe’, wrang 
‘wrong’. 

 Verbs: anger ‘excite to wrath’, brennen ‘burn’, diegan ‘die’, hittan ‘hit’, skathe 
‘scathe, injury, damage’, skerren (Orm) ‘scare’. 

 Adjectives: bleik ‘bleak, pale’ (but see Björkmann 1900: 41), crōcod ‘crooked, ill  
‘evil, bad, sick’, lāg(e) ‘low’, meek ‘meek, submissive’, ragg(ig) ‘raggy’, odd ‘odd’, 
scant(y) ‘scant(y)’, slei ‘sly’, ugli ‘ugly’, weik ‘weak’.  

 Adverbs: na33 ‘nay, no’. 
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 Several of the above words became part of the most common English vo-
cabulary and obtained high frequency of occurrence and some of them became 
confronted with antonyms. Of the above list the following items became sooner 
or later confronted with their opposites, cf. the pairs: 
 

English/French Norse 
calm  angry  

straight  crooked  

clean  dirty  

good/healthy  ill  

high  low  

proud  meek  

even  odd  

legal outlaw  

ample/sufficient  scant(y)  

lovely/beautiful  ugly  

strong weak  

right  wrong  

be born/live die  

miss hit  

(3)  

yea nay  

 
 Considering the fact that the majority of words enumerated under (3) have 
always enjoyed high frequency it seems that their negative or unfavourable 
content helped them to survive in English. Simultaneously, words with positive 
associations were not equally popular, being replaced by either items from the 
native word stock or by French loanwords. It is curious that no Scandinavian 
pair featuring the positive : negative contrast managed to survive. Likewise, 
finding a high frequency pair containing a positive Scandinavian item contrast-
ing with a negative English counterpart seems a vain effort.  
 The subsequent sections of the paper contain an account of the spread of the 
Scandinavian loanword ill  in English dialects with special consideration of its 
pairing with its English antonym good. Such pairings are very important seman-
tically because they facilitate establishing the precise meaning of the item stand-
ing in a contrasting pair as fully opposite to its partner. Also, attention is focus-
sed on the first traces of the semantic shift in ill  from the sense ‘evil’ to that of 
‘unhealthy’ (see Molencki 2009). The texts examined are mainly prose pieces 
from The Innsbruck Corpus of Middle English Prose version 2.3 and those from 
the corpus of Middle English Medical Texts. Also, data from a small selection 
of poetical works compiled in the Chadwyck-Healey collection of Middle Eng-
lish poetry were used.  
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3. Origins and evolution of ill   

 The precise etymology of ILL remains obscure. It is common knowledge 
that it was borrowed from Old Norse illr  (cf. also illa  adv., ilt noun), an adjec-
tive of unknown origin, its surviving relatives in Scandinavian languages being 
Sw. illa and Dan. ilde. In Middle English ILL shows little variation as this 
lemma is only represented by the spellings il , ill , yl and yll. The adjective ILL 
had its debut on the English soil in the Ormulum (6647; c. 1200), where it ap-
pears with the quasi-religious meaning ‘morally evil’( þatt mann iss fox … And 
full off ille wiless, cf. also the Moral Ode), a sense which a century later evolved 
towards more secular meanings like ‘causing pain, harm or disaster’ (Bestiary, 
Genesis and Exodus), ‘of bad quality’ (Cursor Mundi 886: “ille womman”) and 
‘of evil intent’. As could be expected, originally the word was confined to the 
areas subject to Scandinavian penetration but it soon spread to the Anglo-Saxon 
areas of England. The diffusion of ill  south of the Humber was characterised by 
a strong competition with the native synonym evil, which was at that time 
competing with another negative newcomer, the adjective bad of dubious origin 
(cf. Wełna, forthcoming).  
 What we know is that “the word ‘ill’… used in Sir Gawain had not yet 
penetrated to London by 1400: Chaucer attributes it to his Northern students”. 
(Burrow, Turville-Petre 1996: 16). The adjective appears in The Reeve’s Tale 
(4174, Ye, they sal have the flour of il endyng.) as an evidently Northern form, 
meaning ‘poor, bad’ and also in the non-dialectal context in The Romaunt of the 
Rose (2074, Whether so turne to god or ill), where it is a noun, a synonym of 
‘evil’. 
 That the competition between evil, bad and ill  was lasting long is best illus-
trated by the following phrases from the 16th century, here quoted after the 
OED (cf. also Durkin 2009: 41): 

 
(4a)  1549 He by vnrepentaunce fell frome euyll to worse, and frome worse, to worste of 

all. (Latimer 4th Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 121)  
(4b)  1562 Suche driftes draue he, from yll to wars and wars (J. Heywood Prov. & Epigr. 

1867, 73). 
(4c)  1579 Must not the world wend in his commun course From good to badd, and from 

badde to worse, From worse vnto that is worst of all_? (Spenser Sheph. Cal. Febr. 12) 
 

 It is to be emphasised that after the 16th century such structures combining 
the comparative worse with EVIL and ILL became very rare or disappeared 
completely because of the establishment of BAD as the principal word express-
ing the negative qualities. The failure of ILL to be present in constructions like 
those above must have been due to the semantic shift of the adjective towards 
the sense ‘unhealthy’, a process which is generally considered to have begun in 
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the late 15th century but is best seen in the 16th and 17th centuries. That it may 
have belonged to an earlier period is debated in section (5) below. 

4. ILL in Middle English prose 

 As a Scandinavian loanword ill  must have spread from the North to the 
South one would expect that the largest number of samples is to be encountered 
in texts from Scotland and the Northern belt area inhabited by the Scandinavian 
invaders. The present research, as will be shown, does not fully confirm that 
hypothesis. 
 The data in section (4) come from the Innsbruck Corpus of Middle English 
Prose (ICMEP). The presentation of items is arranged according to the tradi-
tional division into five dialects, to the exclusion of Kent which offers no re-
spective evidence. It is important to emphasise that the dialect of London is 
treated separately as it shows specific features of its own, not always agreeing 
with the language of the other East Midland counties.  

4.1.1. Northern 

 It is disappointing that the search of the Northern texts in the ICMEP does 
not bring forth instances of ILL from the period before 1400. All the texts from 
the North containing forms of ILL represent the 15th century language, so we 
are confronted with a rather flat temporal perspective as regards the distribution 
of the loanword under scrutiny. The only exception is The Abbey of the Holy 
Ghost (1350+; MS Lincoln Cath. Libr., Robert Thornton) which contains a 
single unpaired instance of ILL. Also, a similar single unpaired ILL is found in 
Liber de Diversis Medicinis (c1422–1454). 
 In the following sections of the paper the lemma ILL stands for all spelling 
variants of adjectives, nouns and adverbs. Special emphasis is put on cases whe-
re ILL makes a semantically contrasting pair with its antonym good in the same 
sentence, because the exact meaning of the loanword can be identified without 
any ambiguity only in such cases, cf. (5) below. In the statistics, P refers to 
paired ILL and UNP refers to unpaired ILL in a non-contrasting position. Under 
(5), only samples of contrasting pairs are adduced. The statistics is presented 
after each title, cf. 

 
(5) Alphabet of Tales (1400+; MS BM Addit. 25, 719)  
 … þat sufferd synners & ill men to hafe prospertie & welefar of þis warlde, & gude 

men & rightwus to hafe disease & tribulacion (281/r21); &  
 all his oder ill dedis war weyed in a weyscale with his gude dedis (298/r17),  
 'Stephan, whi duse þou ill dedis agayn my gude merettis? (314/r6);  
 God duse me gude agayn ill (339/14 n.);  
 me wyll gretelie repent þat I had ane ill after a gude.' (379/25);  
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 þat evur when oþer folk offerd gude syluer I offerd alway ane ill penye (386/12);  
 'What dois þou? þou dose me ill for gude (474/1);  
 and sho did gude for ill (517/17);  
 if he be yll, me wyll gretelie repent þat I had ane ill after a gude (379/25).  
 at he sulde not se gude to be ill (518/4);  
 and sho did gude for ill (517/17) [Total 54, ILL: P 11, UNP 43; BAD UNP 1] 
 

 The Alphabet of Tales features a significant number of the forms of ILL, 
with 11 sentences containing a contrasting pair GOOD : ILL. The loanword 
must have lacked serious competition of its synonyms as the text supplies only a 
single instance of BAD. Apart from GOOD : ILL, The Alphabet contains no 
instances of the other potential contrasting pairs, i.e., GOOD : EVIL or GOOD : 
BAD. Thus, ILL can be regarded as a standard form in that text. Another charac-
teristic feature of the pairings is that the positional ordering ILL before GOOD 
or GOOD before ILL is roughly the same (6 vs. 5).  
 A most striking combination of paired ill  can be found in another Northern 
text, by Dan Jon Gaytryge from the middle of the 15th century, cf. 

 
 (6) Dan Jon Gaytryge's Sermon (c1440; MS Lincoln Cath. Libr. 91, Thornton MS) 
 (a) For it kennes vs to knawe þe gud and þe ill, and alswa to sundire þe tane fra þe 

toþer, and for to leue þat es euyll, and take to þe gude, and of twa gud thynges for to 
chese þe better (11/18) 

 (b) and þat oure herte be noghte to hye for na wele-fare, ne ouermekill vndire for nane 
euyll fare (11/18) [ILL: P 1; EVIL P 2, UNP 5] 

 

 The Sermon contains only one instance of ILL paired with GOOD, the latter 
adjective simultaneously pairing with EVIL. The text also contains 5 unpaired 
instances of EVIL and a sentence containing the pair WELL : EVIL, used as the 
first elements of a compound. Only a few more instances of ILL can be found in 
Hilton’s Angels' Song, (1400 +, MS BL Add. 27592), which contains the sen-
tence with paired ILL: “and how it es made be presence of þe gode aungel and 
noght be inputtyng of þe ille aungel“ (10/3) 
 A text which supplies more examples is The Mirror of St. Edmund: 

 
(7) The Mirror of St. Edmund (c1440, MS Lincoln Cath. Libr. Thornton Ms., lf. 197)  
 and auauntez hym of gude þat he hase of oþer, or of ill þat he hase of hym-selfe (24/12). 
 with of mens gudnes wythdrawyng, or ells with ill procurynge (24/36) 
 he konn chese þe ill fra þe gude (29/36)  
 þat duse away all ill and purchase all gude (31/29) 
 He make vs swylke þat we may neuer do ill, ne þat we may noghte fayle of gude 

(37/19–20) 
 how he gyfes his gudes als wele to þe ille als to þe gude (49/11)  
 þane hafe we na frende bot gude, ne nane Enemy bot ill (49/30) 
 and þe ille sall we lufe for-þi þat þay may be gude (49/31). 
 and for-þi þat twa thynges lettes man to do wele and lefe þe yll (30/3), [ILL: P 9, UNP 16] 
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 The Mirror of St. Edmund offers a significant number of both paired 
(9 instances) and unpaired (16) instances of ILL. In one case ILL correlates 
with wele, instead of gode, although there is little semantic difference between 
good and well standing in such correlated pairs.  
 A rather modest number of the instances of ILL (P 5, UNP 4) are found in 
the late 15th century text Wisdom of Solomon, representing Scottish Lowlands: 

 
(8) Wisdom of Solomon (end of 15c, Cbr. Univ. MS. KK. 1.5) 
 mar fore thar ill na for thar gud (22/723)  
 sal neuer gud deid wnreuardyt be, in this lyf, na Ill deid wnpwnist (22/747)  
 and kep fra Ill, and do gud quhill he is here (25/847) 
 all Ill sal be pwnist, and gud Reuardit (25/848) [P 5, UNP 4] 
 

 The most important text from the Northern dialect is that by Richard Rolle 
of Hampole (Yorkshire) which contains an unusually high number of the forms 
of ILL. Although Rolle’s works belong to the mid-14th century, the relevant 
manuscript represents the 15th century language. 

 
(9) Richard Rolle of Hampole Epistels_&c._(Yorkshire Writers; a1450, MS.  
 Cambr. Dd V. 64 et al. (Rawl. C 285; Arundel 507) 
 þai say gude or ill (8) 
 when he hydes ill vnder þe liknes of gode (13) 
 obstinacion in ill. / noy to do gude (22) 
 to turne gude dedes to ill (22) 
 bath g(ude &) ill (33) 
 ylke a man, gud and ille (105) 
 þan sal þe gude be twynnede fra ylle (121) 
 til turne til gode or til ille (133) 
 til assent til þe gode: & steres it to þe ille (134) 
 haues a free wille til do gode or ille (134) 
 & steres it til do þe gode & leue þe ille (134) 
 þat to all gode are þai as deade; & to il (139) 
 fro þi gude dedys & fro þine ill dedys (172) 
 be þe presence of þe gude aungel & nou3t be þe inputtynge of þe ille aungel (175) 
 þat es till þe same gude þat he lufes hym-selfe to, nathynge till ill (196) 
 þay do me ill agayne gude (200) 
 and all thi werkes gude & ill (293) 
 or oure ill dedis, and all gud mene sall be gloryfyede for þaire gud dedis (299) 
 schame of gode dede, ioie of il dede (412) 
 turne gode til il (412)  
 þat þe ille angel apperid to: in forme of a gode angel (419) 
 til do wele or ille (134) [ILL P 22, UNP 85] 
 

 The prose of Richard Rolle contains an extremely high number of ILL 
forms, 85 unpaired, 21 paired with GOOD, and 1 with WELL. On a closer scru-
tiny one can observe that the majority of instances of the lemma ILL stands for 
a noun (14), the adjectival use being less frequent (8). The order in the pairs is 
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prevailingly GOOD : ILL (15), only 5 pairs showing a reverse ordering. But, 
surprisingly, considering the predomination of ILL, apart from the relatively 
few occurrences of EVIL, Rolle’s text also contains 5 conservative pairings 
with the lemma EVIL as well as one with its most influential rival and future 
winner of the competition, i.e., BAD, cf. 

 
(10a) A gud tre may nogth make badde fruyte, ne an euele tree may nogth bryng forth gud 

fruyte (123) 
(10b) … þe passione is sofferayne refuyte to eschew all euyls, & to purchase all godes (130) 
 … bot al þat men says, euel or gude, suffer it mekeli in þi hert (54) 
 … in as muche as þei are gode, and in as muche as þei are vuel (277) 
 Hou after þi slepe þou schalt quiken þin herte wiþ preyeres and gode þou3tes & put awai  
 vuel þou3tes þat letten deuocion (283) 
 

 Sentence (10a) shows that Rolle did not completely abandon the traditional 
word EVIL, confronting it with GOOD to refer to the noun tre(e) (cf. gud tre : 
euele tree), but he used the newcomer BAD when referring to the noun fruyte 
‘fruit’ ( badde fruyte : gud fruyte). However, the two adjectives in (10a) seem to 
convey different ideas because evele tree stands for ‘tree of evil’, while badde 
fruyte evidently denotes ‘spoilt fruit’.  
 As extra data, under (11) are quoted several instances of contrasting pairs 
from the Cursor Mundi, the most famous poem from the North, whose different 
versions originated in Northern England and in Scotland. This text, representing 
the 14th century language, consisting of nearly 30 000 lines of eight-syllable 
couplets, contains only a single example of bad, but as many as 57 instances of 
unpaired ILL, and a very high proportion of the pairs ILL : GOOD, in sum 22 
pairs, plus a single pair ILL : WELL. Items in each pair stand in close proximity 
to each other, in the same line, never creating pairs with items in the other line 
of a couplet.  

 
(11)  Cursor Mundi (Edited by Richard Morris. London. Published for The Early English 

Text Society by Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner & Co. 1874)  
 Both gode and ille qua rightly redis  (10/42) 
 Men schal him k[n]aw for god or ill   (10/46)  
 þe god to tak and leue þe ill   (40/568)  
 þe gode to do, to leue þe ill    (46/665)  
 O wityng bath god an[d] ill   (52/781)  
 Bath þe god and il knauand    (62/939)  
 For all war ille and nan war gode  (78/1235)  
 Ill es þe quit þi god seruis!   (260/4422)  
 þat he cuth sai ne il ne gode   (378/6538)  
 Again il ai wroght he gode   (444/7702)  
 Mi child a-gain, for god or il   (500/8678)  
 þair right to haue god and ill   (554/9646)  
 þat he spak noþer god ne ille   (698/12178)  
 And he said noiþer ill ne god  (704/12293)  
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 þat sum for god and sum for ill  (948/16607)  
 He þat alle gastes, god and ill   (1008/17593)  
 þis tale, queþer it be il or gode   (1248/21805)  
 For god and il to-gedir ar    (1324/23183)  
 Il ne gud he mai ouer take    (1477/25833)  
 Quere þe es for ill or god    (1532/27675)  
 Il thing for gode, or gode ouer dere   (1556/28413)  
 þat biddes vs bath in gode and ill   (1561/28662)  
 O thyng man liks, il or welle.   (39/548) 
 

 A similar arrangement of contrasting items in pairs is also found in Thomas 
Castelford's Chronicle from Yorkshire (ed. Frank Behre) of 1327 (MS c.1400), 
with ILL occupying the final position in a line, in most cases separated from its 
opposite by a single word, such as and or ne: 

 
(12)  Castelford's Chronicle from Yorkshire (ed. Frank Behre) of 1327 (MS c.1400) 
 Alle þe oþer he tok in gude and ille   (26/20435)  
 Man and woman, bath ille and gude   (29/20513)  
 Princes and dukes bath gud and ille   (49/21077)  
 Stand to þar domes in gude and ille   (66/21536)  
 "Mi fers treu in gude and ille   (68/21598)  
 And þan þai yielde ille agains gode   197/25171)  
 Againes gode euer dide þai ille   (197/25175)  
 Þai vnderfang þe ille for gode   (214/25677)  
 Þai tok na kepe to gode ne ille   (215/25701)  
 Naman þai fande in gode ne ille  (265/27185)  
 Wer it in gode, wer it in ille   (289/27301)  
 

 Speaking of GOOD, the partner of ILL, one cannot overlook a change in its 
spelling where, curiously, the root vowel <u> present in the first one hundred 
lines, is replaced by the spelling <o> in the second and third hundred lines. Eng-
lish historical phonology explains the form with <u> as reflecting the sound 
change [o: > Y:] in some Northern dialects.  

4.1.2. London and East Midland  

 The dialect of London is very often treated as a dialect area separate from 
the East Midland which can be explained as caused by strong influences from 
Southern dialects. Although ILL reached the area in the 14th century it occurs 
rather infrequently in texts from the East Midland. Under (13) are adduced sta-
tistical data concerning the distribution of the forms of ILL in localised texts 
from that area. 

 
(13) London 
 The Book of the Knight of La Tour-Landry (N BL, Harley 1764) 1450+ (1483 

[ILL: P 1, UNP 1] 
 (P) it berithe no force to do ill as forto do well (161/16)  
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 Caxton, The History of Reynard the Fox 1450+ (1481) [ILL: UNP 8] 
 Malory's Le Morte Darthur, (print) M 1450+ (1485)> [ILL: P 1, UNP 8] 
 (P) for she and her lady did neuer good but ylle (378)  
 Four Sons of Aymon, pt. 1 (print) M 1450+ (c1489) London. [ILL: UNP 30] 
 Four Sons of Aymon, pt. 2 (print) M 1450+ (c1498) London. [ILL: UNP 22] 
 Caxton, Blanchardyn and Eglantine (print) M 1450+ (c1489) [ILL: UNP 4] 
 Caxton, The Doctrinal of Sapience (print) M 1450+ (c1489) [ILL: P 1, UNP 2] 
 (P) It is auarice for to thynke ouer moche on the goodes of thys world and to gete them 

ylle and agayn conscience (146/31) 
 The Tretyse of Loue, ed. Fisher M 1450+ (1493/ 94) [ILL: P 2] 
 aud knowe good & ylle (9/3);  
 The father wyll no more spare vs, hys ylle chyldyrn, thanne he dyd the swete Ihesu 

cryst, hys good chylde (25/32) 
 

 As regards the more northerly areas of the East Midland we can expect to 
find there a substantial number of the forms of ILL because of the close vicinity 
of the Northern region where such forms predominated. This is true with refer-
ence to a manuscript from Lincolnshire, originally attributed to Richard Rolle of 
Hampole, edited by Richard Misyn (MS Oxford, Corpus Christi College 236). 
In the first of his two texts, The Fire of Love, can be found as many as 17 un-
paired forms of ILL and GOOD and almost as many (15 in all) paired forms. At 
the same it is curious that in another text by Misyn, The Mending of Life, in the 
same Oxford manuscript no paired forms can be found, although unpaired 
forms are used.  

 
(14a) Misyn, The Fire of Love, Corpus Christi Coll. Oxf. MS. 236; M 1400+ (1435)  
 ffor þer gude dedys full few, with many ill dedis ar mengyd (4/6)  
 bot sen emonge few gude ar many ill, many disesys cum, þat ill may be chastissyd : & 

þis euyll  
 þingis to gude men happyns for þai with ill ar mengyd vnto þere dede (18/9–11). 
 no more karinge for frenschip of gude pore þen il pore (42/18)  
 gude forsoth in to ill þa turn (53/10) 
 for man fallis not to il whills his mynde in god is stedfast (54/12) 
 Guyde awe to dreyd þat þai fall not to yll (67/22) 
 Of diuers ffrenschips of gude & ille (90/29)  
 þo þinges despisyd þat to gude & yll comonly may be had (8/32) 
 þat comon ar to gode & yll (9/7)  
 þat when he is gude scheuys hym-self yll (19/29) 
 fro gude to yll þai turne (27/18) 
 be it goyd be it yll (89/14) 
 þe tokyns of godis inspiracione put owt be rotynge of yll, þa go fro yll to wars, & the 

more  
 dampnabilly þa fale þat þa to þat gude þat þa wer with touchyd consentis not (90/18) 
 [ILL: P 15, UNP 17] 
 
(14b) Misyn, The Mending of Life, ed. Harvey, Corpus Christi Coll. Oxf. MS. 236 [ILL: 

UNP 9] 
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 The assignment of the Misyn manuscripts to Lincolnshire (East Midland), 
as is suggested in LALME, seems correct, although these manuscripts contain 
numerous Northern features such as the 3rd prs sg present marker –es (man 
fallis), a feature of the North. 
 More typical East Midland texts come from East Anglia. Here belong, for 
instance, letters of the Paston family of Norfolk, known as The Paston Letters. 
ILL is occasionally used by the Pastons, also in paired combinations with 
WELL and GOOD, cf. 

 
(15a) The Paston Letters, vol. 3, Norfolk, East Anglia, 15c  
 and for the gladnesse and plesour of al your welwyllers, and to the pyne and 

dyscomfort of  
 all your ille wyllers (276)  
 oure good dedys and ylle (124); [ILL P 2, UNP 1] 
(15b) The Paston Letters, vol. 4, Norfolk, East Anglia, M 1400+ (1420–1500) [ILL UNP 8] 
(15c) The Paston Letters, vol. 5, Norfolk. East Anglia, M 1400+ (1420–1500)  
 and I do well I axe no thank, and if I do ille, I pray yow leythe the defawt on over 

lytyll wyte (22/24) 
 whethyr I had goode tydyngys er ill (48/21) 
 nowther to weell ner to ylle (181/29) [ILL: P 3, UNP 7] 
 

 The evidence of prose texts from the West Midland, Southwest and Kent is 
very modest as there are only isolated cases of ILL tokens in several texts, as a 
rule unpaired. More effective would be the examination of poetical works from 
the 15th century, although Gower’s Confessio Amantis, for instance, only con-
tains the pairs GOOD : EVIL and GOOD : BAD, but no instances of ILL, while 
a small number of ILL items can be found in Chaucer’s The Reeves Tale, where 
the Northern speech is imitated, cf. Ye, they sal have the flour of il ending 
(4174) or And we han had an il fit al this day (4184). 

5. Semantic shift in ILL  

 It is commonly believed that Middle English texts from before the latter 
half of the 15th century fail to supply data confirming the semantic shift of ILL 
from ‘bad, evil’ to the contemporary sense ‘unhealthy’. There is general agree-
ment that the initiation of that semantic evolution is localised in Scotland and 
Northern England. Consequently, the two studies dealing with the modification 
of ILL towards the new sense ‘bodily disorder, disease, sickness, epilepsy’, 
Sylwanowicz (2007: 112; a) and Molencki (2009: 80; b), adduce examples of 
sentences where the lemma ILL demonstrates the sense ‘unhealthy’ in the mid-
dle of the 15th century (a) or later (b), cf. 

 
(16a) c1450 Here ys a precyus medcyn… for all yllys yn þe body (Burg. Practica (Rwl D. 

251) 254/11] 
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(16b) a1500 A sekenes … haldys me full haytt … ful sore am I and yll (Towneley Plays Hnt 
HM 1, 123/231) 

 

 But the above citations, although really conveying a new meaning of ILL, 
do not seem to have been the earliest instances since ILL with the new sense 
can also be identified much earlier in another text from Scotland, cf. 

 
(17)  c1375 Legends of the Saints in the Scottish Dialect of the Fourteenth Century, ed. by 

W.M. Metcalfe.  
 Full besyly can he spere Of his seknes þe manere, And of þe cause als of þe Ile & in 

quhat wyse it com hym till, & how lange tyme he It had. (Sc. Leg. Saints, Jacobus 
minor 577–581)  

 … & to god þis cane he pray, þat he suld hale be of þat Il, (364/108–109) & now has 
gotine neuir-þe-les Il coweryng eftyre lang seknes (465–466)  

 
 Those looking for the instances of ILL employed as the opposite of healthy 
will be disappointed while browsing the Middle English Medical Texts corpus 
(Taavitsainen, Pahta, Mäkinen) which may be wrongly considered the best 
source of ILL denoting the state of a disease. But the texts in the Middle Eng-
lish medical corpus practically do not contain forms of ILL used in the medical 
sense. There are only two forms of unknown date and place from two different 
texts, one form in each, which deserve to be quoted: 

 
(18)  … as hit sheweth in þaym þat han þe falling ille þ'influctions of þe mone, as þe falling 

ille horrible dremys (Rupescissa remedies; MS: Glasgow University Library Ferguson 
205, ff. 33r–49v.) 

 And theise signes betokne an yll stomac (Secreet of secreetes, MS: University College 
Oxford 85, ff. 49–59). 

 

 As regards the function of the noun meaning ‘the bad’, ILL failed to evolve 
towards the general form for ‘disease’. But the derivative illness, created in the 
17th century, has survived to our times. However, the earliest records of the 
new sense ‘bad or unhealthy condition of the body, the condition of being ill, 
disease, ailment, sickness, malady’ are only found in the 17th century, cf. 

 
(19)  1689–90 Rue is of excellent Use for all Illness of the Stomach (Temple Ess., Health & 

Long Life Wks. 1731 I. 184). 1692 While his illness lasted and the event was doubtful, 
all was in suspence. (Mem. 1672–79 R.) 1703 They told me you had felt some sudden 
Illness; Where are you sick? (Rowe Fair Penit. i. i. 323) 

 
 Finally, one can mention instances of ambiguous reading of the meaning of 
words as sometimes it is difficult to identify the true sense of ILL. For instance, 
Caxton’s texts contain sentences in which the meaning of ILL comes close to its 
new sense, i.e., ‘unhealthy’, although simultaneously they can be interpreted in 
the old sense as a synonym of EVIL: 
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(20)  The Right Plesaunt and Goodly, Historie of the Foure Sonnes of Aymon, Englisht from 
the French by William Caxton, and printed by him about 1489} 

 … for I am yll a hungred (367/29)  
 … yll come to me / for all the harme that we have suffred (439/25) 
 Caxton's translation of The History of Reynard the Fox. Early Prose Romances, ed. by 

Henry Morley, LL.D. 
 I am nevertheless ill on enough (120/13). 
  

 Because Caxton’s works belong to the turn of the 16th century the semantic 
component of ILL in his language may have occasionally come close to its con-
temporary “medical” sense.  

6. Conclusions 

 To sum up the above, the following generalisations can be made: 
(1) The original pair good : ill, in competition with the pair good : bad, survived 

into Early Modern English period, and was later replaced by healthy: ill . 
The true sense of ILL is sometimes difficult to assess, although the word 
may have occasionally referred to the state of health. The new meaning can 
be classified as caused by semantic narrowing; 

(2) The increasing popularity of the adjective bad must have had some impact 
on the semantic change of ill  towards the sense ‘unhealthy’;  

(3) The first forms of ill  in the sense ‘unhealthy’ emerge, not as was believed, in 
the mid-15th century, but some 75 years earlier. Their popularity grew in 
the New English period; 

(4) That ILL as well as its new meaning originated in the North and in Scotland 
is beyond doubt, considering the earliest evidence from English medieval 
literature. 
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English-Polish language contact, the young generation 
and the new media: The use of English in Polish 
Internet blogs written by young people 

1. Introduction 

 It is a well-known fact that nowadays English is in constant contact with 
many languages, Polish being no exception here. The changes in Polish can 
nowadays be detected primarily at the level of vocabulary, as English borrow-
ings can be noticed in nearly all types of Polish texts. It would seem that the 
new media play a very important role nowadays in the process of spreading the 
borrowings among speakers of Polish, especially those belonging to the younger 
generation. The aim of the present paper will thus be to estimate the influence 
of English upon the Polish language used in the new media. First, however, it 
would seem necessary to establish a general definition of the term in question. 

2. New media and the Internet 

 The concept of new media is defined as ‘products and services that provide 
information or entertainment using computers or the Internet, and not by tradi-
tional methods such as television and newspapers’ (CALD)1 or as ‘new infor-
mation and entertainment technologies, such as the Internet, CD-ROMs and 
digital television’ (OALD). As one can see, both definitions mention the Inter-
net in the first place, as it is most commonly associated with new media. The 
central role of the Internet among the new media is also underlined in Diction-
ary of Computer and Internet Terms. The dictionary gives also a list of features 
that differentiate the new media from old, or ‘earlier’, ones: the lack of central 
control, audience participation, a very low cost of production, computer-assisted 
access, multimedia and volatility (Downing et al. 2009 /1986/: 330).  
 Naturally, the Internet, being far from a homogeneous medium, contains 
texts of various genres. As a result, the influence of English seen on the Polish 
Internet is not evenly distributed among various types of texts published there. 
The number and frequency of English borrowings used in Polish Internet texts 

                                                      
1  The abbreviations of the titles of the general dictionaries used in the study are explained at 

the end of the paper. 
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may depend on a number of factors, such as the level of formality of the text, its 
type (interactional, i.e., taken from blogs, forums, instant messengers, chats, 
discussion channels, etc. and non-interactional. i.e., taken from static web 
pages, whose content cannot be modified or commented on by Internet users)2 
and, last but not least, the age of a given Internet user.  
 According to Bożena Witosz (2005), most of the texts published on the 
Internet can be said to be the mutated versions of the genres found outside the 
Internet. However, as I noted in one of my previous papers (Zabawa 2010), 
there are two important differences between these two modes: first, it appears 
that there is a much higher percentage of informal texts in the Internet that out-
side it; Second, a high percentage of Internet text is written by the people be-
longing to the young generation. In other words, the new media, in contrast to 
the earlier ones, are characterized by a high percentage of informal texts and 
young authors. What is more, some of the Internet texts can be said to be on the 
borderline between speech and writing, although – from a purely technical per-
spective – they belong undoubtedly to the written mode of expression. Never-
theless, many of the texts published on the Internet, including those taken from 
some of the blogs,3 can be at least partly characterized by some of the features 
typically belonging to the spoken mode of expression, such as interactivity, 
greater personal involvement, lower structural complexity, lower concentration 
of new information, fragmentation, lower level of internal organization, greater 
dependence on background situation and shared knowledge, spontaneity, the 
wide use of colloquialisms and slang expressions, among others (cf. also Za-
bawa 2010; for more information about differences between speech and writing, 
cf. Akkinaso 1982, Biber 1988).  
 The Internet seems ideal for studying the influence of one language upon 
another, as – so it seems – new linguistic phenomena appear frequently first on 
the Internet, and only then are they copied into the language of newspapers and 
television. It is naturally not possible to study the influence of English upon 
Polish used on the Internet as a whole. Rather, it was necessary to restrict the 
research to one particular Internet genre. It has been decided to base the study 
on the texts taken from Polish Internet blogs written by young people. Such 
texts can definitely be described as being on the borderline between speech and 
writing, as the majority of them are characterized by interactivity (many blog 
authors ask readers for comments), great personal involvement and a very wide 
use of colloquialisms. 

                                                      
2  The distinction into interactional and non-interactional Internet texts has been borrowed from 

an online manual for Narodowy Korpus Języka Polskiego (‘National Corpus of Polish’, Prze-
piórkowski et al. 2010).  

3  Blog is not a unitary phenomenon; on the contrary, quite a few types of blogs can be differ-
entiated, cf. the further part of the present paper.  
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The aim of the present study is thus to estimate the influence of English upon 
Polish used by the younger generation on the basis of blogs.4 First, however, the 
definition of ‘blog’ will be provided, together with a classification of blogs.  

3. The definition of blog 

 Blog can be defined as ‘a frequently updated web site consisting of personal 
observations, excerpts from other sources, etc., typically run by a single person, 
and usually with hyperlinks to other sites; an online journal or diary’ (ODE). 
OALD provides also some derivatives of blog, namely the nouns blogger and 
blogging as well as compounds blogosphere and blogroll. The verb to blog is 
also used. According to ODE, the term blog is a shortening of weblog, which in 
turn is a compound of Web (i.e., ‘the Internet’) and log (‘record of events’). As 
noticed by Witosz (2005) and mentioned above, most of the texts published on 
the Internet are in fact the mutated versions of the genres outside the Internet.  
 A blog is thus the Internet mutation of a diary; there are some differences 
between the two, however: the traditional diary is normally written only for 
oneself, whereas blogs can normally be read by any Internet user. It is naturally 
possible to limit the access to one’s blog by means of a password that can be 
given, e.g., to one’s friends only but nevertheless it would seem that the major-
ity of blogs are open for everyone. What is more, most blogs can not only be 
read by any Internet user, but commented on as well, as the majority of blog 
portals enable readers to post comments separately for each entry in a blog, thus 
making it possible to have some kind of a conversation between the author and 
his or her readers. 

4. Classification of blogs 

 Although it is possible to provide a general definition of ‘blog’, it must be 
remembered that it is a broad and heterogeneous phenomenon,5 and, conse-
quently, several subclasses can be distinguished (Jeleśniański 2008; Downing et 
al. 2009 /1986/; cf. also Zabawa 2009): 

                                                      
4  Cf. also Chaciński (2003: 6), who claims that ‘blogi … rzadko mają wartość literacką, są za 

to niesamowitym materiałem do wszelkiego rodzaju badań, w tym i do badań języka’ (‘blogs 
… rarely have any literary values; they are, however, an incredible material for any kind of 
studies, including linguistic ones’ [translation is mine: MZ]). 

5  It is very difficult, if not impossible, to provide an exact, or even approximate, number of 
blogs existing on the Internet. According to Wikipedia, the blog search engine Technorati 
(http://www.technorati.com/) was indexing more than 112 000 000 blogs (December 2007; 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technorati). One has to remember, however, that many of the 
blogs are of the ephemeral character: after a few entries, they are discarded by their authors. 
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–  Personal blogs, also referred to as general blogs: describing one’s personal 
life, relations with family and friends, school, work, personal feelings and 
emotions, etc. In fact, they are the closest to the traditional diaries and thus 
function like their online counterparts. 

–  Specialized blogs: written for (and by) people interested in a specific field, 
e.g., blogs for bicycle lovers, skateboarders, computer gamers, etc. This 
group includes also such types as political blogs, travel blogs, etc. 

–  Corporate and organizational blogs: used for business purposes.  
 

 What is more, a somewhat different classification is also possible, with the 
author(s) taken into account (www.en.wikipedia.org; Jeleśniański 2008; cf. also 
Zabawa 2009): 
 

–  Individual personal blogs: written by a single person. 
–  Collective blogs: written by a group of authors; such blogs are usually of 

a specialized or corporate character.  
–  Blogs written by celebrities, e.g., politicians, actors or well-known scien-

tists. Such blogs are usually specialized in character; in addition, they may, 
for example, enable voters (potential or actual), fans, etc., to communicate 
with a given celebrity. The blogs of this type may also have an educational 
character, cf. linguists’ blogs. 

 

 Naturally, other types of classification are also possible: one can, for exam-
ple, distinguish between various types of blogs (1) on the basis of the content of 
the blog (texts only, pictures, photographs, movies, music samples, links to 
other blogs or websites in general, etc.): videoblogs (or vlogs), linklogs, 
photoblogs, tumblelogs, etc. or (2) on the basis of the device used for compos-
ing a given blog (computers, mobile phones, typewriters and scanners): typecast 
blogs, moblogs, etc. Such classification is strictly technical, however; as such, it 
clearly falls outside the scope of the present paper and will not be discussed in 
detail.  

5. The corpus 

 The aim of the present study, as was mentioned before, is to estimate the 
influence of English upon Polish used in Internet blogs written by the young 
generation.6 The study is restricted to individual personal blogs. It concentrates 

                                                      
6  Naturally, the phrase young generation may seem not precise enough; it has been decided 

arbitrarily that only the blogs written by the people between 12 and 20 years of age will be 
taken into account. The age of the authors was determined on the basis of the content of the 
entries in a given blog (the authors usually state their age, either directly or indirectly, e.g. by 
stating the class and the type of school they attend).   
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on lexical borrowings (loanwords) from English, both assimilated and unassimi-
lated7.  
 Most of the blogs are published on special portals. The most popular Polish 
blog portals include Blog.pl (http://www.blog.pl), Onet (http://blog.onet.pl), 
Interia (http://blog.interia.pl) and Tenbit.pl (http://blog.tenbit.pl). It has been 
decided to restrict the present study to blogs published on Tenbit.pl, as, so it 
seems, most of the blogs published there are written by young people. The blogs 
from the portal in question were chosen at random. As was mentioned in Foot-
note 6, only the blogs written by young people (12–20 years of age) have been 
included in the present study. Altogether, 52 blogs have been taken into ac-
count.8 All of them can be classified as individual personal blogs. Four newest 
posts (entries) have been taken from each blog (208 posts in total). The 208 
entries in question constitute the corpus, which forms a base for the present 
study. The corpus consists of 21 573 words.9 It is composed of the texts on eve-
ryday topics typical for young people, such as school, sport, music, love, meet-
ing with friends, problems with parents and siblings, etc. 

6. Problems connected with analyzing data 

 When a linguist decides to collect a corpus and analyze it in terms of words 
of English origin, two difficulties seem to predominant. The first one, described 
already in my paper dealing with the use of English loanwords in Polish Internet 
message boards (Zabawa 2010), involves derivatives of the words of English 
origin (such as, e.g., komputerowy, komputerowiec, komputeryzacja based on 
komputer, borrowed from English). It is not entirely clear whether such deriva-
tives should be treated as borrowings of English origin or not. As I noted be-
fore: ‘On one hand, such words are created in Polish and as such are not bor-
rowed from English. On the other hand, however, a text which contains, say, 
three occurrences of the form komputerowiec (but not komputer itself) cannot 
be said to be free from the English influence, either’ (Zabawa 2010). It was (if 
somehow arbitrarily) decided to count such derivatives as borrowings and in-
clude them in the analysis. To make the entire picture as clear as possible, how-
ever, they are not treated as separate types of English borrowings in Polish. 
Rather, they are listed only as tokens of the same type. To illustrate the point, 
forms such as: komputer, komputerowy, komputerowiec, komputerowo, kom-

                                                      
7  More information on the language of Polish blogs in general can be found in my earlier 

article (Zabawa 2006: 64–65). 
8  The full list of the blogs taken into consideration in the present study is given in the Appendix. 
9  It can perhaps be stated at this point that the number of words of the corpus as well as the 

number of blogs taken into consideration is not sufficient. It would seem, nevertheless, that it 
is large enough to highlight certain tendencies. 
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puteryzacja and komputeryzować will be counted as six tokens but only one 
type. 
 Second, it is not always entirely clear if a given form is borrowed from Eng-
lish or some other foreign language. The dictionaries are sometimes of not much 
help, either. The abbreviation LSD, for example, is treated as a construction of 
English origin in Słownik zapożyczeń angielskich w polszczyźnie (SZA 2010: 128) 
but at the same time Słownik zapożyczeń niemieckich w polszczyźnie (SZN 2008: 
125) claims that the form in question is of German origin.  
 In addition, Mańczak-Wohlfeld claims that sometimes the dictionaries of 
Polish and/or of foreign terms erroneously attribute English origin to the words 
which are not in fact anglicisms. She gives here various examples, including 
glutamina, globalizm, inwestować, inwigilować, hinduizm (Mańczak-Wohlfeld 
2006: 88). Thus, as one can see, it is not always very easy to determine the ori-
gin of a given borrowing, even a relatively recent one.10 In the present situation, 
the etymology of the words found in the corpus was determined on the basis of 
Słownik zapożyczeń angielskich w polszczyźnie (SZA) and Mańczak-Wohlfeld’s 
monograph (2006). In addition, Uniwersalny słownik języka polskiego (USJP), 
Wielki słownik wyrazów obcych (WSWO) and English monolingual dictiona-
ries, primarily Oxford English Dictionary (OED), Oxford Dictionary of English 
(ODE) and Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (OALD) have also been 
used. 
 It should also be noted at this point that English names of companies, prod-
ucts, titles of movies, books, computer games, English nicks and personal 
names, etc., have not been counted as borrowings and have not been taken into 
account in the present study.  

7. The results of the study 

 Altogether, 69 types (253 tokens) of the borrowings of English origin have 
been found in the corpus.11 All the borrowings in question have been classified 
into three different groups, the criterion being the existence or non-existence of 
a given borrowing (and thus, if somewhat indirectly, the date of its emergence 
in Polish) in the following dictionaries: Wielki słownik wyrazów obcych PWN 

                                                      
10  Other linguists, however, present the opposite view. Witalisz, for example, claims that 

a borrowing (referring primarily to the ‘new’ wave of English borrowings) is a ‘foreign lexi-
cal element …,whose formal and semantic foreignness is obvious for an average user of lan-
guage’, adding that such borrowings ‘are easily recognizable’ [emphasis mine] (Witalisz 
2006: 2). However, in the light of the above data such a view seems highly questionable.  

11  The complete list of the English borrowings found in the corpus will be provided in the 
further part of the paper. 
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(WSWO), Uniwersalny słownik języka polskiego (USJP) and Słownik 
zapożyczeń angielskich w polszczyźnie (SZA): 
 

– old, noted in WSWO and/or USJP, e.g., e-mail, boysband, czat  
– new, not noted in WSWO and USJP, but noted in SZA, e.g., happy, bye-bye  
– newest, not noted in SZA, e.g., best, na legalu, friendsy.  
 

 The results of the classification are presented in Table 1. The numbers are 
shown separately for old, new and newest borrowings, in terms of both types 
and tokens. 

Table 1. The number of English lexical borrowings found in the corpus. 

old new newest 

types tokens types tokens types tokens 

 

46 184 6 17 17 52 
total types: 69, tokens: 253 

 

 The total numbers (69 types of English loanwords, 253 tokens) may seem 
relatively large at first glance, but when those figures are contrasted with the 
total number of words of the corpus (21,573), it will turn out that the English 
borrowings do not actually seem to be very frequent, as they constitute 1,17% 
of the entire corpus. What is more, the majority of them belong to the ‘old’ 
group, which means that they have somehow been sanctioned and accepted in 
Polish. On the other hand, however, it should be stressed that the blog authors 
used 17 types of the newest borrowings.  
 It would be very interesting to compare at this point the numbers provided 
above with those for Polish Internet message boards of a general character, i.e., not 
meant for any particular age group.12 The relevant data are provided in Table 2. 

Table 2. The comparison of the present findings with those for general Internet message 
boards. 

 % of the total number of words 

Internet message boards, all age groups – 
ca 14 000 words  (cf. Zabawa 2010) 

1,03% 

Blogs written by young people – 
ca 21 500 words 

1,17% 

 

 Interestingly but perhaps not surprisingly, the people belonging to young 
generation tend to use the borrowings of English origin more frequently than 
other age groups. The distinction is clear, not it does appear to be striking. Thus, 

                                                      
12  As a consequence, the texts published on such message boards have been written by people 

belonging to all age groups, mostly between 16 and 35.  
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it can be concluded here that the Polish Internet users do use English borrow-
ings in their writing, but do not seem to overuse it.  
 The list below gives all the English borrowings found in the present corpus, 
i.e., composed of the blog entries written by young people. The borrowings are 
given separately for each group (old, new, newest), arranged according to the 
number of occurrences in the corpus, given in square brackets. 

 
old: blog/blogasek/blogas/blogowicz13 [51], ok/OK/oki [14], film [14], weekend [12], 
trening/trenować [11], mecz/meczyk [7], link [6], DVD/dvd [5], komputer/komp [5], 
disco/disco polo [4], cool [4], Internet/internetowy [4], marker [2], flirt/flirtować [2], e-mail 
[2], partner/partnerka [2], SMS/sms [2], fan [2], reality show [2], klikać/poklikać [2], non 
stop [2], hip-hop [2], test/teścik [2], czat [2], RPG [2], down [1], serial [1], happy-end14 [1], 
tv [1], chirliderka [1], biznesik [1], html [1], trick [1], boysband [1], pop [1], soul [1], dres 
[1], klip [1], jeansy [1], casting [1], chipsy [1], logo [1], portal [1], PC [1], surfować [1].  
new: sorry/sorki/sorcie/sorrrrki [8], net [4], bye/bye bye [2], w realu [1], lajt [1], happy [1] 
newest: LOL/lol [11], doll/dolsy/dolsiaczek [9], gif/gifek [6], plis/plisss/plizzz/plz [4], well 
[4], fuck [4], next [2], for/4 [2] friends/friendsy15 [2], na legalu [1], best [1], city [1], phone 
[1], of course [1], LARP [1], OT [1], dear [1].  

 
 As was mentioned before, most of the borrowings in the corpus belong to 
the ‘old’ group. These can be described as quite general words: some of them 
are connected with the semantic field of computers and the Internet, music or 
sport, but in general they are nowadays relatively frequent, everyday words in 
Polish (possibly with the exception of czat, link, html, RPG, which are unlikely 
to be understood by the people not dealing with computers, as well as soul and 
possibly hip-hop, belonging to the sphere of music, and a general ‘emotional’ 
word cool).16 
 A different picture appears in the case of the borrowings in the new and 
newest groups. Most of them do have Polish equivalents and can thus be classi-
fied as potentially unnecessary.17 Interestingly enough, most of them, contrary 

                                                      
13  As one can see, the corpus contains quite a few diminutives (cf. the further part of the paper). 

All the borrowings are quoted here in the original spelling. 
14  This is in fact a pseudo-anglicism (also known as a false anglicism or self-made English, cf. 

Carstensen 1980, 1981, Buck 1974, both cited in Lehnert 1986: 146; Filipović 1972: 157). 
15  Friendsy is an example of depluralisation, not an infrequent phenomenon observed in con-

nection with the words borrowed from English (for more on this, cf. Mańczak-Wohlfeld 
1995: 59–60). 

16  Cool is a very interesting English borrowing as its primary meaning (‘fairly cold; not hot or 
warm’, OALD) has not been borrowed into Polish. It appears to be used only in its secondary 
meaning, namely to express approval and/or admiration. 

17  It must be noted at this point that the distinction between necessary and unnecessary borrow-
ings (cf. e.g. Mańczak-Wohlfeld 1995: 19) does not appear to be based solely on linguistic 
grounds; instead, it takes also into account individual attitudes to foreign borrowings, the 
ideas of giving priority to native elements, etc. Therefore, for some linguists this division is 
invalid, cf. e.g. Hope (1963, cited in Mańczak-Wohlfeld 1995: 19), who notes that any rea-
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to the borrowings in the old group, are not nouns; instead, they belong to vari-
ous other categories, such as adjectives (best, happy, dear), adverbs (next), ex-
clamations (bye bye, sorry) or even prepositions (for). This group includes also 
some acronyms; they are, however, contrary to the majority of those in the ‘old’ 
group, not likely to be generally understood by native speakers of Polish, as 
they belong to various specialized semantic fields, e.g., OT, LOL (standing for 
‘off topic’ and ‘laugh/laughing-out-loud’.18 respectively; both are connected 
with Internet forums and instant messengers), LARP (standing for ‘live action 
role playing’, used by fantasy and science fiction fans). Interestingly enough, 
the group contains also one expletive, namely fuck. It should also be observed 
that some of the words here appear in various graphic variants, cf., e.g., sor-
ry/sorki/sorcie/sorrrrki, plis/plisss/plizzz/plz. 19 
 In addition to the borrowings described above, the corpus contains also 
a further group of constructions borrowed from or modelled on English. This 
fourth group is composed of the entire phrases, rather than separate words. The 
group is not very numerous, however; it comprises 7 types (12 tokens). The 
constructions in question include: for all/4 all [4],20 see ya [3], 4 all my friends 
[1], big fenxior [1], bajdełej [1], oł maj Gad [1], my compiuter [1]. They have 
not been counted as borrowings, however, as they function more like instances 
of code-switching than unassimilated borrowings (for more on distinguishing 
between borrowings and code-switches, cf. Myers-Scotton 1993, MacSwan 
1997). Most of them, as one can see, involve various kinds of puns and mixing 
of English and Polish elements in a single phrase and are used jocularly. If such 
phrases were to be included in the group of English borrowings, then the final 
numbers would look as follows: 265 tokens, 1,23% of the entire corpus. 

                                                                                                                                  
son for borrowing a particular word is sufficient. Consequently, according to her, no loans 
can be described as unnecessary. It would seem, nevertheless, that it is quite useful to retain 
a distinction between borrowings having or not having native counterparts in the recipient 
language. 

18  According to some Internet sources, however, LOL may also stand for ‘lots of laughs’ (cf. 
e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LOL, http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=lol). 

19  As one can see, the spelling of this word in Polish is based on the English pronunciation, 
rather than English spelling. This is most probably done intentionally to achieve a humorous 
effect, as it is not very likely that young speakers of Polish do not know the correct spelling 
of the word. 

20  The numbers in square brackets indicate the number of occurrences of a given construction 
in the corpus. 
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8. Other types of the English influence 

 Interestingly enough, the corpus contains also other kinds of examples of 
the influence of English upon Polish. They include.21 
 

(a)  Semantic borrowings (the borrowing of meaning), i.e., the use of native (or 
already assimilated) words in the new meanings based on a foreign, English 
in our case, model: adres [6] (used in the meaning of ‘a website address’, 
on the model of English address), strona/stronka [5] (used in the meaning 
of ‘a web page/site’), wejść [1] (used in the meaning of ‘to access a web-
site’, on the model of English enter a website), kocham [1] (used in the 
meaning of ‘like’, on the model of English love), ściągać [1] (used in the 
meaning of ‘to download something form the Internet’). As one can see, 
most of the new meanings of the English semantic borrowings found in the 
corpus (with the exception of kochać) are connected with computers and the 
Internet.  

(b)  Spelling borrowings, i.e., the incorporation of English letters or characteris-
tic sequences of letters, into Polish words (or earlier borrowings). 36 types 
(91 tokens) of the borrowings of this type were found in the corpus. As one 
can see, therefore, spelling loans are relatively frequent in the language of the 
younger generation. They include: jush [16], qrwa, qrffa, qrewski, wqrwić, 
qurrrwa, wqrwiona22 [11], narqa, narq [6], qmple, qmpele, qmpela [5], 
tesh/tysh [5], spox, spoxo [5], dziex, dzienx23 [3], bosh, boshe [3], heyka, 
hey [3], na maxa [3], qzyn [2], extra [2], kultoora, kooltooralnie [2], dzi-
siejshy [1], mushe [1], shykować [1], qrde [1], domq [1], loodki, loodziska 
[1], texty [1], mooj [1], jeshcze [1], teściq [1], baseniq [1], maxsymalny [1], 
narx [1], lateq [1], shok [1], chociash [1], shkoły [1], weshlam [1], noog [1], 
krootkowzroczność [1], linkoof [1], sorx [1], sQL [1]. The most frequent 
patterns include using q instead of ku, oo instead of u or ó, sh instead of sz, 
x instead of ks. It is possible to notice an interesting phenomenon here: not 
only are the Polish words anglicised (e.g., jeshcze instead of jeszcze), but 

                                                      
21  It should be added that some of them go beyond the sphere of lexis. 
22  As one can see, there are quite a few examples of Polish expletives which are somehow 

anglicised. This, as was suggested during a discussion at the conference (Languages in Con-
tact, Wrocław 2010), may not be the case of making the swear words look ‘more English’, 
but perhaps of making them slightly more acceptable, as if less direct. Besides, some Internet 
forums automatically censor texts containing swear words; consequently, writing qrwa in-
stead of kurwa may prevent the activation of censorship mechanisms. A similar observation 
was made by Wyrwas (2004: 68), who mentions that some parts of a given swear word are 
sometimes replaced by asterisks, e.g. pier*** . It would seem that the motives for doing so 
are roughly the same as in the previous case. 

23  This is in fact not a typical example of a spelling borrowing, but rather a combination of 
Polish dziękuję (‘thank you’) and English thanks. 
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the English ones are somehow changed as well (e.g., sQL instead of school, 
sorx instead of sorry, probably created by analogy to dziex (i.e., dziękuję 
‘thank you’) and narx (i.e., na razie ‘bye for now’). This is a clear sign of 
linguistic creativity on the part of the writers. 

(c) Re-anglicising the spelling of the words which have already been assimi-
lated into Polish: jeansy instead of dżinsy, trick instead of trik. 24 

 

 Besides, the corpus contains some other characteristic features going be-
yond the sphere of the influence of English. They will not be discussed in detail, 
since they clearly fall outside the scope of the present paper. The list of some of 
such features include: very frequent diminutives, e.g., horrorek, sporcik, meczyk, 
teścik, graficzka, powrocik do domciu na obiadek, Szczęśliwego Nowego Roczku,25 
frequent spelling mistakes, recurrent punctuation errors (especially the omission 
of commas), repeated lack of Polish diacritics (i.e., a instead of ą, c instead of ć, 
etc.), frequent usage of emoticons and general linguistic carelessness. 

9. Conclusions 

 The aim of the present study was to estimate the influence of English upon 
Polish used in Internet blogs written by the young generation In conclusion, it 
can be stated that this influence is noticeable in terms of raw numbers: 69 types, 
253 tokens of English borrowings have been found in the corpus. English 
borrowings are not very frequent, however, when it comes to percentage terms, 
as they constitute as little as 1,17% of the entire corpus; in fact, their frequency 
is only slightly higher than that in Internet texts (taken from Internet message 
boards) written by people belonging to all age groups (1,03%). What is more, 
most of them belong to the group of fairly well assimilated borrowings, noted 
already in the dictionaries of Polish and/or of foreign terms, and thus somehow 
sanctioned in Polish. The use of English phrases (rather than separate words) is 
also very limited, as only 7 such constructions (used 12 times altogether) have 
been found in the corpus. As a consequence, one can note that, contrary to 
popular belief, the younger generation does not seem to use many more borrow-
ings than people belonging to other age groups. 
 It is also very interesting, but perhaps not surprising, to note that young 
people tend to use many more spelling borrowings (36 types, 91 tokens have 
                                                      
24  This is not a new tendency, however: it was described by Mańczak-Wohlfled as early as in 

1993, who notes the usage of business instead of biznes, gin instead of dżyn (Mańczak-
Wohlfeld 1993: 281). Such re-anglicisation (or de-assimilation) can be a very strong ten-
dency: nowadays, for example, USJP notes both gin and dżin (but not dżyn), but nevertheless 
the spelling gin seems to be the most frequent one. 

25  As one can see, both native Polish words and English borrowings can be used as diminutive 
forms. 
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been found in the corpus) than other age groups. Indeed, this re-anglicisation of 
Polish words (or previously adapted borrowings) is one of the characteristic 
features of the written language of the younger generation. It shows linguistic 
creativity and the eagerness to play with the language, and as such should not be 
blindly criticized.  
 It should also be noted that the Polish language of the blogs frequently re-
veals linguistic carelessness on the part of its users, characterized by the lack of 
the Polish diacritics as well as numerous spelling and punctuation mistakes. 
This seems to be a greater concern, especially for the teachers of Polish in 
schools, than the use of English borrowings. They are, as was noted before, 
used, but do not seem to be overused. 
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Appendix: Blogs taken into account in the present study 
 The appendix gives a list of all the blogs (52) taken into account in the present study. It 
might be interesting to note that some of the nicknames themselves are either (1) borrowed di-
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rectly from English or build with the English lexemes only (diary princess, dream9, mylifemyhell, 
shadows, sick-tired, storm-91), sometimes with some degree of adaptation (candy_dollska93), or 
can be said to be (2) Polish-English hybrids (crazy-niunia), sometimes incorporating various 
kinds of puns (muzyka4ever). Interestingly enough, there are also hybrids incorporating other 
languages than English and Polish (meine-blog). 
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